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Analysis of Hydrodynamics and
Heat Transfer in a Thin Liquid
Film Flowing Over a Rotating
Disk by the Integral Method
An integral analysis of hydrodynamics and heat transfer in a thin liquid film flowing over
a rotating disk surface is presented for both constant temperature and constant heat flux
boundary conditions. The model is found to capture the correct trends of the liquid film
thickness variation over the disk surface and compare reasonably well with experimental
results over the range of Reynolds and Rossby numbers covering both inertia and rota-
tion dominated regimes. Nusselt number variation over the disk surface shows two types
of behavior. At low rotation rates, the Nusselt number exhibits a radial decay with Nusselt
number magnitudes increasing with higher inlet Reynolds number for both constant wall
temperature and heat flux cases. At high rotation rates, the Nusselt number profiles
exhibit a peak whose location advances radially outward with increasing film Reynolds
number or inertia. The results also compare favorably with the full numerical simulation
results from an earlier study as well as with the reported experimental results.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2150836�

Keywords: liquid film cooling, rotation, heat transfer enhancement, integral analysis

Introduction
Many investigations have been performed in the past on flow

and heat transfer characteristics in thin liquid films due to the fact
that high heat transfer rates can be obtained in thin films as re-
viewed by Webb and Ma �1�. Hydrodynamic characteristics of
thin liquid films flowing over stationary and rotating disk surfaces
are important in understanding the major factors affecting the heat
transfer performance. A better understanding of the fluid mechan-
ics of the liquid film flow allows better design and optimization of
high performance compact heat transfer systems such as those
employed in space applications, where considerations on effi-
ciency, size, and weight are of critical importance. The study of
rotating thin-film fluid physics and heat transfer is also of funda-
mental interest in the development of compact vapor absorption
systems.

Watson �2� was first to analyze a free-falling jet impinging on a
horizontal stationary plate. The film flow was divided into four
regions. The first region is the impingement zone, followed by a
second region of a growing boundary layer in the liquid film
which eventually reaches to the film surface. The third region is
comprised of the transition to a fully developed film flow followed
by a fully developed flow regime identified as the fourth region.
For stationary and rotating liquid films at low flow rates and ro-
tation speeds, a hydraulic jump could exist that has been studied
both computationally and experimentally under normal and zero
gravity conditions by Faghri and co-workers �3,4� and Avedisian
and Zhao �5�. The hydraulic jump phenomenon was found to dis-
appear at zero gravity conditions. Labus and Dewitt �6� conducted
a combined numerical and experimental study to determine the
free surface of a circular jet impinging on a flat plate in micro-
gravity. The governing potential flow equations were solved nu-
merically. The experimental study was performed using a drop-
tower. The flow patterns of the free surface were examined

experimentally, concluding that the surface tension and inertia
were the dominant forces acting on the liquid. The experimental
results were found to be in a good agreement with the numerical
results. Thomas et al. �3� performed a useful one-dimensional
analysis of the film thickness including the hydraulic jump phe-
nomenon. They predicted significant thinning of the film with in-
creased levels of rotation. They neglected inertia in their analysis.

Miyasaka �7� performed a similar theoretical and experimental
study of the thickness of a thin viscous liquid film on a rotating
disk. He obtained the film thickness by solving the governing
equations of motion in the inviscid and viscous limits, with the
latter utilizing the boundary layer approximation. Miyasaka also
carried out experiments by using a liquid jet falling onto the cen-
ter of a rotating disk. He deduced the film height from the elec-
trical resistance of the liquid on the disk by comparing it to the
electrical resistance of a standard thickness of the fluid. The com-
puted values were found to agree with the experimental results.
Rahman et al. �4� was the first to report a full numerical solution
of the momentum equations using a finite difference scheme. The
method utilized a boundary-fitted coordinate gridding scheme
with a k-� model for turbulence closure and an iterative technique
to define the free surface. They predicted the liquid-film thickness
in the vicinity of the hydraulic jump reasonably well and evalu-
ated the effects at the outer edge of the disk. Rahman and Faghri
�8� investigated the hydrodynamic behavior of a thin liquid film
flowing over a rotating disk. They used a three-dimensional
boundary-fitted coordinate system to perform the calculations.
The computed film thickness agreed well with the existing experi-
mental measurements. It was also concluded that the flow was
dominated by inertia near the entrance and by centrifugal force
near the outer edge the disk. The hydrodynamic characteristics of
a radially spreading liquid jet on a horizontal plate were also
predicted numerically by Buyevich and Ustinov �9�. However
they reported no comparison with other studies.

Rao and Arakeri �10� performed an analytical study of free
liquid jets on surfaces including circular plates, cones, and
spheres. They used a boundary layer approximation and a third
order polynomial for the velocity profile. The equations were

1Corresponding author; e-mail: cetegen@engr.uconn.edu
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solved by the integral method. Their work however did not in-
clude heat transfer in the film. Nevertheless, they were the first to
use the integral approach to predict relevant parameters like film
thickness. They also did not present any experimental validation
of their data. Liu and Lienhard �11� performed an integral analysis
of a liquid jet impingement heat transfer on a uniform heat flux
surface without rotation. They reported Nusselt number correla-
tions for a range of Prandtl numbers.

Azuma and Hoshino �12� examined the laminar-turbulent tran-
sition, liquid-film thickness, velocity profile, stability, and wall
pressure fluctuations of thin liquid films on a stationary horizontal
disk. The laminar-turbulent transition was determined as a func-
tion of the nozzle inside diameter, the gap height, and the volu-
metric flow rate. The liquid-film thickness measurements were
performed using a needle probe. More recently, Ozar et al. �13�
measured the liquid film thickness by a laser light reflection tech-
nique with which the spatial distributions of film thickness were
captured including the hydraulic jump.

Heat transfer in liquid films was first analyzed by Chaudury
�14� who incorporated Watson’s results into the heat transfer
analysis. Wang et al. �15� developed a two-domain solution in
which the heat transfer at the liquid film and the solid disk were
treated separately and matched at the liquid-disk interface. Rah-
man and Faghri �8� used mixed numerical and analytical methods
to predict the heat transfer. For developing flow and heat transfer,
a three-dimensional numerical model was utilized. Also, a two-
dimensional analytical solution was formulated for developing
heat transfer and fully developed flow assuming solid body rota-
tion. For the case of fully developed heat transfer and fluid flow, a
closed form solution was developed. This solution predicted that
the Nusselt number, based on film thickness, approached a con-
stant value in the fully developed regime. Carper et al. �16� evalu-
ated the convective heat transfer from a jet of cooling oil to an
approximately isothermal rotating disk. Correlations were pre-
sented for the average Nusselt number as influenced by rotational
Reynolds number, jet Reynolds number and radius of impinge-
ment. Carper et al. �17� later extended their study to include the
effect of Prandtl numbers. Vader et al. �18� studied the effects of
jet velocity and temperature on the heat transfer between a planar
water jet and a stationary heated plate. They concluded that the
heat transfer performance was affected by the free stream turbu-
lence intensity and the Prandtl number. A similar study was pre-
sented by Stevens and Webb �19� where the influence of jet Rey-
nolds number, nozzle to plate spacing, and jet diameter were
evaluated. Empirical correlations were developed for stagnation
point, local and average Nusselt numbers. Faghri et al. �20� pre-
sented heat transfer results for a controlled liquid impinging jet on
a stationary disk. They presented a numerical study showing good
agreement between heat transfer predictions and experimental
data. Auone and Ramshaw �21� performed heat and mass transfer
experiments on a liquid flowing over a rotating disk. They pre-
dicted the heat transfer coefficients analytically by adapting the
solution that Nusselt �22� used for the film condensation under the
influence of gravity. Ozar et al. �23� published an experimental
study of heat transfer and reported the local and disk surface av-
eraged Nusselt number over a range of flow rates and rotation
speeds for water. Recently, Rice et al. �24� published full numeri-
cal computation of heat transfer in a thin liquid film over a rotat-
ing disk simulating the experimental conditions of Ozar et al. �23�.

Review of the literature indicates that the analysis of the prob-
lem has progressed along two main themes. One theme has been
numerical solution of the full problem taking into account its sa-
lient features. The other is of analytical nature utilizing simplify-
ing assumptions to obtain simple analytical results. In between
lies the studies that utilize the Karman-Pohlhausen-type integral
analyses. This type of analysis is capable of capturing sufficient
details of the solution while avoiding oversimplifications needed
in analytical studies. For example, many of the analytical analyses
had not considered the liquid film inertia effects in the presence of

rotation. It was thus the objective of this study to present a com-
prehensive integral analysis of the thin liquid film flowing radially
outward on a circular disk including effects of inertia and rotation.
Capability of the integral method to predict the flow and heat
transfer is demonstrated by comparisons with experimental and
numerical results for the same problem.

Problem Formulation
The rotating disk is schematically shown in Fig. 1 which re-

sembles the experimental set-up that has been utilized by Thomas
et al. �3� and Ozar et al. �13,23� in a series of experimental stud-
ies. In the experiments, the flow is introduced from a central collar
that directs the liquid radially outward over a gap height of ho.
The liquid flows over the rotating disk while being heated from
underneath by an electric resistance heater. In these experimental
studies, the liquid film thickness and heat transfer coefficients
were measured. Liquid film thickness measurements were made
by either a capacitance probe �3� or an optical technique �13�. The
heat transfer coefficients were determined from the difference be-
tween the measured disk surface temperature and the liquid inlet
temperatures and the constant heat flux supplied to the disk.

The problem is considered in the radial �r� and axial �z� coor-
dinates assuming azimuthal symmetry. For this situation, the gov-
erning equations in cylindrical coordinate system over a rotating
circular disk are:

Continuity:
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Defining nondimensional parameters as,
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where r0 is the inlet radius of the disk, u0 is the inlet velocity of
the liquid jet, h0 is the collar height, �T is the nondimensional
temperature for the constant wall temperature, and �q is its coun-
terpart for constant wall heat flux. T0 is the temperature of the disk
surface for constant wall temperature case, Ti is the inlet tempera-
ture of the liquid jet, q0 is the heat flux supplied to the disk for the
constant wall heat flux case. Nondimensionalizing the governing
equations we obtain,

Fig. 1 Schematics of the thin film over a rotating disk
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where Reynolds, Rossby, and Peclet numbers are defined as
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where � is the kinematic viscosity and � is the thermal diffusivity,
both of which are assumed to be constant in the context of this
analysis.
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Liquid Film Hydrodynamics

Integrating the momentum equation with respect to z̃ from 0 to

�̃=� /ho, we get,
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From the continuity equation, we can write
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A parabolic radial velocity profile is assumed as,

ũr = a0 + a1z̃ + a2z̃
2 �11�

subject to the boundary conditions of no slip at the wall ũr�z̃
=0�=0 and no shear at the free surface ��ũr /�z̃�=0 at z̃= �̃. In
addition, the total volume flow at any cross section perpendicular
to r has to be equal to the inlet flow rate for the case of no
vaporization or mass loss, these conditions allow determination of
coefficients in the velocity profile leading to,
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Substituting this profile into the integral momentum equation and
integrating with respect to z, one gets
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5

6 Ro
r̃ 3�̃ 3 =

5

2 Re
� ro

ho
�2

r̃ �13�

In this equation, the first two terms are due to advection, the third
term is a result of rotation and the term on the right-hand side
represents the viscous shear. Equation �13�, subject to the initial

condition �̃�r̃=1�=1, was numerically integrated to determine the
film thickness over the disk surface. Equation �13� becomes an
algebraic equation for the case of negligible inertia in which case
the first two terms disappear. The film thickness can be written in
exact form as,

�̃ = �3 Ro

Re
� ro

ho
�2�1/3 1

r̃ 2/3 �14�

This result is identical to that obtained based on the falling film
analysis with gravity being replaced by the centrifugal force. Hav-
ing the liquid film hydrodynamics established, we now proceed
with the heat transfer analysis in the film.

Heat Transfer in the Liquid Film
The heat transfer in the liquid film is analyzed by considering

the two cases of constant disk surface temperature and constant
disk surface heat flux. In either case, there is a thermal entry
region where the thermal boundary layer lies below the film sur-
face as shown in Fig. 1. As it is shown in Appendix A for constant
disk surface temperature case, the thermal entry region length
scales as,

r̃* = �1 +
Pe

6
�ho

ro
�2�1/2

�15�

For moderate Peclet numbers, r̃*�1 �or r*�ro� since ho	ro, thus
allowing us to neglect the entry length.

Constant Disk Surface Temperature Case. For this case, the
temperature profile can be constructed as a second order polyno-
mial given by,

� = a0 + a1� z

�T
� + a2� z

�T
�2

�16�

which has to satisfy the boundary conditions: �=0 at z=0,
d� /dz=0 at z=�T. The profile satisfying these conditions is,

� = �
�� z

�T
�2

− 2� z

�T
�� where

�T � � Þ �
 = 1

�T = � Þ �
 =
T��r� − To

To − Ti

�17�
Substituting this profile along with the velocity profile into the
integral energy equation, one obtains,

d�


dr̃
= − �
� 5

2 Pe
� ro

ho
�2 r̃

�̃
−

5

4

d�̃

dr̃ � �18�

Integrating and applying the condition that �
�r̃= r̃*�=1, we get

�
 = exp�−
5

2
� ro

ho
�2 1

Pe

r*

r̃
r̃dr̃

�̃
+

5

4
��̃ − �̃*�� �19�

Defining the Nusselt number as,

NuT 	
hr0

k
= −

ro

�̃
�d�

dz̃
�

z̃=0

NuT = 2
ro

ho�̃
exp�−

5

2
� r0

h0
�2 1

Pe

r*

r̃
r̃dr̃

�̃
+

5

4
��̃ − �̃*�� �20�

The area-averaged Nusselt number can be defined as
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Nuavg =
1

��r̃ 2 − 1�
1

r̃

NuT 2�r̃dr̃ �21�

Constant Heat Flux Case. The temperature profile for the con-
stant heat flux case is subject to

�d�q

dz̃
�

z̃=0

= − 1

and

�d�q

dz̃
�

z̃=�̃

= 0,

i.e., prescribed heat flux at the wall, qo and adiabatic free surface.
With these conditions, the temperature profile becomes,

� = ao + �̃� ẑ2

2
− ẑ� �22�

where a0 is a parameter which is a function of r. Substituting this
temperature profile into the integral form of the energy equation
and integrating, one gets,

da0

dr̃
+ a0

d�̃

dr̃
=

r̃

Pe
� r0

h0
�2

+
2

5

d�̃

dr̃
+

�̃

2

d�̃

dr̃
�23�

subject to the initial value of a0�r̃=1�. While this value can be
taken as ao�r̃�=0 based on �q�r̃=1�=0 in Eq. �22�, a better esti-
mate is provided by integrating the energy flux at r̃=1,



0

1 �qoho�q

kTi
+ 1�dz̃ = 1,

yielding ao�r̃=1�=1/3. For the case of negligible inertia, an ana-
lytical solution for ao can be obtained as described in Appendix B,

ao = � ro

ho
�2 r̃ − 1

Re Pr
−

7

20
� ro

ho
�2/3�3 Ro

Re
�1/3

�r̃ −2/3 − 1� +
1

3
�24�

The Nusselt number for the case of constant disk surface heat flux
can be found from,

Nuq 	
hro

k
=

qoro

k�T�z̃ = 0� − Ti�
=

ro

aoho
�25�

For the case of negligible inertia,

Nuq = �� ro

ho
� r̃ − 1

Re Pr
−

31/37

20
� ro

ho
�−1/3�Ro

Re
�1/3

�r̃ −2/3 − 1�

+
1

3
�ho

ro
��−1

�26�

The averaged Nusselt number is obtained by integrating the local
Nusselt number over the disk surface based on Eq. �21�. In the
following, the results obtained from this analysis are presented
and discussed.

Results and Discussion
The calculation of the liquid film thickness and Nusselt num-

bers for constant wall temperature and constant heat flux cases
were performed for a range of inlet Reynolds numbers Re
	uoro /� and Rossby numbers Ro	uo

2 /�2ro
2. The range of param-

eters were chosen to cover those reported in the experiments of
Ozar et al. �13,23� and the recent numerical simulations of Rice et
al. �24�. The value of the geometric parameter ro /ho was taken to
be same as in the experiments with a value of 200. In the follow-
ing, the computed results are presented and compared with nu-
merical and experimental results mentioned above.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the film thickness over the disk
surface with Reynolds number for two values of Rossby number.

At low rotation speeds �Ro=1000�, the film thickness initially
increases along the disk radius and then begins to thin out at outer
radii due to effect of rotation as seen in Fig. 2�a�. The film thick-
ness decreases with increasing inlet velocity or Reynolds number
and the peak film thickness location shifts to larger radii with
increasing Re. The analytical result given by Eq. �14� is also
shown in Fig. 2�a� for Re=104. It is seen that the two results agree
at large radii where the inertial effects are diminished and the
negligible inertia result agrees with the full solution. At high ro-
tation rates �Ro=0.5�, film thickness exhibits a radial decay with
the film thickness still decreasing with increasing inertia as shown
in Fig. 2�b�. The variation of the film thickness for high levels of
rotation is well represented by Eq. �14� as seen by the agreement
at Re=104. The effect of varying the rotation speed on the film
thickness at a constant value of inlet velocity or Reynolds number
is depicted in Fig. 3. With increasing rotation speed �i.e., decreas-
ing Ro�, the film thickness decreases. The trend at high Ro, which
exhibits a maximum in the film thickness, gradually changes to a
radially decaying film thickness at high rotation speeds �i.e., low
Ro�. This change appears to happen at around Ro=10 for this
case. The computed results are in reasonably good agreement with
the experimental results reported by Ozar et al. �13� as shown in
Fig. 4. The integral model captures the trend of liquid film thick-
ness variation at different Reynolds and Rossby numbers. Due to
the uncertainties in the experimentally measured film thickness, a
closer agreement can not be expected.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the Nusselt number over the
disk surface for the case of constant wall temperature. At low
rotation rates �Ro=1000�, shown in Fig. 5�a�, the Nusselt number

Fig. 2 Variation of normalized film thickness as a function of
Reynolds number for „a… Ro=1000 and „b… Ro=0.5
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decreases continuously with increasing radial distance. The mag-
nitude of Nusselt number is highest at the entrance since the tem-
perature gradient, and heat flux is the highest there at the liquid-
disk interface. With increasing radial distance, the liquid film
temperature increases and consequently the heat flux diminishes
leading to a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt
number. The value of the Nusselt number approaches a constant
value at large radii. The Nusselt number increases with increasing
inlet velocity or Reynolds number as expected. At high rotation
speeds, shown in Fig. 5�b�, the trend of Nusselt number is quite
different in that it increases from the inlet to a maximum value
and decreases from that point on. The magnitude of Nusselt num-
ber increases with increasing Reynolds number with the peak
Nusselt number location shifting radially outward. This pro-
nounced increase in Nusselt number is due to the thinning of the
liquid film due to inertia and rotation. The decrease at larger radii
is due to the effect of heating of the liquid film reducing the
temperature gradient and heat flux. At high rotation rates, the Nus-
selt number increases significantly above the values for low rota-
tion rates suggesting the strong enhancement of heat transfer due
to rotation.

To better visualize the effects of rotation at a fixed value of inlet
velocity or Reynolds number, Fig. 6 shows the effect of Rossby
number on Nusselt number variation. At low rotation speeds �i.e.,

high Ro�, the Nusselt number is highest at the entrance and de-
creases with increasing radial distance. At about Ro=1, the trend
exhibits an increase of Nusselt number from the inlet reaching a
maximum value followed by a decay. At higher rotation rates
�Ro=0.5�, this trend of Nusselt number becomes more pro-
nounced with the maximum values of Nusselt number being an

Fig. 3 Normalized film thickness variation over the disk sur-
face for different Rossby numbers for medium flow rate Re
=105

Fig. 4 Comparison of film thickness for experimental and the-
oretical data for several Reynolds number and Rossby num-
bers. Case 1: Re=2.4Ã105, Ro=361; Case 2: Re=4.8Ã104, Ro
=361; Case 3: Re=4.8Ã104, Ro=0.4

Fig. 5 Constant wall temperature Nusselt number variation
over the disk surface for different Reynolds numbers for „a… low
rotation Ro=1000 and „b… high rotation Ro=0.5 cases

Fig. 6 Nusselt number variation for different Rossby numbers
for Re=105
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order of magnitude higher. The peak Nusselt number location
shifts to smaller radii indicating that the rotational effects are felt
at smaller radii with increasing rotation speed.

In Fig. 7, the results are shown for the constant heat flux case at
two values of Rossby number. At low rotation rates �i.e., high Ro�,
the Nusselt number variation is similar to that of constant wall
temperature case �shown in Fig. 5�a�� except that the Nusselt
number magnitude is higher than that for the constant wall tem-
perature. The increase in Nusselt number is expected since the
heat flux at the disk surface is maintained in this case. For the high
rotation speed �Ro=0.5�, Nusselt number exhibits a decay with
increasing radial distance at low Reynolds number as the tempera-
ture of the liquid at the disk surface increases with increasing
radial distance, similar to the constant wall temperature case. With
increasing Reynolds number, the Nusselt number magnitude in-
creases and it exhibits a maximum.

Figure 8 illustrates the influence of rotation on the Nusselt num-
ber variation with at a fixed value of inlet velocity or Reynolds
number. It is found that rotation enhances the heat transfer into the
liquid film very significantly. As the rotation rate reduces, the
maximum in the Nusselt number variation disappears and it de-
cays continuously with increasing radial distance. The location of
the peak shifts to smaller radii with increasing rotation rate �i.e.,
decreasing Ro� since the effects of rotation are felt closer to the
center with increasing rotation.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the integral method results
with the full numerical simulation results of Rice et al. �24�. The
comparisons are shown for Re=1.42104 and 2.84104 for two
rotation speeds of 50 and 100 rpm. The agreement between the
integral model and numerical simulations appears to be good with

maximum deviations of about 20%. It is conceivable that the dif-
ferences are due to the more detailed treatment afforded in the
numerical model and other effects not captured by the integral
model. Figure 10 displays the comparison of experimental results
with the integral model for two cases. It is found that the experi-
mental results are in good agreement with the model for these two

Fig. 7 Constant wall heat flux Nusselt number variation over
the disk surface for different Reynolds numbers for „a… low ro-
tation Ro=1000 and „b… high rotation Ro=0.5 cases

Fig. 8 Nusselt number variation for different Rossby numbers
for Re=105

Fig. 9 Comparison of calculated Nusselt Number with numeri-
cal data of Rice et al. †24‡ for „a… Re=2.84Ã104; „b… Re=1.42
Ã105 and rotation speeds of 50, 100 rpm
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cases with the radial variation of experimental Nusselt number
being slightly less. Considering the uncertainty of the experimen-
tal data and the simplifications employed in the model, the level of
agreement is remarkable.

The area averaged Nusselt numbers over the disk surface are
shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, for the cases of constant
wall temperature and constant heat flux. The trend of average

Nusselt number is approximately linear for both cases with
slightly decreasing curvature for the constant wall heat flux at low
rotation rates �i.e., high Ro�. The Nusselt numbers for constant
heat flux are always higher than those for the constant wall tem-
perature. The influence of Rossby number appears to be nonlinear
and the average Nusselt number is found to scale as Nu�Ro−m,
where m�0.55 for constant wall temperature and m�0.18 for
constant heat flux. The stronger dependence for constant wall tem-
perature can be rationalized based on the fact the thinning of the
liquid film has a stronger effect on the temperature gradient at the
wall for the constant wall temperature case than that for the con-
stant heat flux. The Reynolds number dependence of the average
Nusselt number was found scale as Nu�Re1.2.

Finally, Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the analytical solution
given by Eq. �26� for the negligible inertia case with the full
solution for Re=104 and Ro=0.5. It is seen that the two solutions
differ substantially near the entrance region with similar trends of
Nusselt number.

Concluding Remarks
A detailed integral analysis of flow and heat transfer in a thin

liquid film flowing over a rotating disk was formulated to deter-
mine the liquid film thickness and Nusselt numbers for both con-
stant wall temperature and heat flux cases. The results are pre-

Fig. 10 Comparison of Nusselt Number from the integral
analysis and the experimental data of Ozar et al. †23‡ for „a…
Re=2.85Ã104 and „b… Re=1.42Ã105

Fig. 11 Variation of average Nusselt number „based on area…
with Reynolds number for different rotation rates correspond-
ing to the constant wall temperature

Fig. 12 Variation of average Nusselt number „based on area…
with Reynolds number for different rotation rates correspond-
ing to the constant wall heat flux case

Fig. 13 The comparison of the Nusselt number for constant
heat flux obtained from full solution and the approximation of
negligible inertia
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sented for a range of inlet liquid flow rates or Reynolds numbers
and Rossby numbers. It is found that the integral model captures
the variation of film thickness over the disk radius for a range of
parameters representing both inertia and rotation dominated re-
gimes. At low rotation rates corresponding to high Rossby num-
bers, the film thickness grows radially until the centrifugal effect
becomes sufficiently strong at large radii. For high inlet flow rates
or Reynolds numbers, the film thickness decreases radially with
decay being stronger with increasing inertia. For low inertia, the
film thickness increases radially due to significant retardation of
the film flow by viscosity. In cases where both inertial and rota-
tional effects come into play, the film thickness first increases
reaching a maximum followed by radial decay. The location of
maximum film thickness changes based on the values of Reynolds
and Rossby numbers. For cases dominated either by high rotation
or low inertia, the film thickness is well represented by the ana-
lytical expression obtained for negligible inertia.

The analysis of the heat transfer in the liquid film indicate that
the Nusselt number exhibits a radial decay at low rotation rates
�i.e., high Ro� for both cases of constant wall temperature and
constant heat flux. The dependence of Nusselt number is slightly
stronger than linear on inlet Reynolds number for both cases.
However, the Nusselt number values for constant wall heat flux
are uniformly greater than those for the constant wall temperature.
At high rotation speeds and inlet Reynolds numbers, the Nusselt
number first increases, reaches a peak and then displays a radial
decay. The radial location of the peak Nusselt number shifts to
larger radii with increasing Reynolds number and this is due to the
competing effects of inertia and rotation on the film thickness and
heat transfer characteristics. The effect of Rossby number appears
to be significantly nonlinear and high rotation rates can produce
significant enhancement in heat transfer for both cases of constant
wall temperature and heat flux. In addition to local Nusselt num-
ber variation, the disk surface area averaged Nusselt numbers
were computed for both cases. They also show an approximately
linear variation with respect to inlet flow rate or Reynolds number
and inverse power law dependence on Rossby number. Rossby
number dependence is stronger for the constant wall temperature
case.

The results obtained from this integral analysis were compared
with those from a recent numerical study of Rice et al. �24� as
well as the experiments of Ozar et al. �13,23�. Both comparisons
indicate good agreement with the integral model. Finally, the in-
tegral analysis provided analytical and semianalytical expressions
for the local Nusselt number in the limit of negligible inertia for
the cases of constant wall heat flux and constant wall temperature,
respectively.
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Nomenclature
ao � constant in Eq. �22�
C � heat capacity �J/kg K�
ho � collar height �m�
h � convective heat transfer coefficient �W/m2 K�
k � thermal conductivity �W/m K�

Nu � Nusselt number �hro /k�
Pe � Peclet number �uoro /��
qo � Constant wall heat flux �W/m2�
r � radial coordinate �m�
r̃ � normalized radial coordinate �r /ro�

ro � collar radius �m�
Re � Reynolds number �uoro /��
Ro � Rossby number �uo

2 /�2ro
2�

T � temperature �K�

To � temperature of the disk surface �K�
Ti � inlet temperature of the liquid �K�
uo � liquid inlet velocity at the collar exit �m/s�
ur � velocity component in the radial direction

�m/s�
uz � velocity component in the direction normal to

disk surface �m/s�
ũ � nondimensional velocity �u /uo�
z � coordinate normal to disk surface
z̃ � normalized coordinate �z /ho�
ẑ � normalized coordinate with respect to thermal

boundary thickness

Greek
� � thermal diffusivity, k /�C �m2 /s�
� � ratio of thermal to hydrodynamic boundary

layer thickness �� /�T�
� � hydrodynamic boundary layer or film thickness

�m�
�T � thermal boundary layer thickness �m�
�̃ � normalized film thickness �� /ho�

�̃T � normalized film thickness ��T /ho�
�T � nondimensional temperature for constant wall

temperature, �T−To� / �To−Ti�
�q � nondimensional temperature for constant wall

heat flux, k�To−Ti� / �qoho�
� � rotational speed �rev/s�

Appendix A
For determining the thermal entry length for the constant disk

surface temperature case, the temperature profile in this region is
taken as,

� = �� z

�T
�2

− 2� z

�T
�� �A1�

Introducing, ẑ	 z̃ / �̃T and �	�T /�, the previously determined ve-
locity profile and the nondimensional temperature profiles be-
come,

ũr = 3
ẑ

r̃�̃T
2
�2 −

3

2

ẑ2

r̃�̃T
3
�3 � = ẑ2 − 2ẑ �A2�

substituting into the integral energy equation and integrating to
ẑ=1, one gets

�
d

dr̃
��2

4
−

�3

20
� =

2

Pe
� ro

ho
�2 r̃

�̃
�A3�

which can be integrated subject to the condition ��r̃=1�=0 as,

�3�1 −
18

80
�� =

12

Pe
� ro

ho
�2


1

r̃* r̃dr̃

�̃
�A4�

It seen that the second term in the bracket on the left is small for
liquids with high Prandtl numbers. For example, water with a
Prandtl number 5–9 leads to a value of � around 0.5. Upon ne-
glecting this second term, one obtains

� = �12

Pe
� ro

ho
�2


1

r̃* r̃dr̃

�̃
�1/3

�A5�

If we assume that �̃�1 near the entrance, then the integral can be
evaluated and the result becomes,
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r̃* = �1 +
Pe

6
�h0

r0
�2�1/2

�A6�

Since ho	ro, then, r̃*�1 or r*�ro. The smallness of the entry
region length is utilized in the heat transfer analysis presented in
the main body of the paper.

Appendix B
Considering the integral momentum equation given by Eq. �9�,

neglecting the inertial terms on the left-hand side allows the direct

integration between z̃=0 and z̃= �̃ to yield the velocity profile,

ũr =
Re

Ro
�ho

ro
�2

r̃��̃z̃ −
z̃2

2
� �B1�

The corresponding film thickness can be obtained upon integra-
tion for the total volumetric flow rate of liquid at any radius lead-

ing to the expression for �̃ given by Eq. �14�. Substitution of this
velocity profile into the energy integral equation leads to the fol-
lowing differential equation for ao,

da0

dr̃
=

1

Re Pr
� ro

ho
�2

+
31/37

30
�Ro

Re
�1/3� ro

ho
�2/3

r̃ −5/3

−
2

32/3�ho

ro
�1/3�Ro

Re
�1/3

aor̃
−8/3 �B2�

Since ro�ho, the last term on the right-hand side is small com-
pared to the others. If neglected, Eq. �B2�, becomes directly inte-
grable. Applying the condition ao�r̃=1�=1/3, we get,

ao = � ro

ho
�2 r̃ − 1

Re Pr
−

31/37

20
� ro

ho
�2/3�Ro

Re
�1/3

�r̃ −2/3 − 1� +
1

3

�B3�
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Heat Transfer Enhancement of a
Circular Cylinder
A rod was positioned upstream of a circular cylinder to enhance its heat transfer in an air
stream. The diameter of the cylinder was 40 mm and the diameter of the rod ranged from
1 to 12 mm. The distance between the axes of the cylinder and the rod was varied
between 40 and 120 mm and the Reynolds number ranged from 1.5�104 to 6.2�104. In
the optimum configuration, the heat transfer on the front face of the cylinder increases
remarkably relative to a single circular cylinder, and results in a 40% overall increase in
heat transfer. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2150832�

Keywords: forced convection heat transfer, heat transfer enhancement, flow control, cir-
cular cylinder

1 Introduction
Circular cylinders are employed by many practical applications,

including multitube heat exchangers. The shape, size, and spacing
of the heat exchanger tubes affect the flow pattern and the sepa-
rated flow characteristics. In a heat exchanger, the lower the re-
sistance and the higher the heat transfer, the better. In general, the
flow patterns around in-line and staggered tube banks have their
own characteristics, but many characteristics are based on those
for a single isolated cylinder in an infinite fluid. Therefore, the
flow control method for a single cylinder can be applied to several
kinds of cylinder arrangements such as tandem, parallel and stag-
ger with a little improvement.

Lesage and Gartshore �1� proposed a simple method for con-
trolling the flow around bluff bodies. The surface flow around the
bluff bodies was controlled by placing a small rod on the stagna-
tion line upstream of a flat plate, a square cylinder, and a circular
cylinder. This method resulted in a reduction in the drag and the
fluctuating side force. Further investigation of this method pro-
duced several important conclusions, including the existence of a
two-flow pattern and the optimum conditions for drag reduction
�2�. Igarashi �3� applied a similar method for the flow control of a
square prism. In this case, total drag with the small rod decreased
by about 75% relative to the square prism without the small rod.
This method has recently been applied in a staggered arrangement
�4� for square prisms with various incidence angles �5�.

Prasad and Williamson �6� used a small flat plate for drag re-
duction of a circular cylinder. The plate was placed upstream and
parallel to the cylinder, and resulted in a system drag reduction of
62%.

Eckert et al. �7� reported up to 25% heat transfer improvements
for free stream turbulence levels up to 7%. When the previously
mentioned flow control method is applied to a circular cylinder,
the cylinder’s front face is exposed to the rod’s wake, thereby
enhancing the heat transfer.

The small rod was applied to the heat transfer enhancement of
a square prism �8,9�. This flow control method enhanced overall
heat transfer by 34% �0 deg angle to the flow� and 23% �45 deg
angle to the flow� compared to a square prism without a small rod.

The present study investigates the potential for heat transfer
enhancement when a rod is positioned upstream of a circular cyl-
inder. The local and overall heat transfer for the cylinder are mea-
sured for varying rod sizes, distances between the rod and the
cylinder, and Reynolds numbers, which were changed systemati-

cally. The relationship between the flow pattern and the heat trans-
fer behavior was rediscovered and the optimum heat transfer con-
ditions were established.

2 Experimental Device and Method
The configuration around the circular cylinder is shown in Fig.

1. Experiments were performed in a low speed wind tunnel with a
400 mm high, 150 mm wide, and 800 mm long working section.
The circular cylinder diameter D was 40 mm, and the rod diam-
eter d ranged from 1 to 12 mm. The longitudinal distance be-
tween the axes of the rod and the cylinder L was varied between
40 and 120 mm. The blockage ratio is 10% and the aspect ratio of
the cylinder is 3.75. The free stream velocity U was varied be-
tween 4 and 24 m/s and the turbulent intensity was about 0.4% in
this range. The Reynolds number based on D ranged from 1.5
�104 to 6.2�104. A smoke tunnel was used to visualize the flow
around the rod and the cylinder and a manometer was employed
to measure the pressure distribution around the cylinder.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� display a constant heat flux model and a
constant temperature model. These two models have the same
outer diameters sizes �40 mm� and were used for the local and
average heat transfer measurements. The constant heat flux model
was fabricated from a 5 mm thick acrylic resin pipe. The pipe was
covered with two 0.02 mm thick stainless steel sheets. The sheets
were connected in series electrically and heated by applying an
alternating current to produce a constant heat flux condition. The
temperature difference between the heated face and the free-
stream was approximately 10°C. 0.1 mm diameter copper-
constantan �C-C� thermocouples were attached to the underside of
the stainless steel sheets at 10 deg intervals. The local heat trans-
fer measurements for the constant heat flux condition were veri-
fied by comparing the overall heat transfer value with the value
measured by the constant temperature model.

Figure 2�b� shows the constant temperature model. The diam-
eter D is 40 mm. The model was fabricated from copper and a
heater buried in the model was used to heat the cylinder. Six C-C
thermocouples were attached near the model’s surface. The sur-
face temperature was held constant at approximately 6°C higher
than the free-stream temperature, within ±0.05°C.

The effects of the blockage and aspect ratio on heat transfer are
well known from Perkins et al. �10� and Chang et al. �11�. The
overall and local Nusselt numbers increase with increasing block-
age ratios and decreasing aspect ratios �10,11�. According to Refs.
�10,11�, the overall and local Nusselt numbers subjected to a 10%
blockage and a 3.75 aspect ratio can be evaluated as 2% and
above 14%, respectively. The effects of the blockage and aspect
ratios were checked in advance and the results are shown in Fig.
3. These results include the combined effects of the blockage and
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aspect ratio. In the present study, the overall Nusselt number of
single cylinder is at most 6% higher than the previous overall
Nusselt numbers reported by Igarashi and Hirata �12� and Zukaus-
kas �13�. The reason for this difference between the estimated
value �2% and above 14%� and the result �6%� seems to be due to
the model being positioned too close to the outlet of the working
section. Therefore, the effect of the distance between the center of
the circular cylinder and the outlet of the working section is also
investigated. The results are shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. The
effect of the distance, x, appears on rear face of the cylinder. The
pressure coefficient on the rear face decreases and local Nusselt
number on the rear face increases with increasing x. The upper
and lower walls affect vortex shedding from the circular cylinder.
The heat transfer data in present study accounts for the effects of
the blockage, aspect ratio and distance from the outlet of the
working section.

The experimental uncertainties were calculated using standard
uncertainty analysis methods proposed by Kline �14�. The total
uncertainty for the heat transfer coefficient �h /h is obtained by
using the following equation:

�h

h
=���t

t
�2

+ ��qin

qin
�2

+ ��qloss

qloss
�2

�1�

where �t / t, �qin /qin, and �qloss /qloss are the uncertainties of the
measured temperature, the heat input, and the heat loss, respec-
tively. The constant heat flux model produced the following val-
ues: �t / t=2%, �qin /qin=1% and �qloss /qloss=5%. Therefore, the
total uncertainty for the heat transfer coefficient is within 5.5%.
The constant temperature model generated the following values:
�t / t=0.8%, �qin /qin=0.2%, and �qloss /qloss=0.6%. For this case,
the total uncertainty for the heat transfer coefficient is within
1.1%.

3 Flow Characteristics for a Circular Cylinder with a
Rod

3.1 Flow Pattern. Figures 5�a�–5�c� display typical examples
of the flow visualization around the circular cylinder. Figure 5�a�
shows the flow around a single cylinder. Two flow patterns exist
between the rod and cylinder, one with vortex shedding from the
rod and one without. Figure 5�b� shows pattern A, the flow with
vortex shedding from the rod. In this case, the front face of the
circular cylinder is exposed to the rod’s vortices. Figure 5�c�
shows pattern B. In this case, the shear layer that separated from
the rod attaches on the front face of the cylinder and a quasistatic
vortex is formed between the rod and the cylinder. A previous
paper �2� reported that the flow patterns depend upon the rod
diameter d /D, the longitudinal distance between the axes of the
circular cylinder and the rod L /D and the Reynolds number Re.

The existence of patterns A and B are classified on the
L /D-d /D map presented in Fig. 6. Figures 6�a� and 6�b� are for
Re=1.5�104 and Re=6.2�104, which are the minimum and
maximum Reynolds numbers in this experiment. The open and

Fig. 1 Coordinate system and symbols

Fig. 2 Experimental models: „a… constant heat flux model and
„b… constant temperature model

Fig. 3 Local and overall Nusselt number of a circular cylinder:
„a… local Nusselt number and „b… overall Nusselt number
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closed circles correspond to patterns A and B, respectively. A
dash-dotted line separates pattern A from pattern B. Pattern A
occurs on the right-hand side of the line and pattern B occurs on
the left-hand side. According to the previous paper �2�, the change
in flow pattern depends on the rod diameter d /D, distance be-
tween the axes of the rod and circular cylinder L /D, and the
Reynolds number Re. The demarcation line can be calculated us-
ing the following equation �2�:

d/D = 0.02�L/D�n, n = 2.8 + 2 � 10−5 Re

�0.025 � d/D � 0.25,1.0 � L/D � 3.0� �2�

3.2 Flow Characteristics. The distributions of the pressure
coefficient Cp around the cylinder for patterns A and B are shown
in Fig. 7. The figure reveals remarkable differences between the
two patterns on the front and rear faces of the cylinder. For pattern
A, the pressure coefficient on the front face decreases to 0.7. This
can be attributed to a decreasing velocity toward the front stagna-
tion point on the cylinder. For pattern B, the pressure coefficient
on the front region ��=−25 deg to 25 deg� is negative because a
quasistatic vortex has formed between the rod and cylinder. Cp
reaches a maximum at the attachment region ��= ±35 deg� of the

shear layer that separated from the rod. The base pressure coeffi-
cient Cpb for pattern B is considerably higher than the one for
pattern A because the vortex formation region for pattern B is
longer.

A flow visualization using the oil-film method was conducted to
measure the separation point on the cylinder. Figures 8�a�–8�d�
display photographs of the surface oil pattern for L /D=1.75 and
d /D=0.25, which produces pattern B. When the Reynolds number
increases to 3.1�104, 4.1�104, and 6.2�104, a separation

Fig. 4 Effect of distance x on a circular cylinder: „a… pressure
distribution and „b… local Nusselt number

Fig. 5 Flow visualizations around the cylinder „Re=2.1Ã104
…:

„a… without rod; „b… pattern A „L /D=1.75, d /D=0.05…; and „c…
pattern B „L /D=1.75, d /D=0.25…

Fig. 6 Classification of the flow patterns: „a… Re=1.5Ã104 and
„b… Re=6.2Ã104
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bubble is evident over Re=3.1�104. When the separation bubble
is formed, the flow separates in front of the separation bubble,
attaches behind the separation bubble and finally separates. The
separation point moves downstream from 87 deg to 114 deg,
116 deg, and 118 deg, respectively.

Figure 9 represents the effect of the Reynolds number as a
combination of three diagrams. The diagrams show the final sepa-

ration point, the Strouhal number and the drag coefficient �15�.
Figure 9�a� displays the separation point �s on the cylinder. The

dotted line represents the separation point on a single cylinder.
When the rod is introduced, the separation point suddenly shifted
downstream at about Re=3�104. This can be attributed to the
formation of a separation bubble. Bearman �16� previously re-
ported that the separation bubble forms at Re=3.4�105, the criti-
cal Reynolds number �17�. The same phenomenon occurs at about
Re=3�104 in the current experiments because of the turbulent
transition. For pattern A, the front surface of the cylinder is ex-
posed the wake of the rod, so that the front surface flow is turbu-
lent. For pattern B, the attachment flow on the cylinder surface,
which is the separated shear layer from the rod, is also turbulent.

Figure 9�b� shows the Strouhal number S calculated from the
vortex shedding frequency behind the cylinder. The vortex shed-
ding frequency is determined primarily by the width between the
shear layers, which depends upon the separation point. The dotted
line in the figure represents the Strouhal number for the single
cylinder. When the rod is introduced, the Strouhal number in-
creases dramatically at Re=3�104, which corresponds to the sud-
den shift of the separation point downstream, decreasing the width
between the separated shear layers.

The pressure drag coefficient CD of the circular cylinder is
shown in Fig. 9�c�. The dotted line represents the CD values for
the single cylinder. In general, the drag coefficient decreases with
an increasing Reynolds number in Re=3.5�104–4.5�104 �criti-
cal and supercritical region�. This relationship is particularly dis-
tinct around Re=3�104 due to the same reasons as the drag
reduction of a single cylinder in the critical and super critical

Fig. 7 Pressure coefficient distributions around the cylinder
„Re=4.1Ã104

…: „a… pattern A „L /D=1.75, d /D=0.05… and „b… pat-
tern B „L /D=1.75, d /D=0.25…

Fig. 8 Surface oil flow patterns „d /D=0.25, L /D=1.75, pattern
B…: „a… Re=1.5Ã104; „b… Re=3.1Ã104; „c… Re=4.1Ã104; and „d…
Re=6.2Ã104

Fig. 9 Flow characteristics: „a… separation point; „b… Strouhal
number; and „c… drag coefficient
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Reynolds number region. The pressure drag reduction is due to the
decreasing pressure on the front face of the cylinder and the dis-
placement of the separation point. Therefore, pattern B is more
effective in reducing drag than pattern A.

4 Heat Transfer Characteristics around a Circular
Cylinder with a Rod

4.1 Local Heat Transfer. Figures 10�a�–10�c� show the local
Nusselt number distributions around the cylinder for three cases.
Figure 10�a� depicts a typical case for pattern A, while Figs. 10�b�
and 10�c� are for pattern B. Figure 10�b� shows the optimum
conditions for overall heat transfer enhancement �described later�
and Fig. 10�c� shows the optimum conditions for drag reduction
�2�.

In pattern A, the Reynolds number increases to over 2.1�104

and the heat transfer coefficients in the area in front of the cylin-
der, between �=−130 deg and 130 deg, are higher than for a
single cylinder. However, in the area behind the cylinder, between
�=130 deg and −130 deg, the heat transfer coefficient is lower
than for a single cylinder. As the Reynolds number increases,
these characteristics become even more distinct.

The heat transfer coefficients for Pattern B are considerably
higher at about �= ±30 deg� ±50 deg, which correspond to the
separated shear layer attachment points. The values and positions
of these maximum Nusselt numbers for L /D=1.25, d /D=0.25 are
higher and at smaller angles of � than those for L /D=1.75,
d /D=0.25. The heat transfer coefficients in the frontal stagnation
area ��=−10 deg to 10 deg�, though, are lower than those for a
single cylinder due to the quasistatic vortex. The heat transfer
coefficient characteristics on the rear area between �=130 deg

and −130 deg are same as those for pattern A. This is expected
because the separation point on the cylinder shifts downstream
with an increasing Reynolds number, causing the vortex formation
region to also be short. As a result, the most effective heat transfer
region for the circular cylinder is on the front face for both flow
patterns.

The effect of L /D and d /D on the cylinder’s Nusselt number is
shown in Figs. 11�a�–11�d�. Figure 11�a� displays the local Nus-
selt number distributions for L /D=1.0, d /D=0.25 for pattern B,
where most of the front face is buried in the rod’s wake. There-
fore, the local Nusselt number distribution on the front face of the
cylinder for L /D=1.0 is lower than that for L /D=1.25 in Fig.
10�b�. Decreasing the rod diameter d /D from 0.25 to 0.15 �Fig.
10�c� and Fig. 11�c�� results in a conversion from pattern B to
pattern A. In addition, a couple of the peaks vanish and very little
heat transfer enhancement is gained. The effect of L /D is evident
by comparing Figs. 10�b� and 10�c� and Figs. 11�a� and 11�d�. The
flow pattern changes from B to B to B to A when L /D is increased
from 1.0 to 1.25 to 1.75 to 2.5. For pattern A, the local Nusselt
numbers on most of the cylinder surface areas except for the rear
area for L /D=1.75, d /D=0.15 in Fig. 11�c� are higher than that
for L /D=1.75, d /D=0.05 in Fig. 10�a�. Because of the bigger
rod, a larger scale wake from the rod for pattern A is generated.
Figures 10�b� and 11�b� indicate that a rod that is too large cannot
effectively enhance heat transfer because the majority of the front
face is buried in the rod’s wake, for the same reason as when the
rod is positioned to close to the cylinder. For pattern B, the attach-
ment on the front surface of the cylinder is the decisive factor for
heat transfer enhancement, requiring the optimum conditions for
L /D and d /D.

Fig. 10 Local Nusselt number distributions around the cylinder: „a… pattern A „L /D=1.75, d /D=0.05…; „b… pattern B „L /D=1.25,
d /D=0.25…; and „c… pattern B „L /D=1.75, d /D=0.25…
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4.2 Average Heat Transfer. Figure 12 displays the variations
in the average Nusselt numbers on the front face �−90 deg��
�90 deg�, the rear face �90 deg���−90 deg� and the overall
values as a function of the Reynolds number.

Figure 12�a� shows the average Nusselt number on the front

face Nuf. For L /D=1.25, d /D=0.25 and pattern B, the Nusselt
number increases with a slope of 0.75. This value is greater than
the 0.5 “laminar slope” value. In fact, the Nusselt number at Re
=6.2�104 is almost double of that for a single cylinder. The heat
transfer from the front surface of the cylinder is enhanced by the
higher level of rod wake turbulence in the pattern A case, but this
enhancement is less than for the pattern B case in which the two
peaks in the Nusselt number distributions appear at the reattach-

ment points of the rod shear layers.
Figure 12�b� shows the average Nusselt number on the rear face

Nur. The average Nusselt number trends for patterns A and B are
nearly the same. That is, the average Nusselt number increases
with Re0.67 when Re�3.2�104 and with Re0.3 when Re�3.2
�104. According to Fig. 9, the flow around the cylinder drasti-
cally changes above Re=3�104. The separation points shift aft
rapidly, the width of the wake decreases and, consequently, the
Strouhal number increases. When the Reynolds number increases
over Re=4.8�104, Nur is less than the single cylinder value. For
L /D=1.25, d /D=0.25, the value of the Nusselt number at Re
=6.2�104 is 10% smaller than the single cylinder value.

The cylinder’s overall Nusselt number values, Num, are shown
in Fig. 13. The overall Nusselt numbers for the single cylinder and
the L /D=1.25, d /D=0.25 case were both obtained using the con-
stant heat flux model and the constant temperature model shown
in Fig. 13�a�. Both Nusselt numbers agree within ±2%. Num was

calculated using the local heat transfer model as �Nuf +Nur� /2.
This figure describes the optimum conditions for the L /D=1.25,
d /D=0.25 case. Here, Num increases with a slope of 0.66, which
is greater than the 0.6 single cylinder value reported by Zukauskas
�13�. This Num value at Re=6.2�104 is over 40% higher than the
single cylinder value. Figure 13�b� shows a comparison of square
prisms controlled by a small rod. The L /D and d /D conditions in
the figure are the optimum conditions for heat transfer enhance-
ment. By using a small control rod, the heat transfer of a circular
cylinder is enhanced to values even higher than that of a square
prism.

Fig. 11 Local Nusselt number distributions around the cylin-
der Re=6.2Ã104: „a… L /D=1.0, d /D=0.25, pattern B; „b… L /D
=1.25, d /D=0.3, pattern B; „c… L /D=1.75, d /D=0.15, pattern A;
and „d… L /D=2.5, d /D=0.25, pattern A

Fig. 12 Average Nusselt number: „a… front face and „b… rear
face
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The heat transfer enhancement rates for the cylinder,
Num /Num0, are shown in Figs. 14�a�–14�c�. Num0 is the overall
Nusselt number of the single cylinder. According to Eq. �2�, the
demarcation lines for patterns A and B for Re=2.1�104, Re

=4.2�104, and Re=6.2�104 are d /D=0.02�L /D�3.22, d /D
=0.02�L /D�3.62, and d /D=0.02�L /D�4.06, respectively. Further,
pattern B always enhances the heat transfer more effectively than
pattern A. The optimum condition was found to be approximately
L /D=1.25 and d /D=0.25. Heat transfer enhancement declines
when the rod is larger or the distance is shorter than the optimum
values.

5 Conclusions
Experimental studies were performed on the fluid flow around a

circular cylinder whose flow was controlled by a rod. The local
and average heat transfers were also investigated. The Reynolds
number for these experiments was based on D and ranged from
1.5�104 to 6.2�104. The diameter ratio between the cylinder
and the rod, d /D, ranged from 0.025 to 0.3 and the distance ratio
between the axes of the circular cylinder and the rod, L /D, was
varied between 1.0 and 3.0.

The results indicated that the most effective heat transfer region
for the circular cylinder was the front face for both the flow pat-
terns. However, pattern B enhanced the heat transfer more effec-
tively than pattern A for all Reynolds numbers. The optimum con-
ditions for overall heat transfer enhancement was found to be at
L /D=1.25 and d /D=0.25. The resulting overall Nusselt number
value at Re=6.2�104 is over 40% higher than the single cylinder
value.

Nomenclature
CD 	 pressure drag coefficient of circular cylinder
Cp 	 pressure coefficient= �p−po� /0.5 
 U2

D ,d 	 diameters of circular cylinder and rod
f 	 vortex shedding frequency from circular

cylinder
h 	 local heat transfer coefficient

hf 	 average heat transfer coefficient on the front
face

hr 	 average heat transfer coefficient on the rear
face

hm 	 overall heat transfer coefficient
L 	 longitudinal distance between the axes of cir-

cular cylinder and rod
Nu 	 local Nusselt number=hD /�

Nuf 	 average Nusselt numbers on the front face
=hfD /�

Fig. 13 Overall Nusselt number: „a… variation with L /D and
d /D and „b… comparison of the present study with square
prisms

Fig. 14 Contour map of the rate of heat transfer enhancement of the cylinder: „a… Re=2.1
Ã104; „b… Re=4.1Ã104; and „c… Re=6.2Ã104
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Nur 	 average Nusselt numbers on the rear face
=hrD /�

Num 	 overall Nusselt number=hmD /�
p, po 	 static pressure and free stream static pressure

Re 	 Reynolds number=UD /v
S 	 Strouhal number= fD /U

U ,u ,u� 	 free stream velocity, time mean velocity, fluc-
tuating velocity

� ,v ,
 	 thermal conductivity, kinematic viscosity, and
density of fluid

Subscript
o 	 without rod
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Thermal Contact Resistance and
Thermal Conductivity
of a Carbon Nanofiber
We have measured the thermal resistance of a 152-nm-diameter carbon nanofiber before
and after a platinum layer was deposited on the contacts between the nanofiber and the
measurement device. The contact resistance was reduced by the platinum coating for
about 9–13% of the total thermal resistance of the nanofiber sample before the platinum
coating. At a temperature of 300 K, the axial thermal conductivity of the carbon nanofi-
ber is about three times smaller than that of graphite fibers grown by pyrolysis of natural
gas prior to high-temperature heat treatment, and increases with temperature in the
temperature range between 150 K and 310 K. The phonon mean free path was found to
be about 1.5 nm and approximately temperature-independent. This feature and the ab-
sence of a peak in the thermal conductivity curve indicate that phonon-boundary and
phonon-defect scattering dominate over phonon-phonon Umklapp scattering for the tem-
perature range. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2150833�

Keywords: contact resistance, nanofiber, thermal conductivity, uncertainty analysis,
platinum coating, nanoscale contact, thermal constriction resistance, phonon scattering

Introduction
Diamond, graphite, and graphite fibers have been known as

excellent heat conductors with a high thermal conductivity up to
3000 W/m-K �1–3�. Recently, the axial thermal conductivity of
individual multiwalled carbon nanotubes �CNTs� �4� has been
found to be higher than 3000 W/m-K at a temperature of 300 K
�5�. It was also found that the effective thermal conductivity of
CNT mats �6� and CNT bundles �7� was one or two orders of
magnitude lower than that of individual defect-free CNTs due to
the large thermal contact resistance between adjacent CNTs in the
bundles.

It has been suggested that CNTs and carbon nanofibers �CNFs�
can be used as thermal interface materials to enhance contact ther-
mal conductance for electronic packaging applications. Several
groups have reported mixed experimental results from no im-
provements to large improvements in the thermal contact conduc-
tance due to the CNTs and CNFs �8–12�. These mixed results can
be caused by the difference in surface coverage and perpendicular
alignment of the CNTs or CNFs. Moreover, the results can be
affected by two other factors. First, the CNTs and CNFs grown
using different methods possess different defect densities and dif-
ferent intrinsic thermal conductivities. Secondly, the contact ther-
mal resistance of the nanometer scale point and line contacts be-
tween a CNT or CNF and a planar surface can be high due to
enhanced phonon-boundary scattering at the nanocontacts.

We have used a microfabricated device to measure the thermal
resistance of an individual CNF from a vertically aligned CNF
film for applications as thermal interface materials. The measure-

ment was conducted before and after a platinum �Pt� layer was
deposited on the contacts between the CNF and the microdevice
so as to investigate the thermal contact resistance between the
CNF and a planar surface. The contact resistance was reduced by
the platinum coating for about 9–13% of the total thermal resis-
tance of the nanofiber sample before the Pt coating. At tempera-
ture 300 K, the obtained axial thermal conductivity of the carbon
nanofibers was about three times smaller than that of graphite
fibers grown by pyrolysis of natural gas prior to high-temperature
heat treatment.

Experimental Methods

Nanostructure Growth. CNFs were grown using a plasma en-
hanced chemical vapor deposition �PECVD� method as
described previously �13�. Briefly, silicon substrates with a prede-
posited 30-nm-thick Ti barrier layer and a 30-nm-thick Ni
catalyst layer were subjected to a glow discharge at a dc bias of
585 V, 500 W, and 0.85 A under a total flow of 100 standard
cubic centimeter per minute �sccm� of 4:1 NH3:C2H2 process gas
mixture at 4 Torr for 45 min. CNF growth rate under these con-
ditions was approximately 500 nm/min. Cross-sectional transmis-
sion electron micrographs �Fig. 1� were obtained to investigate the
CNF quality and graphitic microstructure. The CNFs possessed
cone angles between 5°–20° with typical cone angles around 10°
�Fig. 1�c��.

Measurement Procedure. The measurement was conducted
with the use of a previously reported method based on a microde-
vice. A detailed description of the measurement method can be
found in Ref. �7�. In brief, the microdevice consists of two sym-
metric silicon nitride �SiNx� membranes suspended by long SiNx
beams, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. A Pt serpentine line was patterned
on each membrane and used as a heater and resistance thermom-
eter �RT�. A nanofiber deposited from a suspension was trapped
between the two membranes. When a dc current �I� was supplied
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to one Pt RT to raise the temperature of one membrane, part of the
Joule heat generated in the heating membrane was conducted
through the carbon nanofiber to the other �sensing� membrane.

The temperature distribution in each membrane can be assumed
to be uniform compared to the average temperature rise in the
membrane because the internal thermal resistance of the mem-
brane is on the order of 105 K/W, which is two orders of magni-
tude smaller than either the sample thermal resistance or the ther-
mal resistance of the five SiNx beams. To verify the temperature
uniformity, we have used a commercial finite element package
�ANSYS� to calculate the three-dimensional �3D� temperature dis-
tribution in the measurement device. The top view of the calcu-
lated temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 3. For a device
with ten supporting beams of the length L=210 �m, the maxi-
mum temperature difference in the heating �or sensing� membrane
is 1.5% �or 6.5%� of the temperature rise in the membrane. For
another design with L=420 �m, the maximum temperature differ-
ence in the heating �or sensing� membrane is 1.8% �or 3.1%� of
the temperature rise in the membrane.

The two Pt RTs were used to measure the temperature rises on
the heating and sensing membranes at different I values, i.e.,
�Th�I��Th�I�−Th�I=0� and �Ts�I��Ts�I�−Ts�I=0�, respec-

tively. The thermal conductance �Gb� of the five beams supporting
each membrane and the thermal conductance �Gm� of the sample
were obtained as

Gb =
Qh + QL

�Th + �Ts
�1a�

and

Gm = Gb
�Ts

�Th − �Ts
�1b�

where Qh is the Joule heat dissipation in the Pt RT on the heating
membrane, and QL is the Joule heat dissipation in one of the two
identical Pt leads supplying the dc heating current to the heating
RT.

Data Processing and Uncertainty Analysis. The measurement
uncertainty of this method was discussed previously for the case
of a single point measurement at a fixed I value �7�. To improve
the measurement uncertainty, we ramped I from zero to a negative
maximum �−Imax�, from −Imax back to zero, from zero to a posi-
tive maximum �Imax�, and from Imax back to zero. One ramping
cycle took about 11 min. During each ramping cycle, a total num-
ber of N=203 sets of measurements were taken. Gb was obtained
as the slope of a least-square linear curve fit of Q��Qh+QL� as a
function of ��Th+�Ts� according to Eq. �1a�, as illustrated in Fig.
4�a�. The ratio Gm /Gb was then obtained as the slope of a linear
curve fit of the measured �Ts as a function of the measured
��Th−�Ts� according to Eq. �1b�, as shown in Fig. 4�b�. Gm is
then obtained as Gm=Gb�Gm /Gb�.

The uncertainty in each Gm measurement, i.e., UGm
, was calcu-

lated from the uncertainties in Gb and Gm /Gb, i.e., UGb
and

UGm/Gb
, according to

UGm

Gm
=��UGb

Gb
�2

+ �UGm/Gb

Gm/Gb
�2

�2�

UGb
and UGm/Gb

were calculated as the uncertainties in the slope
of the corresponding least-square linear fitting according to the
error propagation method of Coleman and Steele �14�. Both ran-
dom and systematic errors in individual �Xi, Yi� data set were

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of
the as grown carbon nanofibers obtained from PECVD. Panel
„a… shows a low magnification image depicting the vertical ori-
entation and alignment of the carbon nanofibers. Panel „b…
shows a higher magnification image which reveals the micro-
structural arrangement of the graphitic sheets in the fibers and
panel „c… details the disordered crystalline morphology that re-
veals nanofiber cone angles around 10 deg. Scale bars are
2 �m, 50 nm, and 20 nm, respectively, for „a…, „b…, and „c….

Fig. 2 „a… A scanning electron microscopy „SEM… image of the
microdevice before the nanofiber was deposited. „b… A SEM im-
age of a rectangular portion in „a… showing a carbon nanofiber
bridging two membranes. The scale bars correspond to 20 �m
and 2 �m, respectively, in „a… and „b….

Fig. 3 Calculated temperature distribution in the measure-
ment device. Each membrane is 25 �m long, 14 �m wide, and
0.5 �m thick. Each of the ten supporting beams of the actual
device was 210 �m long and 2 �m wide. In the calculation, the
beam length was scaled down to 10 �m with the thermal resis-
tance of the beams kept the same by rescaling the thermal con-
ductivity of the beams. The edges of the RTs and the nanowire
are highlighted in white. The contact resistance per unit length
between the nanofiber and the membrane was taken to be
0.03 Km/W.
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accounted for by this method.
During each ramping cycle of the measurement, four �Xi, Yi�

data sets were measured at the same I magnitude. The random
uncertainties in Yi and Xi are calculated as PYi

= tv,95SYi
and PXi

= tv,95SXi
, where tv,95=3.182 is the t distribution for a v

=3 degrees of freedom corresponding to a sample size of four at a
confidence level of 95%, and SYi

�or SXi
� is the sample standard

deviation of the four Yi �or Xi� measurement results at the same I
magnitude.

As discussed by Brown et al. �15�, systematic errors that are a
fixed value or “percent of full scale” have no influence on the
uncertainty of the slope and thus do not need to be accounted for.
On the other hand, a systematic error of a second type that is a
function of the magnitude of the variables, such as those of a
“percent of reading” nature, can cause a nonzero systematic un-
certainty in the slope of the linear curve fit. This second type of
systematic errors in the measurement results of �Th, �Ts, QL, and
Qh were identified and calculated as following.

First, the Pt RT was calibrated with one of the two factory-
calibrated silicon diodes in the cryostat serving as the reference
temperature �Tr�. The specified uncertainty of Tr is UTr
=0.01%Tr including both random and systematic errors. Due to a
small temperature gradient in the cryostat, there was a less than
0.2% difference between the temperature readings of the two di-
odes that were located 4.5 cm apart from each other. The RT on
the microdevice was located between the two diodes and the diode
right next to the RT was used as the reference in the temperature
calibration. The difference between Tr and the actual temperature
of the RT should be less than 0.2% because the distance between
the RT and the reference diode was much shorter than that be-
tween the two diodes. Thus, the systematic error in the calibration
of the RT was calculated to be BT�0.2%T. Because BTh�I� and
BTh�I=0� arise from the same calibration error and are thus perfectly
correlated, the propagation of BTh�I��0.2%Th�I� and BTh�I=0�
�0.2%Th�I=0� results in B�Th�I��0.2%�Th�I� �14�. In other
words, because Th�I� and Th�I=0� were distorted by the same
percent of the reading due to the same calibration error, �Th�I�
was distorted by the same percent of the reading. Similarly,
B�Ts�I��0.2%�Ts�I�. Because Th and Ts were calibrated using the
same Tr and thus BTh

and BTs
arise from the same calibration error,

BTh
and BTs

are also perfectly correlated and propagate into
B��Th−�Ts��0.2% ��Th−�Ts� and B��Th+�Ts��0.2% ��Th+�Ts�.

The Joule heat Q was obtained as a product of the measured
voltage �V� and current �I�. The systematic error of the second
type in the V measurement, i.e., BV, was specified in the instru-
ment manual to be less than 0.05% of the reading, and this error
�BI� in the I measurement was less than 0.1% of the reading.
Hence, the same type of error in Q was calculated as BQ

= �BI
2 / I2+BV

2 /V2�1/2Q=0.125%Q.
The dominant uncertainty source is the random fluctuation in

the temperature measurement. This fluctuation was observed to be
about 40�10−3 K, as evident in Fig. 4�b�. The random fluctuation
was caused by the temperature fluctuation of the evaluated cry-
ostat where the sample was located as well as the random uncer-
tainty of the lock-in amplifier that was used to measure the differ-
ential electrical resistance of the RT. The uncertainty calculation
shows that the random uncertainty accounts for more than 95%
of UGm

.
To reduce the uncertainty, for each measurement we often

needed to spend a few hours to reduce the temperature fluctuation
of the cryostat and used a sufficiently large �Th value of about
2 K to obtain UGm

/Gm between 4% and 15%. In addition, we
obtained three to seven measurement results with UGm

/Gm

�15% at one temperature, and the averaged value �Gm� of the
several Gm results is reported because the random uncertainty is
reduced with increasing number �n� of measurements. The total
uncertainty in Gm is calculated as

UGm
= �PGm

2 + BGm

2�1/2 �3�

where the random uncertainty in Gm is calculated as

PGm
= tn−1,95SGm

/�n �4�

where SGm
is the sample standard deviation of the n measurements

of Gm, and tn−1,95 is the t distribution for n−1 degree of freedom
and a confidence level of 95%.

In Eq. �3�, BGm
is the systematic error of the second type in Gm.

Because BGm
/Gm is the same for each measurement, BGm

/Gm

=BGm
/Gm. In the fitting to obtain Gm /Gb, B��Th−�Ts� and B�Ts

are
perfectly correlated because they share the same error source. In
other words, the obtained X and Y variables in Fig. 4�b� were
distorted by the same percent of the reading, or B��Th−�Ts� / ��Th

−�Ts�=B�Ts
/�Ts. Consequently, the slope Gm /Gb is not affected

by this perfectly correlated error, resulting in BGm/Gb
=0. There-

fore, BGm
/Gm=��BGb

/Gb�2+ �BGm/Gb
/ �Gm /Gb��2=BGb

/Gb. In the
fitting step for obtaining Gb, B��Th+�Ts� and BQ are not correlated.
Thus

BGm

Gm

=
BGm

Gm
=

BGb

Gb
=�� B��Th+�Ts�

�Th + �Ts
�2

+ �BQ

Q
�2

� 0.24% �5�

Reduction of the Thermal Contact Resistance. The measured
thermal resistance of the sample �Rm=Gm

−1� consists of the intrin-
sic thermal resistance of the nanofiber �Rn� and the total contact
thermal resistance between the nanofiber and the two membranes
�Rc�, i.e.,

Rm = Rn + Rc �6�

To reduce Rc, we used a focused electron beam deposition
method to deposit a thin Pt layer locally on the contacts from
precursor gases in a dual beam focused ion beam �FIB� tool. The
deposited Pt layer is shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�. The effective
contact area between the nanofiber and the membranes was in-
creased by the Pt layer.

Measurement Results and Discussions
Figure 6 shows the measured thermal resistance �Rm� before

and after the Pt coating on the contacts. The difference in Rm is
caused by the reduction in the thermal contact resistance by the Pt
layer, and the reduction of the contact resistance �Rc�, i.e., �Rc, is
shown in the inset of Fig. 6. The uncertainty in �Rc is calculated
as the root-sum-square of the uncertainty in Rm before the Pt
coating and that after the Pt coating. The contact resistance was
reduced by the Pt coating for about 9–13% of the Rm value ob-
tained before the Pt coating.

Fig. 4 „a… Measurement results of Qh+QL plotted as a function
of �Th+�Ts; „b… Measurement results of �Ts plotted as a func-
tion of �Th−�Ts. Also shown in each figure are the equation
and the square of the Pearson product moment correlation co-
efficient „R2

… of the linear curve fitting.
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We have calculated the contact resistance using an approach
based in part on a recent work by Bahadur et al. �16�, who have
extended McGee et al.’s model �17� of the thermal resistance of
cylinder-flat contacts to analyze the constriction thermal resistance
�Rc�� of unit contact length between a nanowire and a flat surface.
The contact width �2b� between the cylinder and the surface can
be calculated from the contact force.

Bahadur et al. calculated the contact force between a nanowire
and a substrate to be the van der Waals force. The calculation
requires the knowledge of the Hamaker constant �A� that can be
calculated from Lifshitz-van der Waals coefficient �18�. For the
contact between Pt and carbon �C� in vacuum, the Hamaker con-
stant can be estimated from those of Pt–Pt and C–C interfaces to
be APt–C	�APt–PtAC–C �18,19�. We could not find the Hamaker
constant for Pt–Pt and graphite-graphite interfaces in the litera-
ture, and have used the values for Au-Au and diamond-diamond
interfaces to approximate APt–Pt and AC–C and obtained APt–C	4
�10−19 J for the contact between the nanofiber and the mem-
brane. In the calculation, we have used Van der Waals radii for Pt
and carbon found in Ref. �20�. Based on these alternative
properties, we calculated that the contact width �2b� between the
152-nm-diameter nanofiber and the Pt surface was approximately
10 nm.

Because the temperature of the nanofiber segment in contact
with the membrane varies along the nanofiber as a result of heat
transfer to the membrane, the portion of the nanofiber in contact
with the membrane should be treated as a fin. The thermal contact
resistance between the nanofiber and the sensing membrane is
thus the fin resistance. Assuming adiabatic boundary condition at

the end of the nanofiber fin, the total thermal contact resistance of
the two contacts between the nanofiber and the two membranes
can be calculated as �2�

Rc =
2

�k
�D2

4Rc�
tanh�l� 4

k
�D2Rc�
� �7�

where k
 is the axial thermal conductivity of the nanofiber, and lc
is the contact length in the axial direction. The radial or cross-
plane thermal conductivity of the nanofiber, i.e., k�, is needed for
the calculation of Rc�. Although the cross-plane thermal conduc-
tivity of graphite is given in the literature to be k�=5.7 W/m-K at
300 K �2�, the value for the nanofiber can be different because of
different crystalline structure and quality. More importantly, the
effective thermal conductivity at a point contact of a Knudsen
number �K� of the order of unity or larger, where K is the ratio
between the phonon mean free path and the contact width, can be
substantially reduced �21�. This reduction needs to be taken into
account in the calculation of the contact resistance based on the
continuum model when the contact width is comparable to or
smaller than the mean free path. On the other hand, the axial or
in-plane thermal conductivity k
 can be calculated from the mea-
sured thermal resistance of the nanofiber after the Pt coating. Us-
ing the obtained k
 values at 150 K and 300 K, we have calculated
the contact thermal resistance as a function of k� for different
contact widths of 2b=0.1 nm, 1 nm, 10 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm.
The results are shown in Fig. 7.

Without the Pt coating, a contact width of 2b=50 and 100 nm
is rather unlikely because the diameter of the nanofiber is only
152 nm. With the Pt coating, on the other hand, a contact width of
2b�50 nm is possible. If 2b�50 nm with the Pt coating and
2b	10 nm without the Pt coating, the calculated �Rc can match
the measurement value when k��0.6 W/m-K for 150 K and
k��2 W/m-K for 300 K. For this case, the residual Rc after the
Pt coating is comparable to the measure �Rc shown in the inset of
Fig. 6.

We have used the thermal resistance results measured after the
Pt coating to calculate the axial thermal conductivity of the
nanofiber. The results are shown in Fig. 8. As a comparison, Fig.
8 also shows the measured thermal conductivity of a graphite fiber
grown by pyrolysis prior to heat treatment. The thermal conduc-
tivity of the PECVD nanofiber increases nearly linearly with the
temperature in the temperature range between 150 K and 310 K
and the value at 300 K is about three times smaller than that of the
graphite fiber. Note that the thermal conductivity of the graphite
fiber and the specific heat �C� of graphite �22� increase nearly
linearly with temperature in the temperature range between 150 K
and 310 K. Using the specific heat of graphite and a sound veloc-
ity of v=10000 m/s, we have calculated the phonon mean free
path �l� according to the thermal conductivity formula, i.e., k

Fig. 5 SEM images of the two contacts between the nanofiber
and the two membranes after a thin Pt layer was deposited on
the contacts. The scale bars in the two images are 500 nm.

Fig. 6 Measured thermal resistance of the nanofiber sample
before a Pt layer was deposited „solid black circles… and after a
Pt layer was deposited with the use of the electron beam „open
circles…. The inset shows the reduction in contact resistance,
�Rc, after the Pt coating.

Fig. 7 Calculation results of thermal contact resistance „Rc… at
150 K and 300 K as a function of the cross-plane thermal con-
ductivity „k� or kcross-plane… of the nanofiber. The five lines in
each figure correspond to a contact width of 2b=0.1 nm „long
dashed line…, 2b=1 nm „dotted line…, 2b=10 nm „short dashed
line…, 2b=50 nm „double dotted line…, and 2b=100 nm „solid
line….
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=Cvl /3. The obtained mean free path of l	1.5 nm is almost
independent of temperature between 150 K and 310 K. This fea-
ture and the absence of a peak in the thermal conductivity curve
indicates that phonon-boundary and phonon-defect scattering with
a short mean free path dominates over phonon-phonon Umklapp
scattering for the temperature range. The short mean free path
indicates that there is a high density of defects in the nanofiber.

Conclusion
We have measured the thermal resistance of a 152-nm-diameter

carbon nanofiber grown by using PECVD before and after a plati-
num layer was deposited on the contacts between the nanofiber
and the measurement device. The contact resistance was reduced
by the Pt coating for about 9–13% of the total thermal resistance
before the Pt coating. The in-plane thermal conductivity of the
carbon nanofiber increases with temperature in the temperature
range between 150 K and 310 K, and the value at 300 K was
about three times smaller than that of graphite fibers grown by
pyrolysis of natural gas prior to high-temperature heat treatment.
The phonon mean free path in the nanofiber was found to be about
1.5 nm and is independent of temperature. This feature and the
absence of a peak in the thermal conductivity curve indicate that
phonon-boundary and phonon-defect scattering dominates over
phonon-phonon Umklapp scattering for the temperature range. To
develop thermal interface materials using CNT or CNF films, it is
necessary to reduce the defect density and increase the intrinsic
thermal conductivity of the carbon nanostructures. Additionally,
the contact thermal resistance at the nanoscale point or line
contacts between CNTs and the surrounding should not be under-
estimated.
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Nomenclature
A � Hamaker constant �N/m�
b � half width of the contact line between the

nanofiber and the substrate �m�
Bx � systematic or bias uncertainty for the x

variable

D � diameter of the nanofiber �m�
Gm � measured thermal conductance of the sample

�W/K�
Gb � thermal conductance of the five beams of one

membrane �W/K�
I � dc current �A�

kn � thermal conductivity of the nanofiber �W/m-K�
ks � thermal conductivity of the substrate �W/m-K�
k
 � in-plane or axial thermal conductivity �W/m-K�

k� � cross-plane or radial thermal conductivity
�W/m-K�

lc � contact length along the axis of the nanofiber
�m�

li � length of the Pt layer deposited on the nanofi-
ber along the axis of the nanofiber �m�

L � length of a SiNx beam of the measurement
device �m�

Px � random or precision uncertainty for the x
variable

Qh � Joule heat dissipation in the Platinum resis-
tance thermometer �W�

QL � Joule heat dissipation in one of the two Pt
leads supplying the dc current �I� to the heat-
ing Pt RT �W�

R � thermal resistance �K/W�
Rc � thermal contact resistance between the nanofi-

ber and the two membranes �K/W�
Rc� � constriction thermal resistance of unit axial

length of the nanofiber �K m/W�
Rm � measured thermal resistance �K/W�
Rn � intrinsic thermal resistance of the nanofiber

�K/W�
T � temperature �K�

Th � temperature of the heating membrane �K�
Ts � temperature of the sensing membrane �K�
Tr � reference temperature in temperature calibra-

tion �K�
Ux � uncertainty for the x variable
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Convective Transport
in Nanofluids
Nanofluids are engineered colloids made of a base fluid and nanoparticles �1–100 nm�.
Nanofluids have higher thermal conductivity and single-phase heat transfer coefficients
than their base fluids. In particular, the heat transfer coefficient increases appear to go
beyond the mere thermal-conductivity effect, and cannot be predicted by traditional pure-
fluid correlations such as Dittus-Boelter’s. In the nanofluid literature this behavior is
generally attributed to thermal dispersion and intensified turbulence, brought about by
nanoparticle motion. To test the validity of this assumption, we have considered seven slip
mechanisms that can produce a relative velocity between the nanoparticles and the base
fluid. These are inertia, Brownian diffusion, thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, Magnus
effect, fluid drainage, and gravity. We concluded that, of these seven, only Brownian
diffusion and thermophoresis are important slip mechanisms in nanofluids. Based on this
finding, we developed a two-component four-equation nonhomogeneous equilibrium
model for mass, momentum, and heat transport in nanofluids. A nondimensional analysis
of the equations suggests that energy transfer by nanoparticle dispersion is negligible,
and thus cannot explain the abnormal heat transfer coefficient increases. Furthermore, a
comparison of the nanoparticle and turbulent eddy time and length scales clearly indi-
cates that the nanoparticles move homogeneously with the fluid in the presence of tur-
bulent eddies, so an effect on turbulence intensity is also doubtful. Thus, we propose an
alternative explanation for the abnormal heat transfer coefficient increases: the nanofluid
properties may vary significantly within the boundary layer because of the effect of the
temperature gradient and thermophoresis. For a heated fluid, these effects can result in a
significant decrease of viscosity within the boundary layer, thus leading to heat transfer
enhancement. A correlation structure that captures these effects is proposed.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2150834�

Keywords: nanofluid, heat transfer, thermophoresis

1 Introduction
The earliest observations of thermal conductivity enhancement

in liquid dispersions of submicronic solid particles �i.e., nanopar-
ticles� were reported in 1993 by Masuda et al. �1�. The term
“nanofluid” was first proposed by Choi about a decade ago �2�, to
indicate engineered colloids composed of nanoparticles dispersed
in a base fluid. However, only recently have nanoparticles become
sufficiently inexpensive and widely available to warrant their con-
sideration for practical applications. For example, at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology �MIT� we are exploring the pos-
sibility of using nanofluids as coolants for advanced nuclear
systems �3�. Contrary to the milli- and microsized particle slurries
explored in the past, nanoparticles are relatively close in size to
the molecules of the base fluid, and thus can realize very stable
suspensions with little gravitational settling over long periods of
time. Materials commonly used for nanoparticles include oxides
such as alumina, silica, titania and copper oxide, and metals such
as copper and gold. Carbon nanotubes and diamond nanoparticles
have also been used to realize nanofluids. Popular base fluids
include water and organic fluids such as ethanol and ethylene
glycol. The volumetric fraction of the nanoparticles, �, is usually
below 5%.

The following nanofluid behavior has been observed consis-
tently by different researchers at different organizations and with
different nanofluids:

�1� Abnormal thermal conductivity increase relative to the base

fluid. Eastman et al. �4� reported a 40% increase in the
thermal conductivity of ethylene-glycol with 0.3 vol %
copper nanoparticles of 10 nm diameter. Das et al. �5� have
observed increases of 10–25% in water with 1–4 vol %
alumina nanoparticles. Also, it appears that thermal con-
ductivity of nanofluids is a strongly increasing function of
temperature, much more so than that of pure liquids �5,6�.

�2� Abnormal viscosity increase relative to the base fluid. Pak
and Cho �7� measured the viscosity of alumina/water and
titania/water nanofluids at 1–10 vol %, and found it to be
much higher than that of pure water, well beyond the pre-
diction of traditional viscosity models such as Brikman-
Einstein’s �8� or Batchelor’s �9�. The same conclusion was
reached by Maïga et al. �10� while correlating the viscosity
data of Lee et al. �11� and Wang et al. �12�.

�3� Abnormal single-phase convective heat-transfer coefficient
increase relative to the base fluid. Pak and Cho �7� reported
heat transfer data for turbulent flow of alumina/water and
titania/water nanofluids in circular tubes. Their data show
Nusselt numbers up to about 30% higher than predicted by
the pure fluid correlation �Dittus-Boelter�, even though the
measured nanofluid properties were used in defining the
dimensionless groups in the correlation �Fig. 1�a��. Nusselt
numbers over 30% higher than the Dittus-Boelter correla-
tion were also reported by Xuan and Li �13� for turbulent
flow of copper/water nanofluids �Fig. 1�b��.

Despite several attempts, a satisfactory explanation for the ab-
normal increase of the thermal conductivity and viscosity in
nanofluids is yet to be found, as emphasized by Eastman et al.
�14� in their recent comprehensive review of the nanofluid litera-
ture. However, in this paper we do not intend to develop an ex-
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planation for the effect of the nanoparticles on the thermophysical
properties. Hereafter the thermophysical properties of nanofluids
will be considered as given functions of the nanoparticle volumet-
ric fraction �see Appendix A�. Instead, we want to focus on ex-
plaining the further heat transfer enhancement observed in con-
vective situations.

Pak and Cho �7�, Xuan and Roetzel �15�, and Xuan and Li �13�
assumed that convective heat transfer enhancement is due mainly
to dispersion of the suspended nanoparticles. However, our
mechanistic description of particle dispersion suggests that this
effect is very small in nanofluids, and thus cannot explain the
observed heat transfer enhancement �see Secs. 3 and 4 below�.

Xuan and Li �13� proposed that the enhancement could also
come from intensification of turbulence due to the presence of the
nanoparticles. However, pressure drop measurements by Xuan
and Li �13� and Pak and Cho �7� clearly show that turbulent fric-
tion factors in their nanofluids can be very well predicted by the
traditional friction factor correlations for pure fluids, if the mea-
sured nanofluid viscosity is used. This suggests that, beyond the
obvious viscosity effect, turbulence is not affected by the presence
of the nanoparticles. This conclusion is corroborated by a com-
parison of the time and length scales for the nanoparticles and the
turbulent eddies �see Sec. 2.1 and Appendix B�.

In his experiments with micro-sized particles �40–100 �m�
suspended in water and glycerine, Ahuja �16� demonstrated that
heat transfer enhancement may occur from particle rotation. That
is, under the effect of the shear stress, the suspended particles
rotate about an axis perpendicular to the main flow direction, cre-
ating a three-dimensional hydrodynamic boundary layer which in-
creases the fluid flow towards the wall. To evaluate the importance
of this effect with respect to heat conduction, Ahuja �16� proposed
the use of a “rotational” Peclet number, Per:

Per � ��w/�� · �dp
2/�� �1�

where �w is the shear stress at the wall, dp is the particle diameter,
� is the fluid viscosity, and �=k /�c is the fluid thermal diffusiv-
ity. In Eq. �1� the term �dp

2 /�� represents the time constant for
conduction heat transfer, while the term ��w /�� represents the
angular velocity of the particle, which Ahuja recommends assum-
ing to be of the same order of magnitude of the shear rate at the
wall. So, if Per is large, heat transfer enhancement by particle
rotation is possible. Using the definition of the Darcy’s friction
factor, f , the shear stress can be expanded as follows:

�w �
f

8
�V̄2 =

C

8

�2

�D2 Re2−n �2�

In Eq. �2�, V̄ is the mean axial velocity in the channel, � is the

fluid density, D is the channel diameter, Re= ��V̄D� /� is the Rey-
nolds number, and f =C /Ren is the friction factor correlation. For
conditions typical of alumina/water nanofluids at room tempera-
ture ���1 mPa s, ��1 g/cm3, ��2�10−7 m2/s, Re�50,000,
D�1 cm, C=0.184, n=0.2�, and for nanoparticles with dp
�100 nm, one gets Per�3�10−4; thus nanoparticle rotation can
also be discarded as a heat transfer enhancement mechanism in
nanofluids.

Several authors have attempted to develop convective transport
models for nanofluids. The models proposed so far are of the
following two types:

�1� Homogeneous flow models. The conventional transport
equations for pure fluids are directly extended to the nanof-
luids. This means that all traditional heat transfer correla-
tions �e.g., Dittus-Boelter� could be used also for a nanof-
luid, provided that the nanofluid thermophysical properties
were used in the calculations. Therefore, heat transfer en-
hancement is assumed to come only from the higher ther-
mal conductivity. This approach was initially adopted by
Choi �2� and more recently by Maïga et al. �10�.

�2� Dispersion models. This approach is based on the assump-
tion that the convective heat transfer enhancement in nano-
fluids comes from two factors, �i� the higher thermal con-
ductivity, and �ii� the dispersion of the nanoparticles. In this
approach, first proposed for nanofluids by Xuan and Roet-
zel �15�, the effect of the nanoparticle/base fluid relative
velocity is treated as a perturbation of the energy equation,
and an empirical dispersion coefficient is introduced to de-
scribe the heat transfer enhancement.

The homogeneous flow models are in conflict with the experi-
mental observation that pure-fluid correlations �such as Dittus-
Boelter’s� tend to underpredict the nanofluid heat transfer coeffi-
cient systematically, e.g., see Fig. 1 or the comparison of
analytical predictions and experimental results in Maïga et al.
�10�. As far as the dispersion models are concerned, we will show
in Sec. 4 that heat transfer enhancement from nanoparticle disper-
sion is completely negligible in nanofluids. Therefore, in this pa-
per we develop an alternative model that eliminates the shortcom-

Fig. 1 Heat transfer data for water-based nanofluids with oxide nanoparticles †7‡ and metal nanoparticles †13‡. Note the
deviation from the Dittus-Boelter correlation, despite the fact that the nanofluid properties were used in defining Nu, Re, and Pr
in both studies: „a… alumina and titania nanoparticles; and „b… copper nanoparticles.
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ings of the homogeneous and dispersion models. In this new
model the effect of the nanoparticle/base-fluid relative velocity is
described more mechanistically than in the dispersion models.

2 Nanoparticle/Fluid Slip
The nanoparticle absolute velocity can be viewed as the sum of

the base fluid velocity and a relative �slip� velocity. In order to
develop a realistic two-component model for transport phenomena
in nanofluids, it is important to understand the mechanisms by
which the nanoparticles can develop a slip velocity with respect to
the base fluid. The slip mechanisms mentioned in the literature
�15,17–19� and analyzed here are seven: inertia, Brownian diffu-
sion, thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, Magnus effect, fluid drain-
age, and gravity settling.

For the purpose of our studies, we will assume that the fluid
around the nanoparticles can be regarded as a continuum. To as-
sess the accuracy of this assumption, we need to calculate the
Knudsen number, Kn, which is defined as the ratio of the water
molecule mean free path, �, to the nanoparticle diameter, dp:

Kn =
�

dp
�3�

The water molecule effective size and mean free path in liquid
water are both of the order of 3 Å �0.3 nm�. Therefore, for the
nanoparticle range of interest �1–100 nm�, the Knudsen number
is relatively small �Kn�0.3�, and the continuum assumption is
reasonable.

2.1 Inertia. Due to its inertia, a particle suspended in a fluid
could develop a slip velocity in the presence of turbulent eddies.
The nanoparticle/fluid slip velocity due to the turbulent eddies, Ve,
can be obtained from the equation of motion:

	

6
dp

3�p
dVe

dt
= − 3	dp�Ve Þ Ve = Veoe

−t/�p with �p =
�pdp

2

18�
�4�

where Stokes Law was used for the viscous resistance, and its use
is justified by the continuum assumption. In Eq. �4�, �p is the mass
density of the nanoparticles, � is the viscosity of the fluid, Veo is
the velocity of the turbulent eddies, and �p is the so-called “relax-
ation time” of the nanoparticles. Assuming typical values for
water/alumina nanofluids ���1 mPa s, �p�4 g/cm3� and dp
�100 nm, the relaxation time is �2 ns, which is negligible com-
pared with the typical fluctuation time scale of the turbulent ed-
dies �see Appendix B�. Therefore, the nanoparticles are readily
entrained by the fluid turbulent eddies, and the slip velocity is
negligible. This is a direct consequence of the very small size and
inertia of the nanoparticles.

The nanoparticle stopping distance, Sp, is defined as the dis-
tance a nanoparticle travels by inertia after the turbulent eddy that
was carrying it comes to a complete stop. The stopping distance
can be obtained by integrating Eq. �4�

Sp =
�pdp

2

18�
Veo �5�

where Veo is of the order of the “shear velocity:”

Veo � ��w/� = V̄�f/8 =
�

�D
�C/8 Re1−n/2 �6�

Assuming the same conditions of Eq. �2�, Veo is about 0.3 m/s,
and Sp�1 nm. Therefore, Sp is much smaller than the length scale
of the eddies �see Appendix B�. This result is important, because it
ensures that the nanoparticles move homogeneously with the fluid
in the presence of turbulent eddies.

Note also that the nanoparticles cannot penetrate the laminar
sublayer near the wall by virtue of their inertia. The thickness of
the laminar sublayer near the wall, 
v, is of the order of 5 in
dimensionless units:


v � 5
�/�

��w/�
�7�

which is about 20 �m for the flow conditions assumed. Thus,
Sp�
v.

2.2 Brownian Diffusion. The random motion of nanopar-
ticles within the base fluid is called Brownian motion, and results
from continuous collisions between the nanoparticles and the mol-
ecules of the base fluid. The nanoparticles themselves can be
viewed effectively as large molecules, with an average kinetic
energy equal to that of the fluid molecules � 1

2kBT�, and thus with a
considerable lower velocity. Here kB is the Boltzmann’s constant
and T is the nanofluid temperature. Brownian motion is described
by the Brownian diffusion coefficient, DB, which is given by the
Einstein-Stokes’s equation:

DB =
kBT

3	�dp
�8�

For water nanofluids at room temperature with nanoparticles of
1–100 nm diameter, the Brownian diffusion coefficient ranges
from 4�10−10 to 4�10−12 m2/s. We will show in Sec. 2.8 that
Brownian diffusion may become important as a slip mechanism in
the absence of turbulent eddies. The nanoparticle mass flux due to
Brownian diffusion, jp,B�kg/m2 s� can be calculated as:

jp,B = − �pDB � � �9�
We will use this flux in developing the general transport model for
nanofluids �see Sec. 3�.

2.3 Thermophoresis. Particles can diffuse under the effect of
a temperature gradient. This phenomenon is called thermophore-
sis, and is the “particle” equivalent of the well-known Soret effect
for gaseous or liquid mixtures. The thermophoretic velocity, VT,
can be found as:

VT = − �
�

�
·
�T

T
, �10�

where an expression for the proportionality factor, �, is given by
McNab and Meisen �20�:

� = 0.26
k

2k + kp
�11�

In Eq. �11�, k and kp are the thermal conductivity of the fluid and
particle materials, respectively. Equation �11� is based on data for
relatively large particles �1 �m� in water and n-hexane, and is
recommended also by Lister �18� and, more recently, by Müller-
Steinhagen �21�. Unfortunately, thermophoretic data for nanopar-
ticles are not available at this time, so in the interim Eq. �11� will
be used for the nanoparticles as well. The negative sign in Eq.
�10� means that the particles move down the temperature gradient,
i.e., from hot to cold. For alumina nanoparticles in water at room
temperature, k�1 W/m K, kp�40 W/m K, and assuming a tem-
perature gradient of 105 K/m �corresponding to 100 kW/m2 heat
flux�, one gets VT�2�10−6 m/s. We will show in Sec. 2.8 that
thermophoresis may become important as a slip mechanism in the
absence of turbulent eddies.

The nanoparticle mass flux due to thermophoretic effects, jp,T,
can be calculated as

jp,T = �p�VT = − �pDT

�T

T
with DT � �

�

�
� �12�

The coefficient DT is sometimes referred to as the “thermal diffu-
sion” coefficient. We will use Eq. �12� in developing the general
transport model for nanofluids �see Sec. 3�.

2.4 Diffusiophoresis. A particle suspended in a solution in
which a concentration gradient exists, is subjected to a net force
acting in the direction opposite to that gradient. This phenomenon
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is known as diffusiophoresis, and is caused by the impact of the
particle with the diffusing species. However, the base fluid of
nanofluids is usually a one-component substance with no concen-
tration gradients, thus nanoparticle diffusiophoresis does not
occur.

2.5 Magnus Effect. Under the effect of the shear stress, a
particle rotates about an axis perpendicular to the main flow di-
rection. If a relative axial velocity exists between the particle and
the fluid, a force perpendicular to the main flow direction will
arise. This is known as the Magnus effect, or lift force, and is due
to the pressure gradient around the particle, created by its rotation.
For large particles �1 �m� moving in the laminar sublayer of a
turbulent flow, it is commonly assumed that the relative axial
velocity is significant and of the order of the turbulent eddy ve-
locity �18�. This is based on the assumption that the particles are
carried by turbulent eddies to the edge of the laminar sublayer and
injected into the sublayer by inertia. However, we have shown in
Sec. 2.1 that the nanoparticles cannot be injected into the laminar
sublayer because their inertia is extremely low, and thus also the
relative axial velocity is expected to be very low. Then it can be
concluded that for nanoparticles the Magnus effect should be
negligible.

2.6 Fluid Drainage. As a particle approaches the wall, there
is a resistance caused by the pressure in the draining fluid film
between the two approaching surfaces. This effect becomes im-
portant when the distance between the particle and the wall is of
the order of the particle diameter. Therefore, for nanoparticles of
1–100 nm diameter, this effect is relevant only over a very small
fraction of the laminar sublayer near the wall, and can be safely
neglected.

2.7 Gravity. The nanoparticle settling velocity due to gravity,
Vg, can be calculated from a balance of the buoyancy and viscous
forces:

	

6
dp

3��p − ��g = 3	dp�Vg Þ Vg =
dp

2��p − ��g
18�

�13�

where again Stokes Law was used for the viscous resistance. In
the nanoparticle size range of interest ��100 nm�, Vg is then
�1.6�10−8 m/s.

2.8 Relative Importance of the Nanoparticle Transport
Mechanisms. To estimate the relative importance of a certain
nanoparticle transport mechanism, we compute the time a nano-
particle takes to diffuse a length equal to its diameter under the
effect of that mechanism. So, with reference to a nanoparticle of
100 nm diameter, one has dp /Veo�3�10−7 s for turbulent trans-
port, dp

2 /DB�0.002 s for Brownian diffusion, dp /VT�0.05 s for
thermophoresis, and dp /Vg�6 s for gravity. Therefore, in the
presence of turbulent eddies, turbulent transport of the nanopar-
ticles dominates, i.e., the nanoparticles are carried by the turbulent
eddies and other diffusion mechanisms are negligible. Note that
turbulent transport occurs without slip, as per the discussion in
Sec. 2.1. When turbulent effects are not important �e.g., in the
laminar sublayer near the wall�, Brownian diffusion and thermo-
phoresis may become important as slip mechanisms. Gravity set-
tling is negligible. These conclusions hold well for nanoparticles
of any material and size.

3 Conservation Equations for Nanofluids
Now that the slip mechanisms for the nanoparticles have been

clarified, we can develop a complete transport model for the
nanofluids. We will treat the nanofluid as a two-component mix-
ture �base fluid+nanoparticles� with the following assumptions:

�1� incompressible flow,
�2� no chemical reactions,
�3� negligible external forces,

�4� dilute mixture ���1�,
�5� negligible viscous dissipation,
�6� negligible radiative heat transfer,
�7� nanoparticles and base fluid locally in thermal equilibrium.

Assumptions �1� and �6� are accurate for liquid nanofluids. As-
sumption �2� is accurate because nanoparticle materials are chosen
for their chemical inertness with the base fluid. Assumption �3� is
justified in light of the discussion in Sec. 2.8. Assumption �4� is
valid for most nanofluid studies published so far, in which �
�0.05. Assumption �5� is often made in heat transfer problems, in
which the heat flux at the surface is the dominant energy source in
the system. To justify assumption �7�, one has to calculate the heat
transfer time constants for heat conduction within the nanopar-
ticles, and within the base fluid in the vicinity of the nanoparticles.
These time constants can be estimated as dp

2 /�p and dp
2 /�bf, re-

spectively, where �p=kp /�pcp and �bf =kbf /�bfcbf are the thermal
diffusivity of the nanoparticle material and base fluid, respec-
tively. For alumina nanoparticles of 100 nm diameter in water, �p
and �bf are about 10−5 m2/s and 10−7 m2/s, respectively, and the
heat transfer time constants are about 1 ns and 100 ns, respec-
tively, which are much smaller than the time constants calculated
in Sec. 2.8 for Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis, and also
smaller than the turbulent eddy time scale calculated in Appendix
B. Therefore, as the nanoparticles move in the surrounding fluid,
they achieve thermal equilibrium with it very rapidly, which jus-
tifies assumption �7�.

The conservation equations for a two-component mixture can
be found in most transport phenomena books. For our nanofluid
application we will adopt the formalism of Bird, Stewart, and
Lightfoot’s classic textbook �22�, which is referred to as BSL in
the following discussion. To capture the effect of the nanoparticle/
base fluid slip, we will use a four-equation approach �two mass
equations, one momentum equation, and one energy equation�.

From Assumption �1�, the continuity equation for the nanofluid
is �BSL, Eq. �18.1-9��:

� · v = 0 �14�

where v is the nanofluid velocity. Equation �14� is identical to the
continuity equation for a pure incompressible fluid. The continuity
equation for the nanoparticles in the absence of chemical reactions
�Assumption 2� is �BSL, Eq. �18.3-4��:

��

�t
+ v · �� = −

1

�p
� · jp �15�

where t is time, jp is the diffusion mass flux for the nanoparticles
�kg/m2 s�, and represents the nanoparticle flux relative to the
nanofluid velocity v. If the external forces are negligible �assump-
tion �3��, jp can be written as the sum of only two diffusion terms,
i.e., Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis:

jp = jp,B + jp,T = − �pDB � � − �pDT

�T

T
�16�

The diffusion coefficients DB and DT can be calculated from Eqs.
�8� and �12�, respectively. Substituting Eq. �16� in Eq. �15�, one
gets:

��

�t
+ v · �� = � · �DB � � + DT

�T

T
	 �17�

Equation �17� states that the nanoparticles can move homoge-
neously with the fluid �second term of the left-hand side�, but they
also possess a slip velocity relatively to the fluid �right-hand side�,
which is due to Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis.

The momentum equation for the nanofluid with negligible ex-
ternal forces is �BSL, Eq. �18.3-2��:
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�� �v

�t
+ v · �v	 = − �P − � · � �18�

where P is pressure. Note that Eq. �18� is identical to the momen-
tum equation for a pure fluid. The stress tensor, �, can be ex-
panded assuming Newtonian behavior and incompressible flow:

� = − ���v + ��v�t� �19�

where the superscript t indicates the transpose of �v. If the vis-
cosity � is constant, Eq. �18� becomes the usual Navier-Stokes
equation. However, � strongly depends on � for a nanofluid.
Therefore, Eqs. �18� and �17� are coupled.

The energy equation for the nanofluid can be written as �BSL,
Table 18.3-1, Eq. �F��:

�c� �T

�t
+ v · �T	 = − � · q + hp � · jp �20�

where assumptions �1�, �2�, �3�, �4�, and �5� were used. In Eq.
�20�, c is the nanofluid specific heat, T is the nanofluid tempera-
ture, hp is the specific enthalpy of the nanoparticle material �J/kg�,
and q is the energy flux relative to the nanofluid velocity v. Ne-
glecting radiative heat transfer �assumption �6��, q can be calcu-
lated as the sum of the conduction heat flux and the heat flux due
to nanoparticle diffusion �BSL, Eq. �18.4-2��:

q = − k � T + hpjp �21�

where k is the nanofluid thermal conductivity. Substituting Eq.
�21� in Eq. �20�, recognizing that � · �hpjp��hp� · jp+ jp ·�hp, and
indicating the nanoparticle specific heat with cp, one gets:

�c� �T

�t
+ v · �T	 = � · k � T − cpjp · �T �22�

where �hp has been set equal to cp�T, which follows from as-
sumption �7�. Note that if jp is zero, Eq. �22� becomes the familiar
energy equation for a pure fluid. Substituting Eq. �16� in Eq. �22�,
the final form of the energy equation for the nanofluid is found:

�c� �T

�t
+ v · �T	 = � · k � T + �pcp�DB � � · �T + DT

�T · �T

T
	

�23�

Equation �23� states that heat can be transported in a nanofluid by
convection �second term on the left-hand side�, by conduction
�first term on the right-hand side�, and also by virtue of nanopar-
ticle diffusion �second and third terms on the right-hand side�. It is
important to emphasize that �c is the heat capacity of the nanof-
luid, and thus already accounts for the sensible heat of the nano-
particles as they move homogeneously with the fluid. Therefore,
the last two terms on the right-hand side truly account for the
additional contribution associated with the nanoparticle motion
relative to the fluid.

In summary, Eq. �14� �nanofluid continuity�, Eq. �17� �nanopar-
ticle continuity�, Eq. �18� �nanofluid momentum�, and Eq. �23�
�nanofluid energy� constitute a complete set of equations from
which v�r , t�, P�r , t�, ��r , t�, and T�r , t� can be calculated, once
the boundary and initial conditions are known, and the nanofluid
transport coefficients �� ,c ,� ,k ,DB ,DT� are known as functions
of � and temperature. To draw from the terminology of
two-phase flow analysis, the nanofluid model we developed can
be characterized as a two-“fluid” �nanoparticles+base fluid�,
four-equation �2 mass+1 momentum+1 energy�, nonhomoge-
neous �nanoparticle/fluid slip velocity allowed� equilibrium
�nanoparticle/fluid temperature differences not allowed� model.

Note that the conservation equations are strongly coupled. That
is, v depends on � via viscosity; � depends on T mostly because
of thermophoresis; T depends on � via thermal conductivity and
also via the Brownian and thermophoretic terms in the energy

equation; � and T obviously depend on v because of the convec-
tion terms in the nanoparticle continuity and energy equations,
respectively.

4 Discussion
To assess the relative importance of the various transport

mechanisms in nanofluids, it is useful to make the conservation
equations nondimensional. For this purpose, we make use of the
following transformations:

V �
v

V̄
; � �

�

�b
; � �

T − Tb

�T
;

�24�

� �
P

�V̄2
; R �

r

D
; � �

t

�D/V̄�

where V̄, �b, Tb, �T, and D are the reference velocity, nanopar-
ticle volumetric fraction, temperature, temperature difference, and
length, respectively. For example, for a heat transfer problem with

internal flow in a round tube, V̄, �b, Tb, �T, and D would be the
mean axial velocity of the nanofluid, the nominal nanoparticle
volumetric fraction, the bulk temperature, the film temperature
drop, and the tube diameter, respectively. Introducing the above
transformations into the conservation equations, assuming con-
stant properties �which is appropriate for order-of-magnitude esti-
mates�, and recognizing that �T /Tb�1, Eqs. �14�, �17�, �18�, and
�23� become, respectively:

� · V = 0 �25�

��

��
+ V · �� =

1

Re · Sc
��2� +

�2�

NBT
	 �26�

�V

��
+ V · �V = − �� +

�2V

Re
�27�

� ��

��
+ V · ��	 =

1

Re · Pr
��2� +

�� · ��

Le
+

�� · ��

Le · NBT
	 �28�

In Eqs. �25�–�28�, the following dimensionless groups have been
used:

Re �
�V̄D

�
�Reynolds number = inertial forces/viscous forces�

�29�

Sc �
�

�DB
�Schmidt number = momentum diffusivity/

Brownian diffusivity� �30�

NBT �
�bDBTb

DT�T
=

DBTb�

���T
�=Brownian diffusivity/

thermophoretic diffusivity� �31�

Pr �
c�

k
�Prandtl = momentum diffusivity/

thermal diffusivity� �32�

Le �
k

�pcpDB�b
�Lewis = thermal diffusivity/

Brownian diffusivity� �33�

and Eq. �12� was used to simplify the expression for NBT.
Let us consider the following conditions, which are typical of

the alumina/water �copper/water� nanofluid studies published in
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the literature: �b�0.01, Tb�300 K, �T�10 K, ��1 mPa s, �
�1 g/cm3, k�1 W/m K, �pcp�3.1 MJ/m3 ��3.4 MJ/m3 for
copper nanoparticles�, ��0.006 ��0.0006 for copper nanopar-
ticles�, DB�4�10−11 m2/s �calculated from Eq. �8� for dp
=10 nm�. With these values, Le�8�105, NBT�0.2 and
Le·NBT�1.6�105 for alumina nanoparticles, and Le�7�105,
NBT�2 and Le·NBT�1.4�106 for copper nanoparticles. Because
Le�1 and Le·NBT�1, Eq. �28� suggests that heat transfer asso-
ciated with nanoparticle dispersion is negligible compared with
heat conduction and convection. It follows that, in solving nanof-
luid heat transfer problems, the second and third terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. �23� can be neglected, which makes the
energy equation for a nanofluid formally identical to that of a pure
fluid. This also implies that, contrary to what is commonly stated
in the literature, the nanoparticles indeed affect convective heat
transfer in nanofluids only via the thermophysical properties.
However, it is important to recognize that a spatial distribution of
the nanofluid thermophysical properties �especially viscosity and
thermal conductivity� is expected, because such properties do de-
pend on the nanoparticle distribution within the channel �i.e., they
strongly depend on ��, as well as temperature. Therefore, the
nanoparticle continuity equation �Eq. �17�� must always be solved
in conjunction with the energy equation, which explains why
pure-fluid correlations fail to reproduce the heat transfer data. The
importance of coupling a nanoparticle continuity equation with
the energy equation was also emphasized by Wen and Ding �23�.
About Eq. �17�, one should also notice that for dp=1–100 nm,
NBT ranges from 2 to 0.02 for alumina nanoparticles, and from 20
to 0.2 for copper nanoparticles, which suggests that thermo-
phoretic effects are of the same order or more important than
Brownian diffusion effects for alumina nanoparticles over the
whole nanoparticle range, but in general less important for copper
nanoparticles, especially at the lower end of the size range. This
stems from the higher thermal conductivity of copper, which
makes the thermal diffusion coefficient, DT, lower �see Eq. �11��.

5 Nanofluid Heat Transfer in Turbulent Flow
In the presence of turbulence the conservation equations have

to be modified to include the effect of the momentum, energy and
particle eddy diffusivities. If we focus on the region near the wall
of a round tube at steady state, Eqs. �17�, �18�, and �23� can be
rewritten, respectively, as:

d

dy
��DB + �p�

d�

dy
+

DT

T

dT

dy
	 = 0 �34�

d

dy
��� + ��M�

dv
dy
	 = 0 �35�

d

dy
��k + �c�H�

dT

dy
	 = 0 �36�

where y is the radial coordinate measuring the distance from the
wall, v is the axial component of the velocity, and �M, �H, and �p
are the momentum, energy, and particle eddy diffusivities, respec-
tively. In Eqs. �34�–�36� the typical boundary-layer approxima-
tions for fully-developed internal flow were made, i.e.:

�a� curvature effects are negligible,
�b� axial transport terms are small compared with radial trans-

port terms.

Integration of the above equations yields:

�DB + �p�
d�

dy
+

DT

T

dT

dy
= 0 �37�

�� + ��M�
dv
dy

= �w �38�

�k + �c�H�
dT

dy
= − qw �39�

where �w is the wall shear stress, qw is the wall heat flux, and also
it was assumed that the net nanoparticle flux at the wall is zero,
i.e., the nanoparticles neither deposit on nor are created at the
wall.

Let us now assume that the wall layer is composed of two
regions �Fig. 2�: a laminar sublayer in which DB��p, ���M, and
k��H, and a turbulent sublayer, in which DB��p, ���M,
k��H. This approach was first proposed by Prandtl �24�. We can
then solve Eqs. �37�–�39� with the boundary conditions: �=�b,

v= V̄, T=Tb at y=
v+
t, and v=0, T=Tw at y=0, where the sub-
script b refers to bulk and w to wall.

5.1 Turbulent Sublayer. Because the nanoparticles move ho-
mogeneously with the turbulent eddies, it is reasonable to assume
that �p��M. In Sec. 2.8 we demonstrated that turbulent transport
is the dominant nanoparticle transport mechanism in the presence
of turbulent eddies, thus we can assume that ���b in the turbu-
lent sublayer. This conclusion is also corroborated by order-of-
magnitude estimates of the eddy diffusivity and thermophoresis
terms in Eq. �37�. Integrating the momentum and energy equations
in the turbulent sublayer, taking the ratio qw /�w and using the
Reynolds analogy ��H��M�, one gets:

qw

�w
= c

Ti − Tb

V̄ − Vi

�40�

where c is the nanofluid specific heat, and Ti and Vi are tempera-
ture and velocity at the interface of the laminar and turbulent
sublayers.

5.2 Laminar Sublayer. Using Eq. �39�, the temperature gra-
dient can be eliminated from Eq. �37�. Thus:

DB
d�

dy
−

DT

T

qw

k
= 0 �41�

Equation �41� suggests that for a heated fluid �qw0�, the effect
of thermophoresis is to reduce � in the laminar sublayer. Using
the definition of DT �Eq. �12�� and neglecting the temperature
dependencies, Eq. �41� can be readily integrated to yield:

� = �be
�1/NBT��1−y/
v� �42�

with the following definition of the NBT number:

NBT �
DBTb�

���qw
v

k
	 �43�

Equation �42� is plotted in Fig. 3 with NBT as a parameter. Thus,

Fig. 2 Flow structure near the wall
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for relatively low values of NBT �e.g., large nanoparticles, high
heat fluxes�, the nanoparticle volumetric fraction near the wall can
be significantly lower than in the bulk.

The average nanoparticle volumetric fraction in the laminar su-
blayer, �v��1/
v
0


v�dy�, can be obtained from Eq. �42�:

�v

�b
= NBT�1 − e−�1/NBT�� �44�

The momentum and energy equations in the laminar sublayer can
be readily integrated to yield:

qw

�w
�

kv

�v

Tw − Ti

Vi
�45�

where kv and �v are the nanofluid thermal conductivity and vis-
cosity corresponding to �v, respectively. Equation �45� is approxi-
mate because in reality both thermal conductivity and viscosity
vary within the laminar sublayer, due to the variation of �.

5.3 Heat Transfer Coefficient. Eliminating Ti from Eqs. �40�
and �45�, and introducing the definition of heat transfer coeffi-
cient, h�qw / �Tw-Tb�, one gets:

h =
�w

�vVi

kv
+

V̄ − Vi

c

�46�

Using the definition of friction factor �Eq. �2�� and rearranging the
terms, Eq. �46� can be rewritten as:

Nub =

f

8
Reb Prb

1 +
Vi

V̄
�Prv − 1�

�47�

where the subscript b indicates the use of properties correspond-
ing to �b, while the subscript v indicates the use of properties
corresponding to �v. In the derivation of Eq. �47�, it was assumed
that the ratio cb /cv�1, which is true at low nanoparticle concen-
trations. Assuming that velocity varies linearly within the laminar

sublayer, the ratio Vi / V̄ becomes equal to 
v
+�f /8, where 
v

+ is the
thickness of the laminar sublayer in dimensionless units. In
Prandtl’s original derivation 
v

+ was assumed to be 8.7 �24�. Thus,
Eq. �47� becomes:

Nub =

f

8
Reb Prb

1 + 8.7� f

8
�Prv − 1�

�48�

which is the well-known Prandtl correlation for a pure fluid, ex-
cept that the Prandtl number at the denominator is not evaluated
with the bulk properties, but with the laminar sublayer properties.
Equation �48� can be used to explain the convective heat transfer
enhancements in nanofluids and their deviation from a pure-fluid
correlation, as follows. For a heated fluid �TwTb�, one has Prv
�Prb because of two effects:

�1� �v��b and kvkb. While this effect is present also in pure
liquids, it is more pronounced for nanofluids, because vis-
cosity and especially thermal conductivity are much stron-
ger functions of temperature for nanofluids than for pure
liquids �5,25�.

�2� �v��b. Both � and k increase with �. However, the �
dependence on � is stronger �7,10,13� �see also Appendix
A�. Therefore, the net effect of a � reduction is a reduction
of the Prandtl number in the boundary layer.

With reference to Eq. �48�, the ratio

1 + 8.7� f

8
�Prb − 1�

1 + 8.7� f

8
�Prv − 1�

is a measurement of the nanofluid heat transfer deviation from the
predictions of a pure-fluid correlation. Clearly, if Prv�Prb, this
ratio is greater than unity. We will demonstrate this conclusion
quantitatively in Sec. 5.4. In the meantime, it should be noted that
the Prandtl correlation is known to be valid only for Prandtl num-
bers around unity, which is consistent with the use of the Rey-
nolds analogy in its derivation. However, nanofluids can have
Prandtl numbers significantly higher than unity �10�. A correla-
tion that has a physical basis similar to Eq. �48�, but is valid
within a much broader range of the parameters �0.5�Pr�2000,
2300�Re�5�106� is that of Gnielinski �26�, recommended in
most heat transfer handbooks �27,28�:

Nu =

f

8
�Re − 1000�Pr

1 + 12.7� f

8
�Pr2/3 − 1�

�49�

Thus, we adopt the following correlation structure for nanofluid
heat transfer in turbulent flow:

Nub =

f

8
�Reb − 1000�Prb

1 + 
v
+� f

8
�Prv

2/3 − 1�

�50�

where 
v
+ is now a constant to be determined empirically. Once 
v

+

is given, Eq. �50� can be used as follows:

�i� Calculate the friction factor �and the shear stress� from a
traditional friction factor correlation for turbulent flow,
e.g., McAdams’ or Karman-Nikuradse’s.

�ii� Guess a value for �v.
�iii� Calculate the thickness of the laminar sublayer, 
v

�
v
+��v /� /��w /��

Fig. 3 Variation of the nanoparticle volumetric fraction within
the laminar sublayer
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�iv� Calculate NBT from Eq. �43�.
�v� Calculate �v from Eq. �44�.
�vi� Repeat steps �iii�–�v� until �v converges.
�vii� Calculate Prv for �=�v and T= �Tw+Tb� /2.
�viii� Calculate the heat transfer coefficient from Eq. �50�.
�ix� Calculate Tw from Newton’s law of cooling.

For a problem with fixed qw, these steps need to be repeated until
Tw converges.

5.4 Performance of the New Heat Transfer Correlation for
Nanofluids. The two most comprehensive sets of data for
single-phase turbulent heat transfer in nanofluids are those of
Pak and Cho �7� and Xuan and Li �13�. These databases are
reproduced well by the following two correlations, respectively:

Nub = 0.021 · Reb
0.8 Prb

0.5 �51�

Nub = 0.0059 · �1 + 7.6286 · �b
0.6886�Reb Prb

dp

D
0.001	Reb

0.9238 Prb
0.4

�52�
To test the performance of our correlation, we use Pak and Cho’s
data �7�, represented by Eq. �51�. The Nusselt number for their
water-based nanofluids with three different loadings of alumina
nanoparticles �13 nm� is plotted in Fig. 4, as a function of the
Reynolds number. There are four curves in this figure: the data
�Pak and Cho’s correlation, Eq. �51�� and three different correla-
tions, i.e., Eq. �50�, Xuan-Li �Eq. �52�� and Dittus-Boelter. It can
be seen that all correlations are in good agreement for �b=0 �pure
water�, while for �b0 Dittus-Boelter and Xuan-Li tend to sig-
nificantly under- and overestimate the Nusselt number, respec-
tively. On the other hand, Eq. �50� is in good agreement with the
data. The Nusselt number for water-based nanofluids with titania
nanoparticles �27 nm� is plotted in Fig. 5, and the same qualitative
behavior is seen. Thus, we conclude that our correlation is reason-

able. In generating the curves of Figs. 4 and 5, the following
assumptions were made: 
v

+�15.5, Tb=20°C, and qw
=50 kW/m2. The values of the bulk temperature and wall heat
flux are consistent with Pak and Cho’s experimental conditions.

Unfortunately, Xuan and Li’s copper/water nanofluid data can-
not be used to test the performance of our correlation further,
because the size of their nanoparticles is not reported in �13�.
Moreover, Xuan and Li did not measure the temperature depen-
dence of the thermophysical properties, but this dependence is
expected to be very strong especially for copper and copper-oxide
nanoparticles �5,25�. From the rated power of Xuan and Li’s
power supply and the values they report for the heat transfer co-
efficient, we estimate that in their experiments the temperature
drop across the boundary layer could have been as high as 15°C,
which according to Jang and Choi’s model �25� could result in a
thermal conductivity enhancement of about 30% at the wall. The
combination of this effect and the effect of reduced viscosity in
the boundary layer would explain the very significant deviation
from the Dittus-Boelter correlation in their experiments.

Note that Pak and Cho’s correlation is completely empirical,
while Xuan and Li’s is based on the dispersion model, but needed
five empirical coefficients to match the data. In comparison, Eq.
�50� is physically based, has only one empirical coefficient �i.e.,

v

+�, and has the following two desirable features:

�1� It accounts for the effect of thermophoresis and temperature
on the thermophysical properties of the nanofluid.

�2� It reduces to a reliable pure-fluid correlation for �b=0.

Note that the new correlation implies that the heat transfer coef-
ficient in nanofluids depends on the wall heat flux �via the NBT
number and the dependence of Prv on Tw�. Moreover, if our ex-
planation of the heat transfer enhancement in flowing nanofluids
is correct, the Nusselt number measured in a cooling experiment
�Tw�Tb� should be lower than that predicted by a pure-fluid cor-
relation. To test our conclusions, we will soon measure the heat

Fig. 4 Heat transfer in alumina/water nanofluids: „a… �b=0; „b… �b=0.01; and „c… �b=0.03
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transfer coefficient for various nanofluids and for both heating and
cooling situations, in a flow loop under construction at MIT.

6 Conclusions

The objective of this work was to develop an explanation for
the abnormal convective heat transfer enhancement observed in
nanofluids. The major findings contained in this paper are as fol-
lows:

�a� Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis have been iden-
tified as the two most important nanoparticle/base-fluid
slip mechanisms.

�b� A general two-component nonhomogeneous equilib-
rium model for transport phenomena in nanofluids has
been developed, incorporating the effects of Brownian
diffusion and thermophoresis.

�c� Order-of-magnitude estimates for the various terms of
the energy equation suggest that energy transfer by
nanoparticle dispersion is negligible, contrary to what is
commonly stated in the literature.

�d� Application of our model to nanofluid heat transfer in
the turbulent regime has highlighted the role of nano-
particle diffusion effects in the boundary layer near the
wall. In particular, this paper represents the first attempt
to describe the effect of thermophoresis in nanofluids
mechanistically.

�e� Convective heat transfer enhancement can be explained
mainly with a reduction of viscosity within and conse-
quent thinning of the laminar sublayer.

�f� We have developed a new correlation structure �based
on this explanation of the heat transfer enhancement�
that can reproduce published nanofluid heat transfer
data reasonably well. The correlation is given by Eq.
�50�.

Nomenclature
c � nanofluid specific heat �J/kg K�

cbf � base fluid specific heat �J/kg K�
cp � Nanoparticle specific heat �J/kg K�
C � friction factor correlation coefficient
dp � nanoparticle diameter �m�
D � channel diameter �m�

DB � Brownian diffusion coefficient �m2/s�
DT � thermal diffusion coefficient �m2/s�

f � friction factor
g � acceleration of gravity �m/s2�
h � heat transfer coefficient �W/m2 K�

hp � nanoparticle specific enthalpy �J/kg�
jp � total nanoparticle mass flux �kg/m2 s�

jp,B � nanoparticle mass flux due to Brownian diffu-
sion �kg/m2 s�

jp,T � nanoparticle mass flux to thermophoresis
�kg/m2 s�

k � nanofluid thermal conductivity �W/m K�
kB � Boltzmann constant �J/K�
kp � nanoparticle thermal conductivity �W/m K�

Kn � Knudsen number
�o � large eddy length scale �m�
�s � small eddy length scale �m�
Le � Lewis number
n � friction factor correlation exponent

NBT � ratio of Brownian and thermophoretic
diffusivities

P � pressure �Pa�
� � dimensionless pressure

Per � rotational Peclet number
Pr � prandtl number
q � energy flux �W/m2�

qw � heat flux at the wall �W/m2�
r � position vector �m�

R � dimensionless position vector
Re � Reynolds number
Sp � nanoparticle stopping distance �m�
Sc � Schmidt number

t � time �s�
T � nanofluid temperature �K�
Ti � temperature at the laminar/turbulent sublayer

interface �K�
v � nanofluid velocity �m/s�
V � dimensionless nanofluid velocity

V̄ � mean axial velocity �m/s�
Ve � nanoparticle slip velocity due to turbulent ed-

dies �m/s�
Veo � turbulent eddy velocity �m/s�
Vg � settling velocity due to gravity �m/s�
VT � thermophoretic velocity �m/s�
Vi � velocity at the laminar/turbulent sublayer inter-

face �m/s�
y � radial coordinate �m�

Greek
� � thermal diffusivity �m2/s�
� � thermophoretic coefficient


v � thickness of the laminar sublayer �m�

v

+ � dimensionless thickness of the laminar
sublayer


t � thickness of the turbulent sublayer �m�
�T � film temperature drop �K�
�H � eddy diffusivity for heat �m2/s�

Fig. 5 Heat transfer in titania/water nanofluids: „a… �b=0.01; and „b… �b=0.03
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�M � eddy diffusivity for momentum �m2/s�
�p � eddy diffusivity for nanoparticles �m2/s�
� � nanoparticle volumetric fraction
� � normalized nanoparticle volumetric fraction
� � water molecules mean free path �m�
� � viscosity �Pa s�
� � dimensionless temperature
� � nanofluid density �kg/m3�

�bf � base fluid density �kg/m3�
�p � nanoparticle density �kg/m3�
� � stress tensor �Pa�

�o � large eddy time scale �s�
�p � nanoparticle relaxation time �s�
�s � small eddy time scale �s�
�w � shear stress at the wall �Pa�
� � dimensionless time

Subscript
b � bulk

bf � base fluid
i � interface
p � nanoparticle
v � laminar sublayer
w � wall

Appendix A: Thermophysical Properties of Nanofluids

A.1 Density. The nanofluid density, �, is the average of the
nanoparticle and base fluid densities:

� = ��p + �1 − ���bf �A1�

where the subscripts p and bf refer to the nanoparticles and base
fluid, respectively.

A.2 Specific Heat. Assuming that the nanoparticles and the
base fluid are in thermal equilibrium, the nanofluid specific heat,
c�J /kg K�, should be calculated as follows:

c =
��pcp + �1 − ���bfcbf

�
�A2�

However, some authors �7,10,29� prefer to use a simpler �albeit
incorrect� approach:

c = �cp + �1 − ��cbf �A3�

Note that Pak and Cho correlated their data with Eq. �A3�. There-
fore, to be consistent with them, we also made use of this equation
in generating the curves of Fig. 4 and 5 in Sec. 5.4.

A.2.1 Viscosity. General and accurate models for prediction of
the viscosity of a nanofluid, �, are not available at this time.
However, the room-temperature viscosity measured by Pak and
Cho �7� can be correlated by means of the following equations:

� = �bf�1 + 39.11� + 533.9�2� �alumina nanoparticles�
�A4�

� = �bf�1 + 5.45� + 108.2�2� �titania nanoparticles�
�A5�

A.2.2 Thermal Conductivity. Models for prediction of the
nanofluid thermal conductivity, k, are not available either. The
thermal conductivity data used by Pak and Cho �7� can be corre-
lated as follows:

k = kbf�1 + 7.47�� �alumina nanoparticles� �A6�

k = kbf�1 + 2.92� − 11.99�2� �titania nanoparticles� �A7�

Appendix B: Turbulent Scales
An important concept in turbulent flow is that of energy cas-

cade. That is, the kinetic energy fed to turbulence goes primarily
into large eddies, from which it is transferred to smaller eddies,
then to still smaller ones, until is dissipated �converted to heat� by
viscous forces. Therefore, within a turbulent flow there exists a
spectrum of turbulent eddies. The large eddies have length and
time scales comparable with those of the flow itself �30�. For
example, with reference to turbulent flow inside a round tube of

diameter D and mean velocity V̄, the length scale of the large
eddies, �o, would be of the order of D, and their time scale, �o, of

the order of D / V̄. On the other hand, the smallest �dissipative�
eddies have a length scale, �s, and a time scale, �s, that can be
found by the Kolmogorov’s scaling laws �30�:

�s/�o � Re−3/4 �B1�

�s/�o � Re−1/2 �B2�

Assuming typical flow conditions �Re�50,000, D�1 cm, V̄
�5 m/s�, one gets �o�1 cm, �s�3 �m, �o�2 ms, and �s
�10 �s. Therefore, the length and time scales of the turbulent
eddies are much larger than the nanoparticle size and relaxation
time, respectively �see Sec. 2.1�. This means that the nanoparticles
are transported by the turbulent eddies very effectively.
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Suppression of Boiling Flow
Oscillations in Parallel
Microchannels by Inlet
Restrictors
Geometrical effects of MEMS-based microfabricated inlet orifices on the suppression of
parallel channel and upstream compressible volume instabilities commonly exhibited
during flow boiling in parallel microchannels have been investigated. The heat fluxes at
the onset of unstable boiling have been obtained over effective heat fluxes ranging from
9 to 614 W/cm2 and mass fluxes from 115 to 389 kg/m2 s. A dimensionless parameter
M, which accounts for the pressure drop increase imposed by the inlet restrictors, has
been used to correlate the extent of flow instability suppression. It has been shown that
the onset of unstable boiling asymptotically increases with M. At sufficiently high M
values, parallel channels and upstream compressible volume instabilities are completely
eradicated although it gives way to another instability to develop, namely, the critical
heat flux conditions. A correlation has been developed in terms of M to predict the
conditions leading to unstable boiling. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2150837�
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1 Introduction
Boiling two-phase flow in microsystems has attracted consider-

able attention in recent years, and copious investigations have
been devoted to unveil the thermal, hydrodynamic, and morpho-
logical characteristics of boiling in channels whose length scale
resides near 100 �m. Two-phase heat transfer coefficients �1–7�,
onset of nucleate boiling �8–10�, flow patterns �11–13�, and flow
instabilities �13–20� pertaining to microsystems were investigated
and compared to conventional scale systems. One very important
flow characteristic that stands out in channels with hydraulic di-
ameter below �200 �m is significant flow and pressure oscilla-
tions often observed in parallel microchannel arrangements
�16–26�. Flow oscillations are commonly related with upstream
compressible volume �19,25,26� and parallel channel instabilities
�19,25,26� instigated by a unique flow pattern frequently referred
to as rapid bubble growth �2,16,18,27�. In the initial stage of the
ebullition cycle, i.e., during the rapid bubble growth, a spherical
bubble grows until it attains a size comparable to the channel
hydraulic diameter. Constrained by the channel walls, the bubble
cannot expand radially, and thus grows rapidly in the longitudinal
direction �downstream as well as upstream� causing flow reversal.
As noted by several investigators �3,19�, instabilities of this mag-
nitude will certainly precipitate critical heat flux conditions �CHF�
�28–31�, especially at low flow rates.

Macroscale flow instabilities have been a topic of extensive
study since the mid 1960s, and a thorough characterization of flow
instability modes are provided by Bouré et al. �32�. As discussed
by Daleas and Bergles �33� and Maulbetsch and Griffith �34� and
echoed in �19�, upstream compressible flow is caused by an en-
trained air bubble or flexible hose, while in microchannels a large
volume of degassed liquid is sufficient to cause instability �19�.
Parallel channel instability is closely connected with another in-
stability mode commonly known as Ledinegg or excursive insta-

bility �35�, which is instigated when the pressure drop demand-
flow rate curve becomes algebraically smaller than the loop
supply pressure drop-flow rate curve. Although the mechanisms
responsible for the upstream compressible flow instability are in-
trinsically different from parallel channel instability, a common
remedy in the form of an inlet throttle valve is frequently em-
ployed in conventional channels to contain these instabilities.
However, for upstream compressible flow instability a single com-
mon valve is sufficient to isolate the boiling channels from the
compressible volume, while suppression of parallel channels re-
quire individual valves for each channel.

The majority of archival publications delineating boiling flow
instabilities in microchannels fall short of discussing the origin of
these deleterious manifestations or suggesting means to suppress
its occurrence. Koşar et al. �5,7,12� placed 20 �m wide 400 �m
long restrictors in the inlet of 200 �m wide microchannels to
successfully eradicate flow oscillations. Qu and Mudawar �3�
placed a throttling valve upstream of the test module and in-
creased the overall pressure drop by �500% to eliminate up-
stream compressible flow instability. Although, these studies con-
firm the effectiveness of inlet throttling to eliminate flow
instabilities in microchannels, no design criteria have been dis-
cussed in selecting these regulators. Bergles and Kandlikar �19�
are perhaps the first to comprehensively discuss apparent flow
instabilities in microchannels and suggest various means for sup-
pression. In a later study, Kandlikar et al. �36� experimentally
investigated several methods to reduce the occurrence of flow
instabilities in channels having hydraulic diameter of 333 �m by
throttling valves and artificially drilled nucleation sites.

The current investigation parametrically studies geometrical ef-
fect of MEMS-based microfabricated inlet orifices on the suppres-
sion of boiling flow instabilities in parallel microchannels. The
projected work involves an in-depth evaluation of flow oscillation,
premature CHF conditions induced by flow oscillations, and pres-
sure drop associated with 20 �m orifices of varying length placed
inside 200 �m wide microchannels. The microchannel devices’
overview is presented in Sec. 2. The design, fabrication, experi-
mental setup description, and the experimental procedure are pro-
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vided in Sec. 3. Section 4 presents data reduction and uncertainty
analysis, and Sec. 5 is devoted to the discussion of the experimen-
tal results. Finally, Sec. 6 presents the conclusions of this
investigation.

2 Experimental Devices
Figure 1�a� schematically displays the microchannel devices

consisting of five 1-cm long, 200-�m wide, and 264-�m deep,
parallel microchannels, spaced 200 �m apart. In order to mini-
mize ambient heat losses, an air gap is formed on the two ends of
the side walls, and an inlet and exit plenum are etched on the thin
silicon substrate ��150 �m�. A heater is deposited on the back-
side to deliver the heating power and also to serve as a thermistor
for temperature measurements. A pyrex substrate seals the device
from the top and allows flow visualization. Five 20-�m wide
orifices with different lengths �Lor� are installed �Fig. 1�b�� at the
entrance of each channel to study their effect on suppressing flow
instabilities. Flow distributive pillars have been employed to pro-
vide homogeneous distribution of flow in the inlet �Fig. 1�c��.
They are arranged in 2 columns of 12 circular pillars having a
diameter of 100 �m. The transverse pitch between the pillars is
150 �m and equal to the longitudinal pitch. Four devices with
different inlet conditions, listed in Table 1, are tested in this study.

3 Device Fabrication, Experimental Setup, and Ex-
perimental Procedure

3.1 Microchannel Fabrication Method. The MicroElectro-
Mechanical Systems �MEMS� device is micromachined on a pol-
ished double-sided n-type �100� single crystal silicon wafer em-
ploying techniques adapted from IC manufacturing.

A 1-�m thick high quality oxide film is deposited on both sides
of the silicon wafer to protect the bare wafer surface during pro-
cessing, and serves as an electrical insulator. The heater and the
vias are formed on the backside of the wafer �on top of the ther-
mistors� by CVC sputtering. A 70 Å thick layer of titanium is
initially deposited to improve adhesion characteristics, which is
followed by sputtering a 1 �m thick layer of aluminum containing
1% silicon and 4% copper. Subsequent photolithography and con-
comitant wet bench processing create the heater on the backside
of the wafer. A 1-�m thick plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition �PECVD� oxide is deposited to protect the heater dur-
ing further processing.

Next, the microchannels are formed on the top side of the wa-
fer. The wafer undergoes a photolithography step and an oxide
removal process �reactive ion etching� to mask certain areas on
the wafer which are not to be etched during the deep reactive ion
etching �DRIE� process. The wafer is subsequently etched in a
DRIE process, and silicon is removed from places not protected
by the photoresist/oxide mask. The DRIE process forms deep ver-
tical trenches on the silicon wafer with a characteristic scalloped
sidewall possessing a peak-to-peak roughness of �0.3 �m. A pro-
filometer and SEM are employed to measure and record various
dimensions of the device.

The wafer is flipped and the backside is then processed to cre-
ate an inlet, outlet, side air gap, and pressure port taps for the
transducers. Photolithography followed by a buffer oxide etching
�BOE� �6:1� oxide removal process is carried out to create a pat-
tern mask. The wafer is then etched-through in a DRIE process to
create the fluidic ports. Thereafter, electrical contacts/pads are
opened on the backside of the wafer by performing another round
of photolithography and RIE processing. Finally, the processed
wafer is stripped of any remaining resist or oxide layers and an-
odically bonded to a 1-mm thick polished Pyrex �glass� wafer to
form a sealed device. After the successful completion of the bond-
ing process, the processed stack is die-sawed to separate the de-
vices from the parent wafer.

The MEMS device is packaged by sandwiching it between two
plates. The fluidic seals are forged using miniature “O-rings,”
while the external electrical connections to the heater are achieved
from beneath through spring-loaded pins, which connect the
heater and thermistors to electrical pads residing away from the
main microchannel body.

3.2 Experimental Test Setup and Procedure. The setup,
shown in Fig. 2, consists of the flow loop section, instrumentation,
and a data acquisition system. The test section includes the
MEMS based microchannel devices and its fluidic and thermal
packaging module. The microchannel device is installed on the
fluidic packaging module through O-rings to ensure a leak proof
system. The fluidic packaging delivers the working fluid to the
microchannels and allows access to the pressure transducers.

The main flow loop contains the microchannel device, a pulse-
less gear pump, a reservoir which consists of a deaerator unit and
a heating element to control the inlet temperature, flow meter, and
dissolved oxygen meter �for use with water�. The micro heater is
connected to a power supply with an adjustable DC current to
provide power to the device. The temperature sensor’s output sig-
nals are recorded by the data acquisition system through the La-
bview® interface. While the inlet pressure and test section pres-
sure drop are collected, the boiling process in the microchannels is
recorded by a Phantom V4.2 high-speed camera �maximum frame
rate of 90,000 frames/s, and 2-�s exposure time� mounted over a

Fig. 1 „a… CAD model of the microchannel device, „b… Geom-
etry of a sample orifice configuration, „c… Flow distributive pil-
lars „units in �m…

Table 1 Microchannel devices in the current study

Device L �mm� dh ��m� Lor ��m� wor ��m� dh,or ��m�

1NR 10 227 0 20 37
2R50 10 227 50 20 37
3R200 10 227 100 20 37
4R400 10 227 400 20 37
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Leica DMLM microscope. Prior to the experiments, calibration of
the temperature sensors is done by placing the device in an oven
and establishing the resistance-temperature curve for each indi-
vidual sensor.

The deionized water flow rate was fixed at the desired value,
and experiments were conducted after steady flow conditions were
reached at the atmospheric exit pressure and ambient room tem-
perature. First, the electrical resistance of the device was mea-
sured at room temperature. Thereafter, voltage was applied in
0.5 V increments to the heater, and the current/voltage data were
recorded once steady state was reached. At impeding unstable
boiling conditions, a meager increase in the applied power causes
severe temperature fluctuations and in some cases �in device 1NR
and 2R50� flow reversal. Once this condition is attained, the
power was switched off to prevent potential burnout. Flow visu-
alization through the high-speed camera and microscope comple-
ments the measured data. The procedure is repeated for different
flow rates for each device.

To estimate heat losses, electrical power was applied to the test
section after evacuating the water from the test loop. Once the
temperature of the test section became steady, the temperature
difference between the ambient and test section was recorded with
the corresponding power, so that the plot of power versus tem-

perature difference was generated to calculate the heat loss �Q̇loss�
associated with each experimental data point, and the heat losses
were found accordingly.

4 Data Reduction and Uncertainties
Data obtained from the voltage, current, and pressure measure-

ments were used to calculate the average surface temperature,
friction factors, and pressure drops across the microchannels and
orifices. The electrical input power and heater resistance, respec-
tively, were determined with

P = V � I �1�
and

R = V/I �2�
The heater electrical resistance-temperature calibration curve is
used for determining the heater temperature. The surface tempera-

ture at the base of the microchannels is then calculated as:

T̄ = T̄heater −
�P − Q̇loss�t

ksAp
�3�

The pressure drop across the microchannels is approximated as
the difference between the measured pressure drop across device
1NR and the measured pressure losses:

�pmicrochannels = �pexp,1NR − �plosses �4�
Pressure losses can be calculated using one dimensional momen-
tum and mechanical conservation equations as:

�plosses = �pi + �pe + �pi,plenum + �pe,plenum + �pi,distributor �5�
where �40�:

�pi = �
ū2

2

1 − ��2CC
2 − 2CC + 2CC

2 kd

CC

�pe = �
ū2

2
�1 − 2kd� + �2�kd − 1�

2
− �1 − �2�	

CC = 1 −
1 − �

2.08�1 − �� + 0.5371
given by Geiger �37�

kd =
u2

ū2� =
u3

ū3

�pi,plenum = fplenum�
Li,plenum

dh,plenum

ūplenum
2

2

�pe,plenum = fplenum�
Le,plenum

dh,plenum

ūplenum
2

2

fplenum =
K1

Replenum
; K1 is given in Shah and London �38�

�pi,distributor = Nfcross�
 ST

ST − D
�2 ūplenum

2

2
;

Fig. 2 Experimental setup
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fcross is given by Gunther and Shaw �39�
Friction factors are obtained using the following expression:

f =
2�pmicrochannelsdh

�ū2L
�6�

Pressure drop across the orifices is:

�ptot,or = �pexp − �pexp,1NR �7�
Similar analysis performed for the losses at the inlet and exit of
the microchannels has been executed to calculate the losses for the
orifices using Eq. �6�. Finally, the exit quality can be calculated
with the known mass flow rate and net power supplied to the
device as:

xe =
�P − Q̇loss� − ṁcp�Tsat − Ti�

ṁhFG

�8�

Mean absolute error �MAE� is used to compare the experimental
results with theory:

MAE =
1

m�
j=1

m
Uexp − Utheoretical

Uexp
� 100% �9�

Uncertainties in the measured values were obtained from the
manufacturer’s specification sheets, while the uncertainties of the
derived parameters are calculated using the method developed by
Kline and McClintock �41�. Uncertainties in the surface tempera-
ture, heat flux, and friction factor are estimated to be ±1°C,
±0.7%, and ±7.5%, respectively.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Pressure Drop Across Inlet Restrictors. The method
used in the current study to suppress hydrodynamic instabilities
involves effectively increasing the ratio between the inlet losses
�via inlet orifices� to the major microchannel pressure losses
�Moody-type losses�. Therefore, any discussion delineating the
extent of flow instability suppression using inlet restrictors should
entail a comprehensive discussion on the pressure drop magnitude
that is imposed by the orifices at the channel entrance �in com-
parison to the main channel pressure drop�.

To differentiate between the unrestricted channel losses and the
losses imposed by the inlet restrictors, pressure drop measure-
ments have been performed on the device without inlet restrictors
�device 1NR�. The pressure losses at the inlet and exit of the
microchannels due to sudden contraction and expansion, as well
as the losses in the inlet and outlet plenums, and flow distributors,
have been subtracted from the measured pressure drops to obtain
the net pressure drop across the microchannels, and the corre-
sponding friction factors have been obtained. Figure 3 shows the

dependence of the friction factor on the Reynolds number along-
side the prediction of London and Shah �38� correlation recom-
mended for developing laminar flow in rectangular channels
which is given by the following expression:

fdeveloping =

13.76�x+�−0.5 +

K2/�4x+� + f Re − 13.76�x+�−0.5

1 + K1�x+�−0.2 �
Re

�10�
where

f =
C

Re
�1 − 1.355� + 1.947�2 − 1.701�3 + 0.953�4 − 0.254�5�

x+ =
Lent

Re dh

As is clear, the developing flow correlation predicted the trend
as well as the values of the experimental data well with a MAE of
7.55%. Following the developing flow approach performed on
device 1NR, pressure drops have been experimentally obtained
for the three devices with inlet restrictors. An experimental pres-
sure drop multiplier parameter, M, given by:

M =
�pmicrochannel + �porifice

�pmicrochannel
�11�

is then used to deduce the pressure drop magnification imposed by
the inlet orifices. Experimental measurements of the magnification
M at adiabatic single-phase flow are shown for all devices in
Fig. 4.

In Fig. 5, friction factors are displayed for the three different
orifice configurations along with London and Shah correlations
for fully developed and developing flows. As expected, the en-
trance effects are significant for flow in shorter orifices �Lor
�100 �m� as shown in Fig. 5�a�, and gradually diminishes with
the increase in orifice length �Figs. 5�b� and 5�c��. With the in-
crease in the Reynolds number, the experimental data gradually
diverges from the fully developed prediction and tends to shift
toward the developing flow model for device 2R50.

Figure 6 depicts the pressure drop magnification as a function
of the exit mass quality. Since the inlet liquid temperature is fixed,
the pressure drop across the inlet orifices is assumed to be con-
stant regardless of heat flux. At low heat fluxes, while liquid
single-phase flow prevails, M monotonically increases due to a
reduction of the liquid viscosity downstream with the increase in
flow temperature. With a sufficient increase in heat flux, boiling
incepts and a maximum is reached. Thereafter, M monotonically
declines due to the increase in two-phase pressure drop with the
increase in void fraction. Therefore, designers should be aware
that the effectiveness of the inlet restrictors gradually erodes with

Fig. 3 Dependence of friction factor on the Reynolds number
Fig. 4 Dependence of M on the Reynolds number
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an increase in the intensity of the two-phase flow. Continuing to
increase the heat flux a condition associated with flow oscillations
is reached, which is depicted as the data point corresponding to
the largest exit quality attained, and is termed the onset of un-
stable boiling �OUB�. For the unrestricted device �1NR� severe
flow fluctuations causing large oscillations in pressure drop are
apparent once boiling occurs. Figure 7 portrays the pressure drop
profile for G=389 kg/m2 s with time for device 1NR at adiabatic
condition �Fig. 7�a��, at impeding OUB �Fig. 7�b��, and following
OUB �Fig. 7�c��. At adiabatic condition, the flow is stable and
pressure fluctuations are small ��0.5 kPa�. As the power is in-
creased, the pressure drop decreases, until OUB condition �for this
device OUB is closely connected with the onset of nucleate boil-
ing� is reached, which in turn instigate severe pressure drop fluc-
tuations as evident from Fig. 7�c�. These fluctuations are an indi-
cator of flow reversals and instabilities, which are dominant in the
unrestricted device. Contrary to device 1NR no significant pres-
sure fluctuation under any working condition in device 4R400 has

been registered. Even during the OUB condition, pressure fluctua-
tions are insignificant ��1 kPa� compared to the time averaged
pressure drop.

5.2 Effect of Inlet Restrictors on Flow Instability and
Critical Heat Flux Conditions. The effect of the inlet restrictor
on the heat flux-temperature curve is evident from Fig. 8. During
single-phase flow, the temperature difference between all devices

Fig. 5 Experimental and theoretical †38‡ friction factors across
orifices: „a… Device 2R50, „b… Device 3R200, „c… Device 4R400

Fig. 6 Pressure multiplier as a function of xe: „a… Device 2R50,
„b… Device 3R200, „c… Device 4R400
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is small. However, severe flow oscillations were observed in the
device without the restrictors �1NR� once boiling occurs. These
flow oscillations dominated all boiling flow conditions to a degree
that accurate temperature measurements could not be obtained due
to severe temperature fluctuations. Figure 9 shows a time se-
quence of images taken by the high-speed camera depicting the
extent of the flow oscillations and the associated flow reversal
typical of boiling in unrestricted microchannels. These flow insta-

bilities are well documented in various reports �13–20� and the
present results show no anomalies to previous microchannel boil-
ing studies. Although realization of steady flow significantly be-
yond ONB was achieved in device 2R50, the increased inlet pres-
sure drop of devices 3R200 and 4R400 notably elevated the
stability of the boiling flow as shown in Fig. 8. For example, at
G=265 kg/m2 s �Fig. 8�b�� the heat fluxes at the onset of unstable
boiling are 75.5, 241, 407.5, and 445.9 W/cm2 for devices 1NR,
2R50, 3R200, and 4R400, respectively. As the inlet restrictor
lengthens, the increase in the heat fluxes corresponding to the
onset of unstable boiling diminishes. Since devices 3R200 and
4R400 exhibit almost identical qoub� , it can be inferred that the
hydrodynamic instabilities �e.g., parallel channel and upstream
compressible volume� are eradicated in these devices, and the
abrupt increase in the surface temperature at high heat fluxes is
the corresponding critical heat flux condition. Moreover, flow vi-

Fig. 7 Pressure drop fluctuations in device 1NR at G
=389 kg/m2 s: „a… Adiabatic condition, „b… Impeding OUB, „c… At
OUB

Fig. 8 Average surface temperatures of the devices: „a… G
=115 kg/m2 s; „b… G=265 kg/m2 s; „c… G=389 kg/m2 s
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sualization reveals no flow reversal in these devices at OUB. Fur-
ther support for this identification is provided by the good agree-
ment of the experimental OUB values of devices 3R200 and
4R400 with three published CHF correlations developed based on
microchannels �42� as well as conventional scale channels �43,44�
given in Table 2. As shown in Fig. 10 the results of OUB for
devices 3R200 and 4R400 are well captured by the Qu and
Mudawar �42� correlation �MAE=15.1% for the device 3R200,
MAE=17.5% for the device 4R400�. Similar to the critical heat
flux condition �45�, qoub� linearly increases with mass velocity, and
seemingly has a linear increasing profile for all the devices.

Figure 11 depicts the ratio qoub� /qoub,400 �m� as a function of the
pressure drop multiplier M. A sharp increase in the heat flux at
onset of unstable boiling conditions in device 1NR in comparison
to device 2NR50 is perceptible. Continuing to elevate M �device
3R200 and 4R400� results in a meager increase in qoub� , which
suggests an asymptotic qoub� -M curve characteristic. Therefore, an
exponent-type correlation can seemingly provide an adequate pre-
diction formula to relate qoub� with M.

Another important parameter controlling flow oscillations is the
void fraction, �. However, the knowledge of � is not always
readily available and in many cases cannot be accurately esti-

mated �due to limited availability of correlations relevant to mi-
crosystems�. A substitute parameter is therefore sought. Since � is
closely related to the mass quality, the exit quality, xe, can provide
a simple measure capturing the void fraction effect on qoub� . It is to
be noted that under homogenous boiling assumption � can be
directly obtained from the knowledge of mass quality. In an at-
tempt to relate the onset of unstable boiling with the pressure drop
multiplier and exit quality, the following correlation was obtained:

qoub�

qoub,400 �m�
= �1 − exp�− 1.005 Re−0.37M0.82��xe,400 �m

−0.32 . �12�

The predictions of the above correlation are included in Fig. 11.
As argued previously, qoub� in the 400 �m long inlet orifice device
can be directly related to the CHF conditions, and therefore can be
expressed in a functional form similar to CHF correlations �42�.
That is:

qoub,400 �m� = k1GhFGWe−k2 �13�

The least squares method has been employed to provide the best
fit of the experimental data for device 4R400, and the correspond-
ing constants in the above equation were derived. With k1

Fig. 9 Time sequence of images at OUB „G=265 kg/m2 s… recorded for device 1NR at the inlet
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=0.00375 and k2=0.06, a MAE of 1.2% to the experimental re-
sults was obtained. If the above correlation is substituted into Eq.
�12�, the following correlation for qoub� can be derived:

qoub� = 0.00375GhFGWe−0.06xe,400 �m
−0.32

��1 − exp�− 1.005 Re−0.37 M0.82�� �14�
Correlation �14� predicts the experimental results well �83% of the
data fall within 20% of the correlation�.

6 Conclusions
Geometrical effects of inlet orifices on the suppression of boil-

ing flow instabilities in parallel microchannels have been experi-
mentally conducted. Friction factors for both microchannels and
inlet restrictors have been obtained and compared to existing

theory. The suppression of flow instabilities as a result of intro-
ducing flow restrictors has been quantified and a dimensionless
parameter, the pressure drop multiplier �M�, has been successfully
employed to correlate the flow oscillation suppression. Severe
flow oscillations causing large surface temperature fluctuations
were initiated in plain microchannel devices without inlet restric-
tors once boiling incepts. With the introduction of flow restrictors,
the heat fluxes corresponding to the onset of unstable boiling
�qoub� � increases asymptotically with M. For large M �longer ori-
fices�, qoub� is well correlated with available archival correlations
for the critical heat flux conditions.
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Table 2 CHF correlation

Reference

Recommended
channel size and
fluid Correlation

Bowring �43� Circular,
conventional
channels

qCHF� =
A� + dhG�hF − hi�/4

C� + L

A� =
0.579FB1dhGhFG

1.0 + 0.0143FB2dh
1/2G

C� =
0.077FB3dhG

1.0 + 0.347FB4�G/1356�n

n=2.0−0.00725p
Katto and Ohne
�44�

Circular,
conventional
channels

qCHF� =XG�hFG+K��hsub�i�
where

X =

0.098��G/�F�0.133
	�F

G2L
�0.433

�L/dh�0.27

1.0 + 0.0031�L/dh�

K =
0.261

0.25
	�F

G2L
�0.0433

Qu and Mudawar
�42�

Rectangular,
db=0.38–2.54 mm
R−113, Water

qCHF� = 33.43GhFG We−0.21
�G

�L
�1.1
 L

dh
�−0.36

Fig. 10 Comparison of qoub� data with CHF correlations Fig. 11 qoub� /qoub,400 �m� as a function of M
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Nomenclature
A� 
 parameter in the CHF correlation in

Table 2
Ap 
 planform area �m2�
C 
 parameter in Eq. �10�

C� 
 parameter in the CHF correlation in
Table 2

Cc 
 vena contracta coefficient
CHF 
 critical heat flux �W cm−2�

cp 
 specific heat at constant pressure
�kJ kg−1°C−1�

dh 
 channel hydraulic diameter �m�
dh,or 
 orifice hydraulic diameter �m�

dh,plenum 
 inlet or exit plenum hydraulic diameter
�m�

D 
 pin fin diameter �m�
f 
 friction factor across microchannels

FB1, FB2, FB3, FB4 
 parameter in the CHF correlation in
Table 2

fcross 
 friction factor across flow distributors
fdeveloping 
 friction factor for developing flows

for 
 friction factor across orifices
G 
 mass velocity �kg m−2 s−1�
h 
 enthalpy �kJ kg−1�

hFG 
 latent heat of vaporization �kJ kg−1�
I 
 current �A�

K 
 parameter in the CHF correlation in
Table 2

kd 
 momentum correction factor
ks 
 thermal conductivity of the surface �sili-

con� �W m°C−1�
k1, k2 
 constants

K1, K2 
 constants
L 
 channel length �m�

Le,plenum 
 length of exit plenum �m�
Lent 
 hydrodynamic entrance length �m�

Li,plenum 
 length of inlet plenum �m�
Lor 
 orifice length �m�
m 
 number of data points
ṁ 
 mass flow rate �kg s−1�
M 
 dimensionless parameter in Eq. �11�

MAE 
 mean absolute error
n 
 parameter in the CHF correlation in

Table 2
N 
 number of pin fins in a single row of

flow distributors
OUB 
 onset of unstable boiling

p 
 pressure �kPa�
P 
 electrical power �W�
q� 
 heat flux �W cm−2�

qeff� 
 effective heat flux �W cm−2�
Q̇loss 
 heat loss �W�

R 
 electrical resistance ���
Re 
 Reynolds number based on the channel

hydraulic diameter
Reor 
 Reynolds number based on the orifice

hydraulic diameter
Replenum 
 Reynolds number based on the plenum

hydraulic diameter
ST 
 transverse pitch �m�

t 
 thickness of the silicon block �m�
T 
 temperature �°C�

T̄ 
 average temperature �°C�
T̄heater 
 average temperature at the heater �°C�

ū 
 average velocity �m s−1�
U 
 parameter being evaluated
V 
 voltage �V�
w 
 width �m�

wor 
 orifice width �m�
We 
 Weber number

X 
 parameter in the CHF correlation in
Table 2

x+ 
 parameter in Eq. �10�
xe 
 exit quality

Greek
� 
 aspect ratio

�p 
 pressure drop �kPa�
�pdistributor 
 pressure drop across flow distributor

�kPa�
�pe 
 pressure losses at the exit of microchan-

nels �kPa�
�pe,or 
 pressure losses at the exit of orifices

�kPa�
�pi 
 pressure losses at the inlet of microchan-

nels �kPa�
�pi,or 
 pressure losses at the inlet of orifices

�kPa�
�plosses 
 total pressure losses �kPa�

�pmicrochannels 
 pressure drop across microchannels
�kPa�

�por 
 pressure drop across orifices �kPa�
� 
 density �kg m−3�
	 
 surface tension �N/m�
� 
 flow area contraction ratio

Subscript
CHF 
 critical heat flux
cross 
 cross flow

developing 
 developing
distributor 
 distributor

e 
 exit
exp 
 experimental

f 
 fluid
fin 
 fin
G 
 gas
i 
 inlet
j 
 index in Eq. �9�

losses 
 losses
oub 
 onset of unstable boiling

or 
 orifice
plenum 
 plenum

sat 
 saturation
sub 
 subcooled
tot 
 total
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Radiative Characteristic of
Spherical Cavities With Specular
Reflectivity Component
An exact analytical method is presented for determination of emissive as well as absorp-
tive performance of spherical cavities having diffuse-specular reflective walls. The
method presented utilizes a novel coordinate transformation technique, which provides
convenient means for setting up the governing radiant exchange integral equations.
These equations are then solved by the usual iterative method devized for the Fredholm
integral equation of the second kind. The suggested coordinate transformation is also
utilized for determination of directional absorptivity of a fully specular spherical cavity
when collimated radiation enters through its mouth from a specified direction. Results
show that for a spherical cavity the dependence of the apparent emissivity on the degree
of specularity is high when the emissivity of the cavity wall is low, but this dependence
decreases as the emissivity of the cavity wall increases. Also there are situations, unlike
cases of cylindrical and conical cavities, for which the purely diffuse spherical cavity is
a more efficient emitter than the purely specular cavity having an identical geometry and
wall emissivity. Moreover, it is shown that the apparent directional absorptivity of specu-
lar spherical cavities having small openings becomes highly fluctuating as the direction
of the incident radiation changes �DOI: 10.1115/1.2151196�

Introduction
When thermal radiation enters a cavity it has a better chance of

being absorbed than when it strikes a flat surface having the same
area as the cavity opening. This is because of the possibility of
multiple reflections within the cavity. Of course, it is this behavior
of cavities that permits the radiant heat transfer between a surface
and its surroundings to be enhanced by drilling, stamping, etching,
or otherwise deforming the surface. Moreover, the main compo-
nent of the sensing device in instruments such as pyrometers or
radiometers is a blackbody cavity.

The performance of a cavity may be described by its apparent
radiative properties. For example, the apparent emissivity is de-
fined as the ratio of the energy emitted through the opening of an
isothermal cavity to the energy emitted by an imaginary black
surface stretched across the cavity opening that is at the same
temperature as the cavity wall. The most accepted method for
predicting radiative behavior of cavities is the one based on radi-
ant exchange calculations, although approximate methods of
Gouffé �1� and De Vos �2� are occasionally referred to in applied
optics literature. Analytical radiant exchange calculations for vari-
ous cavity configurations were reported by Sparrow and his co-
workers in a series of papers published during early to mid-1960.
A summary of their findings appears in most radiation heat trans-
fer textbooks �for example, �3��. They considered cylindrical,
conical, rectangular groove, V-groove, and circular groove cavity
configurations. With the exception of spherical cavities, they were
able to perform radiant exchange calculations for both diffuse and
specular cavities. In general, results of their studies show that,
under identical conditions, cavities having specularly reflecting
walls are more efficient emitters or absorbers of thermal radiation
than those having diffusely reflecting walls.

Limited attempts have been made to study specular or diffuse-
specular spherical cavities. Campanaro and Ricolfi �4� calculated
the apparent emissivity of diffuse-specular cavities by using a
modified form of the approximate method of De Vos. They

showed that apparent emissivity decreases with increasing degree
of specularity, which was in contrast to the behavior of other
cavity configurations. Absorptive behavior of hemispherical cavi-
ties having diffuse-specular walls were analyzed by Safwatt �5�
using the radiant exchange method. However, the exchange factor
he derived is based on an incorrect assumption; therefore, his
results must be held suspect. Tsi et al. �6� and Tsi and Streider �7�
derived the emissivity factor for radiant heat transport across a
spherical void with specular and diffuse-specular surface. Al-
though useful for radiant transport calculations in porous media,
their analysis does not accommodate cavities with opening on
their walls. Steinfeld �8� calculated the apparent absorptance for
specularly reflecting spherical cavities using the Monte Carlo
method.

In the current work, a new exact analytical method is used to
predict the apparent radiative behavior of spherical cavities whose
walls have a specular reflectivity component. Although in their
popular textbook Sparrow and Cess �3� make it clear that the
solution of this problem would be a welcome contribution to the
heat transfer literature, our own interest in the problem, however,
was stimulated by the possibility of using spherical cavities as
field-of-view limiting baffles in earth-observing radiometric in-
strumentation applications.

Analysis

The Apparent Emissivity. For the spherical cavity shown in
Fig. 1, the irradiance H to element dA1 located on the cavity wall
is given by

H��1� =�
A�

BdEdA1
− dA� �1�

where the radiosity B is given by

B��1� = ��T4 + �dH��1� �2�

The differential transfer factor dEdA1−dA� is the exchange factor,
which replaces the view or angle factor in diffuse-specular enclo-
sures. It is defined as the sum of fractions of diffuse radiation
leaving dA1 that arrives at dA� both directly and by all possible
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specular reflections. In evaluating the exchange factor it is neces-
sary that, for every number of reflections n, the area element dAn
which is the area were the first reflection for the rays traveling
from dA1 to dA� occurs to be identified and located. The fraction
of diffuse radiation leaving dA1 that arrives at dA� is thus
��s�ndFdA1−dAn

, where dFdA1−dAn
is the view factor between dA1

and dAn.
Equation �1� is a Fredholm integral equation that must be

solved iteratively for the unknown H function. Once the irradi-
ance H is calculated to the desired accuracy, the net heat flux
supplied to the cavity surface is calculated from

q��1� = ���T4 − H� �3�
where in Eq. �3� it is assumed that the cavity wall is gray. The
apparent emissivity of the cavity �a is then by definition given by

�a =

�
A�

qdA�

Ao�T4 �4�

The radiant exchange formulation presented above is standard
for all enclosures. As is observed from the foregoing develop-
ment, and particularly Eq. �1�, the major task in this problem is an
analytical determination of the exchange factor between the
source element, located at �1 and other area elements of the cavity
surface. For axisymmetric problems such as the present case, it
has been customary to use axisymmetric differential ring elements
as basic surface area elements for determination of the exchange
factor used in the integration of Eq. �1�. In the case of specular
spherical cavities, this approach will lead to a highly discontinu-
ous and intractable problem. This undesirable behavior is mainly
due to presence of the opening �a discontinuous region� in the
spherical cavity surface. To overcome this difficulty we proceed
with a different approach. But first we give a brief introduction on
the manner by which specular reflections occur in a spherical
cavity.

Radiative Exchange by Specular Reflections in a Sphere. By
referring to Fig. 1, and noting the fact that the normal to surface of
a sphere is always directed toward its center O, it is easy to dem-
onstrate that all specular reflections of an arbitrary ray from walls
of a spherical enclosure occur entirely in the single plane that
passes through O. Thus, rays that leave a point S1 �Fig. 1� on the
sphere, which arrive at S2 by specular reflections, will stay in the
plane formed by S1, S2, and O. The intersection of such a plane
with surface of the sphere is a great circle. Figure 2 shows the
great circle for rays traveling from S1 to S2 by specular reflections
from the wall of the sphere. To specify locations in this great

circle we use polar angles defined with respect to S1. From Fig. 2
it can be seen that if the point of first reflection for a ray leaving
S1 is at �, the point of second reflection would be at 2�, and, in
general, the point of the nth reflection would be located at n�.
This means that if rays are to travel from S1 to S2, which is
separated from S1 by �o, by n specular reflections, the points of
first reflection can be determined from

�nk =
�o + 2k�

n + 1
�5�

where k=0,1 ,2 , . . . .
Although first look at Eq. �5� may suggest that there exists an

infinite number of points of reflection, further examination shows
that for k�n points obtained from this equation are repeats.
Therefore, it can be inferred that there exist n+1 distinct points of
first reflection �or n+1 distinct routes� if rays leaving S1 are to
reach S2 by n specular reflections �see Fig. 3�.

The foregoing observations were utilized in evaluation of the
exchange factor, which appears in Eq. �1�. Furthermore, introduc-
ing a new coordinate system x�y�z� as shown in Fig. 4 will greatly
facilitate evaluation of the exchange factors as well. This coordi-
nate system is oriented so that the z�-axis always passes through
the element like dA1 for which the irradiance H is being calcu-
lated. To obtain this coordinate system, the y ,z plane of the main

Fig. 1 Geometry for a specular spherical cavity Fig. 2 Great circle for rays traveling between two arbitrary
points by specular reflections

Fig. 3 Four possible specular routes for a ray leaving S1 to
reach S2
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coordinate system �xyz in Fig. 1� is rotated about the x-axis by
amount �1, the zenith angle of element dA1. Using the spherical
coordinates ��� ,��� of the new coordinate system, planes �or the
great circles� in which exchange of radiation by specular reflec-
tions between dA1 and other elements of the cavity surface occurs
are identified simply by azimuthal angles such as ��. Moreover,
relation between the polar angle � of a great circle at �� and
��� ,��� of the x�y�z�-coordinate system is given simply by

����� = � − �� − ��

����� = ���, � 	 �

� + ��, � 
 �
� �6�

The relation between spherical coordinates �� ,�� of the
xyz-coordinate system and ��� ,��� of the x�y�z�-coordinate sys-
tem is determined from the coordinate transformation matrix for
the rotation described above. That is,

	1 0 0

0 cos �1 − sin �1

0 sin �1 cos �1

	sin �� cos ��

sin �� sin ��

cos ��

 = 	sin � cos �

sin � sin �

cos �

 �7�

The equation for the boundary of the cavity opening in terms of
��� ,��� can be obtained by substituting the opening angle �
�shown in Fig. 1� for � in Eq. �7�. After multiplying out the third
row of the left-hand side and performing some algebraic manipu-
lations, we will have

cos �� + �tan �1 sin ���sin �� =
cos �

cos �1
�8�

At this point we are prepared to solve Eq. �1� by the customary
iterative method of solving the Fredholm integral equation of the
second kind. First, initial values �guessed� are assigned to the
irradiance H at discrete but uniformly spaced values of �, the
zenith angle of xyz-coordinate system. Using these initial values,
the integration on the right-hand side of the equation is carried out
to obtain new values for H. This procedure is repeated until results
converge to a certain predetermined convergence criteria. As men-
tioned previously, for convenience, integration over the cavity sur-
face area A� is performed using the spherical coordinates ��� ,���
of the x�y�z�-coordinate system for which the source is always
located at the north pole of the sphere. Since the integration is

over the entire cavity surface area A�, limits of integration for ��
are 0 and 2�; or using the symmetry as shown in Fig. 4, one may
use � /2 and 3� /2 as lower and upper limits, respectively, and
then multiply the results by 2.

As mentioned previously, a given �� defines a great circle.
When performing integration in �� direction, such a great circle
may or may not intersect the cavity opening. If former occurs,
there will be a discontinuity or a hole in the great circle as shown
in Fig. 5. For generality this situation will be focused on as the
other situation would simply be a special case of this analysis.
Take note of the fact that the region defined by the great circle at
a given �� is actually a spherical sector having a differential thick-
ness of d��. For the great circle shown in Fig. 5, the integration of
�� must be performed over two disconnected regions of R� and R�
defined, respectively, by ���=0, ��=�� and ���=�, ��=��
where � and �, polar angles corresponding to the intersection
points of the great circle with cavity opening, can be calculated
using Eqs. �8� and �6�.

Consider integration over the region R�. Using the definition for
exchange factor, this integral may be written as sum of infinite
number of integrals, each one representing exchange of radiation
between dA1 and R� by a number of specular reflections n, plus an
integral for direct exchange �i.e., no reflections�. By using the
simple view factor formula between two elements on the surface
of a sphere �9�, the integral for direct exchange is simply given by

Io���� =
1

4�
�

�����

�

B��*,���sin �*d�* �9�

where �* is just a dummy variable of integration. Take note of the
fact that as values of irradiance H and, hence, radiosity B are
known and expressed in terms of �, the zenith angle of the
xyz-coordinate system, Eq. �7� must be used to convert them in
terms of the variables of the rotated coordinate system.

For other components of the exchange factor, an argument simi-
lar to that which resulted in derivation of Eq. �4� is used. That is,
it can be shown that radiation exchange by n specular reflections
between dA1 and R� may occur through n+1 possible specular
routes corresponding to k=0,1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n. Based on the defini-
tion of exchange factor, the region on the great circle from which
the first reflection occurs must be determined for all number of
reflections n and all routes k corresponding to it. The limits �i.e.,
the polar angles� that define this region can be determined by
substituting limits of R� into Eq. �5�. If the great circle was com-
plete, that is, no discontinuity as a result of a hole existed within

Fig. 4 Defining a new „source-oriented… coordinate system
that is suitable for analysis of radiant exchange by specular
reflections

Fig. 5 A great circle that has intersected the opening
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it, the integral representing exchange by n number of specular
reflections through the kth route would have been given by

Ink���� =
��s�n

4�
�

���nk� �

�nk

B��*,���sin �*d�* �10�

where nk� and �nk are determined from substituting � and �,
respectively, into Eq. �5�.

When there exists a hole within the great circle, as is the case in
Fig. 5, the regions of first reflection must be modified. This is
because some parts or even all of the rays traveling from dA1 to
R� through a certain specular path �i.e., a certain n and k� may
encounter the hole as a result of reflections from the wall and,
therefore, escape from the cavity. This modification is accom-
plished by successively comparing regions of the great circle that
are illuminated by rays traveling from dA1 to R� with the region
that defines the hole. This comparison is made after every specular
reflection up until the last reflection before rays arrive at R�. Al-
though it is difficult to present this procedure by a closed-form
formulation, it is easy to implement it using a computer routine;
all that is needed is the laws of specular reflection in a sphere and
Eq. �5� �for additional details refer to �10��.

Based on the outline given above, a computer program was
developed to perform the iterations and numerical integrations
necessary for solving Eq. �1�. The variables in Eq. �1� were made
dimensionless by dividing both sides of the equation by �T4.

The Romberg method in conjunction with trapezoidal rule was
used for the numerical integrations. The tolerance for terminating
the successive integrations in Romberg method was set at 10−6.
The nodal points for evaluation of H were separated by 3 deg. The
convergence criteria for terminating the iterations of the integral
equation was based on the square root of sum of squares of the
differences between results of new and previous calculations at
each node. If this value is �0.001, iterations were stopped. Re-
ducing this convergence criterion by factor of ten changed the
results only at the fourth significant figure and beyond. The num-
ber of reflections N considered in calculations was determined
from criterion

��s�N 	 0.001 �11�

This yields N=3, 6, 10, 20, and 66 for �s=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and
0.9, respectively.

Apparent Directional Absorptivity. Now consider the case in
which the collimated beam of radiation of flux qo,n �watts per unit
normal area� enters a spherical cavity of unit radius having com-
pletely specular walls. The yz plane of the xyz-coordinate system
shown in Fig. 6�a� is oriented parallel to the direction of the
incoming radiation. The direction of incoming radiation can then
be identified by the angle � it makes with respect to the z-axis.

To begin the developments, one more time it is convenient to
use x�y�z� coordinate system shown in Fig. 6�b� in which the
z�-axis is parallel to the incoming radiation. Once again the rays
entering the cavity in the plane defined by the azimuthal �� �mea-
sured from the positive x�-axis� undergo specular reflections as a
group within that same plane. The intersection of this plane with
the cavity surface is, once again, a great circle. Hence, by refer-
ring to Fig. 6�b�, the total energy absorbed by the cavity can be
calculated by finding the portion of the energy that enters the
cavity through a longitudinal band d�� at �� that is absorbed and
then integrating over the appropriate limits of the cavity opening
in the �� direction.

For our developments, a typical great circle �or the spherical
sector of width d��� in which collimated rays enter parallel to the
z�-axis are shown in Fig. 7. Angles that define limits of cavity
opening in the rotated coordinate system ��a, �b in Fig. 7� are
solutions of Eq. �8� for the given ��. Some of the rays that enter
the cavity through the opening of this great circle may be reflected

Fig. 6 „a… A collimated beam of flux q0 entering a spherical
cavity at angle �; and „b… the same cavity as in „a… rotated
through angle � about the z-axis

Fig. 7 Parallel rays entering a great circle „i.e., a spherical
sector…
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into the arc ��a ,�b� and escape through it.
Consider an amount of energy dQ��a−�b� that enters the cavity

through a differential slit of angular width d�� and circular arc
��a ,�b�. Now suppose that the cavity walls are perfectly reflecting
��s=1�. After n number of specular reflections, some of this en-
ergy will have escaped through the opening. In general, there may
exist some m number of circular arcs ��1

L ,�1
U�, ��2

L ,�2
U� , . . .,

��i
L ,�i

U� , . . ., ��m
L ,�m

U� within ��a ,�b� for which incident radiation
has not yet escaped through the opening after n reflections. This
collection of circular arcs is identified by the symbol Cn. The
procedure for finding the collection Cn can be implemented on a
digital computer in a straightforward manner provided that the
formula for the reflection points of a given ray entering the circle
of reflection is known. The procedure involves finding the illumi-
nated region of the circle of reflection after each reflection and
subtracting from it the circular arc that defines the opening.

To obtain the illuminated region, the reflection points of a given
ray entering the great circle must be determined. It is elementary
to show that the polar angle between two consecutive reflection
points for a ray entering the great circle through the polar angle o
is given by �−2o. Hence, n polar angle of the nth reflection
point is given by

n = n� − �2n − 1�o �12�

Through each circular arc ��i
L ,�i

U� in collection Cn enters an
amount of energy that is identified by the symbol dQn,i. The por-
tion of this energy that is absorbed during the nth reflection is
given by

�1 − �s���s�n−1dQn,i

Hence, the total energy that is absorbed due to that which entered
the cavity through the longitudinal band d�� at �� is given by

�1 − �s���s�n−1�
i=1

m�n�

dQn,i

where m�n� indicates dependence of m, defined above, on the
number of reflections n. The amount that is absorbed during all
reflections is thus given by

dQ��� = �
n=1

�

dQn = �1 − �s��
n=1

�

��s�n−1�
i=1

m�n�

dQn,i �13�

The quantity yet to be determined is dQn,i. By referring to Fig.
7, the incoming energy contained within a differential polar angle
d�o at �o is given by

qo,n cos �o sin �od�od��

Therefore,

dQn,i = qo,n�
�i

L

�i
U

cos �o sin �od�od�� =
qo,n

2
�sin2 �i

U − sin2 �i
L�d��

�14�
By substituting Eq. �14� into Eq. �13�, the amount of energy

that is absorbed due to that which enters the cavity through the
longitudinal band d�� at �� can be obtained. The amount of en-
ergy that is absorbed by the cavity can be obtained by integrating
Eq. �13� over the appropriate limits of �� that define the cavity
opening. On the other hand, the amount of energy that has entered
the cavity is given simply by

Qo��� = �qo,n sin2� cos � �15�
Dividing the energy absorbed by the total energy that enters the

cavity gives the apparent directional absorptivity.

Discussion of Results
Because of space limitations only the apparent emissivity re-

sults will be presented and discussed. Readers interested in details
of net heat flux distribution on the cavity surface are referred to
Kowsary �10�. Table 1 presents an independent validation of the
calculated apparent emissivity results of this work against those
obtained by the Monte Carlo method. In general, the agreement is
within �1%, except for small opening angles and high values of
specularity ratio where the relative difference gets as high as 3%.
The latter is mainly due to a drawback in averaging that can be
done by the Monte Carlo results in small opening angles. It should
be emphasized that this comparison was not made for the inten-
tion of establishing the accuracy of the results of this work, as
results obtained here can be considered as exactly analytical. It
was done merely for the purpose of verifying that no errors were
made in the theoretical developments or in computer programing
of formulations.

The apparent emissivity as a function of the cavity opening
angle, surface emissivity, and specularity ratio �s /�, where �=�s

+�d, is shown in Fig. 8. The apparent emissivity approaches the
wall emissivity as the cavity becomes wide open �i.e., becomes a
flat plate�. When the cavity opening angle approaches zero, the
apparent emissivity in all cases approaches unity. This behavior is
similar to the results for cavities previously studied.

There are, however, interesting differences between the appar-
ent emissivity results for spherical cavities having specular com-
ponent of reflectivity and those for cavities previously studied by
Sparrow and Cess and their co-workers �3�. Variation of the ap-
parent emissivity in spherical cavities is a weaker function of the
specularity ratio than in the case of conical and cylindrical cavi-
ties. In spherical cavities, for a given surface emissivity, the ap-
parent emissivity is not always an increasing function of the
specularity ratio. This difference has also been noted by Campa-
naro and Ricolfi �4� using their approximate results and Steinfeld
�8� who did the Monte Carlo calculations. According to the results
shown in Fig. 8, specular spherical cavities may have a higher
apparent emissivity when the surface emissivity is high. However,
as the emissivity of the surface decreases, curves corresponding to
the purely specular cavities begin to shift downward relative to the
curves for the purely diffuse cavities. Eventually, as the emissivity
of cavity surface becomes sufficiently small, the apparent emis-
sivity of the diffuse cavity becomes greater than that of the specu-
lar cavity. This type of behavior in spherical cavities may perhaps
be explained by the fact that some portions of the cavity surface
face downward into the cavity �unlike the case of conical and
cylindrical cavities�.

As the wall emissivity � is changed, the apparent emissivity
curves for diffuse-specular case �s /�=0.5 also begin to shift
downward relative to those for diffuse cavities. This trend is simi-
lar to the case of purely specular cavities but at a slower pace. For
low emissivities, however, the diffuse cavity and the diffuse-
specular cavity have essentially the same apparent emissivities for
all opening angles. This suggests that for low emissivities the
diffuse effect dominates the specular effects.

Another curious observation can be made regarding the appar-
ent emissivity results for spherical cavities: the apparent emissiv-
ity for a diffuse specular cavity is not always bounded by the
apparent emissivities of the corresponding purely diffuse and
purely specular cavities. Although not very apparent at first sight,
this behavior can be seen, for example, for the case of �=0.5 for
45���75. The Monte Carlo results of Steinfeld �8� show this
effect as well; although no statement was made in the paper re-
garding it. This is perhaps due to the degree of uncertainty that is
involved in the results of Monte Carlo calculations. Nevertheless,
this is an example in which purely diffuse reflection and purely
specular reflection do not represent limiting cases in radiation ex-
change. The dependence of results on the specularity ratio be-
comes practically insignificant when the cavity opening angle be-
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comes greater than approximately 105 deg for high and midrange
values of emissivity. However, for small emissivity this is true for
even smaller cavity opening angles.

Results for the directional absorptivity are shown in Fig. 9.
Each plot in Fig. 9 shows the apparent directional absorptivity �s
��� for a different opening angle � as a function of the angle of
incidence � and for various surface absorptivities �. Apparent
absorptivity results for the corresponding diffuse cavities, which
are independent of direction �9�, are also plotted for comparison.
These results were also validated against those obtained by the
Monte Carlo method �10�.

As expected, for a given opening angle and incidence angle, as
the absorptivity � of the wall increases so does the apparent di-
rectional absorptivity. Moreover, for a fixed wall absorptivity �,
as the cavity opening angle increases, the apparent directional
absorptivity decreases for all angles of incidence �. The apparent
absorptivity of any cavity is usually greater than the absorptivity
of the cavity surface. However, for large opening angles it is pos-
sible that for some angles of incidence the radiation entering the
cavity will be reflected out after only one reflection. In these cases
�s ���=�; see, for example, results for an opening angle of
150 deg.

Conclusion
An exact analytical method is developed for calculation of the

apparent emissivity and apparent absorptivity of specularly re-
flecting spherical cavities. The results obtained using this method
demonstrates a distinct specular behavior for spherical cavities.
For instance, unlike other cavity configurations reported thus far,

Table 1 Comparison of the apparent emissivities calculated by the exact analytical method and the
Monte Carlo method: „a… �=60 deg, „b… �=0.5

Fig. 8 Apparent emissivity of spherical cavities for various
geometrical and surface conditions
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there are instances where diffuse spherical cavities have a higher
apparent emissivity than the identical specular cavity. Also results
obtained in this work validate the approximate results obtained by
previous investigators.

Nomenclature
A ,dA � arbitrary area elements

Ao � area of a surface stretched across the cavity
opening �m2�

A� � area of the spherical cavity with an opening on
its surface �m2�

dAnk � the fictitious area used in the definition of the
specular exchange factor

As � surface area of the complete sphere
B � radiosity �W/m2�

E ,dE � the exchange factor
dfnk � factors defined in the exchange factor

expression
H � irradiance �W/m2�

qo,n � flux of collimated radiation �W/m2 �normal��
q � net heat flux to the cavity surface �W/m2�

Qo � total radiative energy entering the cavity �W�

Greek
� � absorptivity, or polar angle
� � emissivity
� � Stefan Boltzmann constant
� � zenith angle of the spherical coordinate system

�� � zenith angle of the source-oriented coordinate
system

� � azimuthal angle of the spherical coordinate
system

�� � azimuthal angle of the source-oriented coordi-
nate system

� � reflectivity
� � opening angle of the spherical cavity

Subscripts
k � path of reflections for a given number of

reflections
n � given number of reflections
a � apparent radiative property
1 � source element

Fig. 9 „a… Directional apparent absorptivity of spherical cavities, opening angle=15 deg; „b…
opening angle=45 deg; „c… opening angle=90 deg; and „d… opening angle=150 deg
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2 � receiving element

Superscripts
L � lower limit of the polar angle of the area that

defines the hole
U � upper limit of the polar angle of the area that

defines the hole
� � directional radiative quantity
s � specular component
d � diffuse component
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Comparison of Methods
for Inverse Design
of Radiant Enclosures
A particular inverse design problem is proposed as a benchmark for comparison of five
solution techniques used in design of enclosures with radiating sources. The enclosure is
three-dimensional and includes some surfaces that are diffuse and others that are specu-
lar diffuse. Two aspect ratios are treated. The problem is completely described, and
solutions are presented as obtained by the Tikhonov method, truncated singular value
decomposition, conjugate gradient regularization, quasi-Newton minimization, and simu-
lated annealing. All of the solutions use a common set of exchange factors computed by
Monte Carlo, and smoothed by a constrained maximum likelihood estimation technique
that imposes conservation, reciprocity, and non-negativity. Solutions obtained by the
various methods are presented and compared, and the relative advantages and disadvan-
tages of these methods are summarized. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2151198�

Introduction
A number of papers and reviews have been devoted to inverse

design of enclosures where radiation provides the dominant mode
of heat transfer �1–10�. The particular class of problems examined
here is devoted to the determination of the energy input that
should be supplied to a set of radiant heaters so that their output
will provide a specified uniform heat flux and temperature on a
given surface of the enclosure, the so-called design surface. This
type of problem is encountered in the design of equipment for
ovens and heaters in diverse applications, including materials pro-
cessing, food production, curing and drying of coatings and bulk
materials, semiconductor wafer processing, and many others. In
all of these cases, the thermophysical and transport properties of
the material being processed are given, the required temperature is
specified, and the thermal capacity of the material sets the radiant
heat flux necessary to achieve the required temperature. The de-
signer is then left to determine the transient energy inputs into the
array of heaters that heat the design surface uniformly according
to the desired transient temperature profile throughout the process.
Most previous papers in this area focus on steady-state radiant
enclosure design problems, where the objective is to determine the
energy inputs to the heaters that produce a desired heat flux and
temperature distribution over the design surface �6–12�; these
studies show that specifying both boundary conditions over the
design surface and leaving the boundary conditions over the
heater surface unspecified results in an ill-posed mathematical
problem involving Fredholm integral equations of the first kind.
Writing these equations in discrete form produces an ill-
conditioned or singular set of equations that cannot be solved
using traditional linear algebra tools. �In several of these papers
�11,12� predictions were matched with experimental data, helping
to validate the inverse design approach.� In the transient problem,
specifying the transient temperature distribution over the design
surface also causes the problem to be ill-posed, since the required
heat flux is implicitly defined by the thermal capacity and rate of
temperature change of the design surface.

Various approaches have been used to solve problems of this
type. These can be roughly grouped into two classes, regulariza-
tion and optimization. The regularization techniques work by

modifying the governing relations to reduce their “ill-posedness,”
accepting some loss of accuracy to gain a useful solution. Opti-
mization techniques, on the other hand, approach the design prob-
lem by casting the governing relations in the conventional form
with one boundary condition on the design surface fixed, and an
assumed condition �most often a heat flux distribution� on the
heater surface. The assumed condition is varied in a systematic
way until the second boundary condition on the design surface is
satisfied within acceptable limits.

This paper shows how regularization and optimization methods
are used to determine the transient heater settings of a process
furnace that heats up the design surface uniformly according to a
prescribed temperature history. The regularization methods used
include truncated singular value decomposition, Tikhonov regular-
ization, and conjugate gradient regularization, while the optimiza-
tion methods include quasi-Newton minimization and simulated
annealing. The solutions obtained by these methods are compared,
and the relative performance of each method is assessed.

Solution Techniques for Inverse Radiant Enclosure
Design Problems

Regularization. A direct or explicit solution of the described
inverse design problem requires use of an inverse formulation.
Inverse design problems are inherently ill-posed, and the corre-
sponding discretized set of equations describing the radiative
transfer is, consequently, ill-conditioned. Ordinary techniques
�e.g., Gauss-Seidel, Gauss elimination, or LU decomposition� are
likely to either identify nonphysical solutions with high-amplitude
fluctuations and/or complex absolute temperatures, or completely
fail to find a solution. To achieve an accurate and physically rea-
sonable solution, the explicit system must instead be regularized
by modifying the ill-conditioned system of equations.

The degree to which a system of equations is ill-conditioned
can be diagnosed by carrying out a singular value decomposition
�SVD� �13,14�. The SVD of an arbitrary M �N matrix A is A
=USVT, where U and V are orthogonal matrices and S is a diag-
onal matrix of singular values, so that S1,1�S2,2� ¯ �SN,N�0.
The inverse of A is then given by A−1=VS�UT, where Si,i�
=1/Si,i. If the condition number of this matrix �S1,1 /SN,N� is large,
small singular values dominate the inverse matrix and the solution
becomes sensitive to small perturbations to the singular values
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that are magnified by the inversion process. If A is rank deficient,
some of the singular values equal zero and the inversion process
fails completely.

To achieve an accurate and physically reasonable solution, the
ill-conditioned or singular set of equations must be modified to
form a related set of well-conditioned equations that have a more
regular solution, but produce a residual vector when substituted
back into the original ill-conditioned set of equations. It is usually
left to the designer to select the degree of modification, or regu-
larization. If the well-posed equations are closely related to the
original ill-conditioned set, the residual vector will be very small,
but the solution distribution will be highly irregular. As the degree
of regularization is increased, the solution becomes more regular,
but at the expense of a larger residual vector. If too much regu-
larization is used, the character of the ill-conditioned equations is
lost and the regularized solution will not produce the desired con-
ditions over the design surface.

The most popular regularization techniques are truncated sin-
gular value decomposition �TSVD�, conjugate gradient regular-
ization �CGR� and Tikhonov regularization �TR�. Truncated sin-
gular value decomposition is based on a singular value
decomposition of A. The solution uses the pseudoinverse matrix
that is formed by filtering or truncating small singular values; the
solution using the p largest singular values becomes

xn = �
k=1

p

Vn,k
bmUm,k

Sk,k
, n = 1,2, . . . ,N �1�

where p has a value less than or equal to the rank of A �13�.
Retaining different numbers of singular values yields alternative
solutions. Those with acceptable accuracy and with physical
meaning present possible alternatives to the designer.

A plot of the variation of the residual norm against the solution
norm is often called the L-curve and can be used to select an
appropriate solution. The residual norm represents the solution
accuracy, whereas the solution norm represents the smoothness of
the solution. The L-curve usually has a corner where further regu-
larization significantly increases the norm of the residual with
little improvement in solution smoothness. The optimal or desired
solution often lies in the vicinity of the corner �14�.

The CGR method is based on the incomplete conjugate
gradient minimization of the degenerate functional F�x�
= �A�xexact−x�� · �xexact−x�, which is minimized when �Ax−b�
=0. For inverse problems, each minimization step corresponds to
a unique solution having distinct accuracy and smoothness char-
acteristics. These solutions can then be used to construct an
L-curve to select the optimal solution. Small memory require-
ments, computation economy, robust convergence characteristics,
and the ability to store and use the original matrix often make
CGR the method of choice for regularization of large systems
�4,15�. A common, stable implementation of the method consists
of the following steps:

• guess: x0; determine r0=b−A ·x0 and p0=AT ·r0.
• for k�0, follow the iterative steps:

�k =
�AT · rk�2

�A · pk�2

xk+1 = xk + �kpk

rk+1 = rk − �kA · pk

�k =
�AT · rk+1�2

�AT · rk�2

pk+1 = AT · rk+1 + �kpk

The solution norm at each iteration �xk� will increase monotoni-
cally with n, and the residual norm �rk� will decrease monotoni-
cally with n if x0=0.

Like CGR, Tikhonov regularization �5� is based on minimizing
a functional. In this method, the functional is equal to the L2 norm
of the residual vector plus an added shape constraint,

F�x� = �Ax − b�2 + �
i=1

p

�i
2��Li�x − x0���2 �2�

For a pth-order scheme, Li approximates the discretized ith de-
rivative operator and �i is the ith-order regularization parameter.
Using a small regularization parameter results in an accurate so-
lution by emphasizing minimization of the residual norm, whereas
using a large regularization parameter, on the other hand,
results in a solution with improved smoothness characteristics.
For the standard or zeroth-order TR scheme, p=0 and Li
becomes the identity matrix I, leading to the set of linear equa-
tions �ATA+�0

2I�x=ATb+�0
2Ix0

�ATA + �0
2I�x = �ATb + �0

2x0� �3�

Using the appropriate regularization parameter results in an opti-
mal solution that is both smooth and sufficiently accurate for the
designer’s needs.

Optimization. Like conventional trial-and-error design, optimi-
zation techniques use an iterative process to arrive at the final
design configuration. The performance of a particular design con-
figuration is evaluated at each iteration. If it does not satisfy the
design requirements, the configuration is modified and checked
again. This process is repeated until a satisfactory design configu-
ration is identified.

The efficiency of this process and the quality of the final design
depend on how much the design performance improves at each
iteration. Although the trial-and-error technique relies solely on
the designer’s intuition and experience to improve the design, op-
timization techniques modify the design configuration systemati-
cally, based on sensitivity information and numerical algorithms
that maximize the improvement between successive iterations.
Consequently, optimization techniques require far fewer iterations
than the trial-and-error approach, and the final solution is usually
near optimal.

In the design optimization methodology, the design problem is
converted into a multivariate minimization problem by first defin-
ing an objective function, F���, which quantifies the “goodness”
of a particular design in such a way that the minimum of F���
corresponds to the desired design outcome. The objective function
is dependent on a set of design parameters contained in the vector
�, which specifies the design configuration. Once these quantities
are defined, the design can be optimized using a multivariate
minimization algorithm to find the vector �* such that F��*�
=Min�F����. Optimization methods differ on how F��� is mini-
mized and can be broadly classed as either deterministic or meta-
heuristic; deterministic methods work by changing � at each step
based on the local objection topography, whereas in metaheuristic
algorithms �* is selected from a large set of candidate solutions
generated by a random process. Two of the most common optimi-
zation methods are the quasi-Newton method, belonging to the
deterministic class of methods, and the simulated annealing
method, which is a metaheuristic method.

Deterministic (Quasi-Newton) Approach. The quasi-Newton
method is a gradient-based approach, where the set of design pa-
rameters is adjusted systematically at each iteration based on the
local objective function curvature; at the kth iteration, the new set
of design parameters is found by
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�k+1 = �k + �kpk �4�

where �k is the step size and pk is the search direction. The per-
formance of gradient-based approaches is based largely on the
choice of search direction �this is, in fact, how they are named�. In
Newton’s method, the search direction at the kth iteration is set
equal to Newton’s direction, which is found by solving

�2F��k�pk = − �F��k� �5�

where �F��k� is the gradient vector and �2F��k� is the Hessian
matrix, containing the first- and second-order objective function
sensitivities, respectively. Newton’s method usually requires the
fewest iterations to minimize the objective function and reaches
�* in exactly one step if F��� is quadratic.

Nevertheless, Newton’s method is not always the most efficient
due to the computational effort required to calculate the Hessian
matrix; this is particularly true for large problems where the
second-order objective function sensitivities are expensive to cal-
culate. In such cases, it is better to use the quasi-Newton method.
In this approach, the search direction is found by solving

Bkpk = − �F��k� �6�

where Bk approximates the Hessian matrix. Most often B0 is ini-
tially set equal to the identity matrix and is updated at each sub-
sequent iteration based on values of F��k� and �F��k� from pre-
vious iterations to improve the approximation. �Various update
schemes are described in �16�.� Although it requires more itera-
tions than Newton’s method to find �*, the quasi-Newton method
is often more computationally efficient since second-order objec-
tive function sensitivity calculations are avoided.

Metaheuristic (Simulated Annealing) Approach. As with deter-
ministic, gradient-based techniques, the simulated annealing ap-
proach finds �* iteratively, starting from an initial guess �0. In
contrast to gradient-based approaches, however, simulated anneal-
ing works by generating an alternate candidate solution at each
iteration, �k�, by randomly perturbing the elements of �k. The
Metropolis criterion �17� is then used to determine which set of
design parameters should be chosen for the next iteration, i.e.,
whether �k+1=�k or �k�. This decision is based on the relative
values of the objective function corresponding to the candidate
design parameter sets, �Ek��k ,�k��=F��k��−F��k�; if �Ek�0,
the new candidate improves the situation, whereas the opposite is
true if �Ek�0. A random number, R� �0,1�, is generated and the
perturbed solution is accepted if R�exp�−�Ek /T�, i.e., �k+1

=�k�; otherwise the original solution is retained, �k+1=�k. Many
variations are possible in the implementation of simulated anneal-
ing. The method used in this study holds the annealing tempera-
ture, T, constant for a specified number of iterations. A vector of
	� �neighborhood size�, which controls the random disturbance
of �, is also held constant �i.e., �k+1=�k+R	��, where R is a
new random number for each parameter adjusted. At another
specified interval, 	� is expanded or contracted based on the
recent “uphill” acceptance rate to maintain approximately a 50%
acceptance rate. As the annealing temperature is decreased, even-
tually the neighborhood has to collapse to maintain the acceptance
rate. When a specified number of successive function evaluations
fall within a tolerance of the best solution found, the process is
stopped and the best solution realized is accepted.

A key feature of all metaheuristic methods is that there is a
possibility that an uphill step will be selected, i.e., that F��k+1�
�F��k�. In simulated annealing, the likelihood of this outcome is
determined by the annealing temperature T; the larger T is, the
more likely it is that an uphill step will satisfy the Metropolis
criterion. This feature enhances the performance of minimization
techniques applied to solve multimodal objective functions, where
the global minimum is surrounded by many local minima. In the
first few iterations, T is assigned a very large value resulting in
many uphill steps, preventing the minimization process from get-

ting trapped in a relatively shallow local minimum. As the mini-
mization progresses, it becomes increasingly likely that the algo-
rithm has identified a deep local minimum, or possibly even the
global minimum; accordingly, the annealing temperature is low-
ered and almost every step becomes a downhill step. The above
procedure contrasts with safeguarded gradient-based methods,
where every step is guaranteed to be a descent direction. Conse-
quently, the local minimum identified by a gradient-based algo-
rithm is dependent solely on the starting point �0. It is therefore
often necessary to restart the gradient-based algorithm to obtain a
local minimum with a sufficiently small value of F��*�.

A further advantage of simulated annealing is that it does not
require the calculation of objective function derivatives. Gradient-
based methods may converge to local minima faster than meta-
heuristic methods, since the former class of methods updates ap-
proximations of �* based on the objective function topography,
whereas the latter class of methods instead relies on random per-
turbations. A drawback of all metaheuristic methods is that the
heuristic search parameters �initial annealing temperature, rate of
annealing temperature decrease, and termination criteria� are not
generally apparent at the onset but instead must be discovered by
experience accrued from repeated experiment, hence, the name
metaheuristic.

Problem Specification
To compare the solution methods, a design problem is proposed

that incorporates some attributes of a real design for a radiant
furnace. A three-dimensional geometry is considered, and the
problem is to determine the radiant heater settings that will pro-
vide a prescribed transient but spatially uniform heating the de-
sign surface. The basic enclosure is three-dimensional �Fig. 1�,
and the design surface is inset slightly from the edges of the
bottom enclosure surface. �Experience has shown that it is very
difficult to attain uniform conditions on a workpiece covering the
full extent of the furnace bottom.� The design surface 6a has di-
mensions of 0.75�1.75 m �that is, it is set in 0.125 m from each
boundary�. The remainder of the bottom surface around the design
surface is a diffuse adiabatic surface with the same thermal prop-
erties as the sides. There is no thermal exchange between the
design surface and the rest of the bottom surface �i.e., infinite
contact resistance�. Figure 1�a� shows the enclosure geometry, and
Fig. 1�b� the computational domain, which is formed by inserting
imaginary surfaces that are perfect specular reflectors along the
lines of symmetry in the original enclosure. The design surface 6a
is located on the bottom of the enclosure and is 0.125 m away
from the edges on all sides. Since previous work has shown that
the distance between the heater and design surfaces is a major
factor in the accuracy of inverse solutions, we consider two dif-
ferent enclosure geometries with height-to-width ratios of H /W
=0.5 m �as shown� and H /W=0.25 m. Table 1 gives the enclosure
properties that were used in the analyses. Surface 6a is represen-
tative of a steel alloy and the remaining surfaces of a refractory
brick with a glazed surface that is partially specularly reflecting.
All boundaries are assumed to be lumped capacitances �i.e., no
temperature profiles normal to the boundaries are included�. This
may introduce error into a prediction of the behavior of a real
furnace, but the assumption was invoked to reduce the complexity
of the analysis while still allowing comparison of the inverse
methods used for treating the problem.

The computational domain is discretized into a total of 112
surface elements having equal areas. �No surface elements are
located on the specularly reflecting symmetry surfaces.� Sixteen
elements are located on surface 3, whereas surfaces 4, 5, and 6
each have 32 elements as shown in Fig. 2. The numbering scheme
for elements on each surface is provided in the Appendix. The
design surface is to be heated with a spatially uniform transient
temperature following the profile shown in Fig. 3.

At any time t throughout the process, the energy applied to a
given surface element i is given by
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�
c	�iAi
dTi�t�

dt
= �

j=1

N

Ej�t�AjF̃j→i − Ei�t�Ai + qi,cond�t� �7�

where E=��T4 is the emissive power of a given element and F̃i→j
is the exchange factor, defined as the fraction of energy emitted by
surface i that is absorbed by surface j, considering all possible
paths of reflection among intervening surfaces. We calculated the
exchange factor set using the Monte Carlo method, since this
approach facilitates accommodation of partially specular reflective
surfaces. The accuracy of the exchange factor set was enhanced
using the smoothing algorithm presented in �18�. The numbering
used for the discrete elements of the enclosure surfaces and access
to the values of the exchange factors is described in the Appendix.
In Eq. �7�, qi,cond accounts for the conductive heat exchanged be-
tween surface i and the surrounding elements; convection heat
transfer is neglected.

Equation �7� can be placed in dimensionless form by using the
reciprocity relation

Ci
�i���

d�
= �

j=1

N

 j
4���F̃i→j − i

4��� +
�i,cond

�i

�iAiF̃i→j = � jAjF̃j→i: �8�
where

� =
�DS�Tref

3

�
c	�DS
t; Ci = ��DS

�i
� �
c	�i

�
c	�DS
; ��� =

T�t�
Tref

, and �i =
qi

�Tref
4 .

In the preceding energy equation, all terms are expressed as en-
ergy flux based on area normal to the surface �though the conduc-
tion term arrives in directions parallel to the surface�.

Each method of solution provided the following parts:

1. To check solutions:

a. A uniform dimensionless temperature 5=1 is pre-
scribed on the top surface, 1,3=0.5 on the ends,
�2,4,6b=0 on the sides and on the bottom around the
design surface, 6a=0.1 on the design surface, and
�6a�x ,y� is calculated on the design surface. Then,
using this calculated �6a�x ,y� and 6a=0.1 on the de-
sign surface and the given conditions on the sides,
ends, and remainder of the bottom, 5�x ,y� on the top
is found by the inverse methodology, and checked for
agreement with the originally imposed condition of
5=1.0. �This is a steady-state inverse problem that
should not be ill-posed.�

b. For a uniform heat flux input on the heaters �5=1.0,
calculate 6b�x ,y� on the adiabatic design surface.
Then use the computed 6b�x ,y� and �6b=0 on the
design surface and, by inverse analysis, calculate the
heat flux �5 on the heaters and see if the input value is
recovered to test that the inverse methodology has
been correctly formulated

2. Find the heater energy input distribution �5�x ,y ,�� at each
time that most closely gives the linear uniform temperature
on the design surface 6a��� versus time prescribed in Fig. 3.
A reference temperature of Tref=1000 K is used for calcu-
lating and presenting the results in dimensionless form.

3. Provide the maximum error found in 6b�x ,y ,�� at any time
during the transient, and the maximum error in 6b��� rela-
tive to 6b

target��� found at any time, again using Tref

=1000 K. Also, calculate the error in the overall energy bal-

Fig. 1 Basic dimensions of three-dimensional enclosure: „a… enclosure geometry and
„b… computational domain

Table 1 Enclosure properties and specifications

Surface
1

Brick
2

Brick
3

Brick
4

Brick
5

Brick
6a

Steel
6b

Brick

Emissivity, � 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.3
Diffuse reflectivity, 
d

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2
Specular reflectivity, 
s

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.5
k �W/m K� 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 63.9 1.0

 �kg/m3� 2645 2645 2645 2645 2645 7832 2645
c �J/kg K� 960 960 960 960 960 487 960
	 �m� 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.02 0.1
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ance to the furnace. The solutions should have no negative
values for the heater energy flux, �5�x ,y ,��.

Prior to solution of part 2, we expected that significant differ-
ences might occur between the calculated and imposed transient
temperatures on the design surface, because we have imposed a
temperature distribution that is physically difficult to obtain �it is
expected to take a very large heater energy input near t=0 to get
the discontinuous temperature change on the design surface�.
However, rather than change the temperature-time profile to an
easier-to-meet S-shaped profile, we elected to see how closely we
could approach the more challenging case of Fig. 3, which might
be prescribed by a design customer.

It would be useful to vary other parameters than the heater-to-
design surface spacing to determine the effect of these parameters
on the solutions. This has been done for the individual solution
methods, and some of these results are in Refs. �6–8�.

Solution Techniques and Results
All of the methods were able to complete part 1a of the pre-

scribed problem and exactly recover the prescribed uniform heater

dimensionless temperature except for the simulated annealing for-
mulation, which approached the solution but did not exactly re-
produce it. In part 1b all of the methods recovered the condition of
uniform heat flux. This is typical of inverse problems where the
input to the inverse problem is generated by solution of a pre-
scribed forward problem; although the problem is ill-posed, the
input conditions can still be recovered. This part of the problem
serves chiefly to verify that the inverse methodology has been
correctly formulated. The predicted heat flux on the design surface
obtained from the prescribed uniform temperature on the heaters
was then used as a boundary condition for the inverse problem is
shown in Table 2. As would be expected, spacing the isothermal
heater and design surface more closely together �H /W=0.25� pro-
vides a more uniform heat flux on the design surface.

TSVD

Design Surface Elements. The energy balance in each design
surface element is given by Eq. �9�, assuming that conduction
occurs between adjacent surface elements �but not around enclo-
sure corners where the walls were assumed to have only edge
contact�, and convection is neglected

Fig. 2 Discretization of the computational domain for calcula-
tion of exchange factors

Fig. 3 Required transient spatially uniform temperature profile imposed on the design
problem

Table 2 Calculated dimensionless heat flux �DS„x ,y… on the
design surface for uniform heater temperatures †�5„x ,y…=1.0‡
for the element distribution of Fig. 13

H /W=0.25
�DS�x ,z�

z
↓

x→
−0.5279 −0.5434 −0.5505 −0.5539 −0.5556 −0.5565 −0.5570
−0.5302 −0.5460 −0.5531 −0.5565 −0.5583 −0.5592 −0.5597
−0.5308 −0.5466 −0.5537 −0.5571 −0.5589 −0.5598 −0.5602

H /W=0.5
�DS�x ,z�

z
↓

x→
−0.4848 −0.5010 −0.5119 −0.5191 −0.5234 −0.5261 −0.5273
−0.4880 −0.5045 −0.5159 −0.5232 −0.5278 −0.5305 −0.5317
−0.4897 −0.5064 −0.5179 −0.5253 −0.5301 −0.5327 −0.5340
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�DS,i���
d�

= �
j=NDS+1

N

 j
4���F̃i→j + �

j=1

NDS

 j
4���F̃i→j − DS,i

4 ���

+
�DS,i,cond���

�DS
�9�

where the lumped capacitance model is used to account for the
storage of energy in each design surface element. The DS sub-
script is used to denote design surface elements. These elements
are also identified with the 6a subscript in the general numbering
scheme used in the Appendix. From the linear temperature history
prescribed in Fig. 3 for the design surface, the left-hand side of
Eq. �9� is known in each instant of time.

Equation �9� can also be rearranged to provide the equations for
the emissive powers of the heater elements

�
heater

elements

HS,j
4 ���F̃i−HS,j = CDS

�DS,i���
��

− �
j=1

NDS

DS,j
4 ���F̃i−DS,j

− �
wall

elements

WS,j
4 ���F̃i−WS,j + DS,i

4 ���

−
�HS,i,cond���

�HS,i
�10�

Wall Elements. The energy balance in each wall element j is
given by

CWS,j
dWS,j

d�
=

�WS,j,rad���
�WS

+
�WS,j,cond���

�WS
�11�

where CWS= ��DS/�WS���
	c�WS/ �
	c�DS� and �WS,rad is defined
in Eq. �11�.

Solution Procedure

• At �=0 �time step k=0�, the dimensionless temperatures on
the design surface and wall elements are all assumed to be at
�k=0�.

• Equation �9� is applied to find HS,j
4 �k=0� for the heater

elements. Writing Eq. �9� for each design surface element i
leads to a system having 21 equations and 32 unknowns �the
emissive powers in the 32 heating elements�. The TSVD
method is now applied. First, the coefficient matrix Am�n

�m=21, n=32� is SVD decomposed—the singular values
are shown in Fig. 4 for H /W=0.25 and 0.50. Since the
number of columns of matrix A is 32, there are 32 singular
values, but only the first 21 nonzero singular values are
shown in the figure. The TSVD is applied so that only the
terms related to the p largest singular values are kept in the
solution, where p is limited to the SVD terms p�21. The
solution thus obtained provides the emissive powers of the

heating elements in time step k, HS,j
4�k� .

At this time step k, the temperature �and thus the emissive
power� in each element of the enclosure is known. The ra-
diative heat flux in each element, in time step k, is

�DS,i,rad
�k� = �DS	 �

design
elements

F̃DS,i−DS,jDS,j
4�k� + �

heater
elements

F̃DS,i−HS,jHS,j
4�k�

+ �
wall
elements

F̃DS,i−WS,jWS,j
4�k� − DS,i

4�k�
 �12a�

�WS,i,rad
�k� = �WS	 �

design
elements

F̃WS,i−DS,jDS,j
4�k�

+ �
heater
elements

F̄
˜

WS,i−HS,jHS,j
4�k�

+ �
wall
elements

F̃WS,i−WS,jWS,j
4�k� − WS,i

4�k� 
 �12b�

Fig. 4 Singular values of matrix A for H /W=0.25 and 0.50
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�HS,i,rad
�k� = �HS	 �

design
elements

F̃HS,i−DS,jDS,j
4�k� + �

heater
elements

F̄
˜

HS,i−HS,jHS,j
4�k�

+ �
wall
elements

F̃HS,i−WS,jWS,j
4�k� − HS,i

4�k�
 �12c�

• The increase in the temperature of the elements in the design
surface and walls can be found from a finite-difference ap-
proximation. For elements in the design surface, discretizing
Eq. �9� leads to

DS,j
�k+1� = DS,j

�k� +
�DS,j,rad

�k� + �DS,j,cond
�k�

�DS
�� �13�

For the elements in the walls, the discretization of Eq. �10�
gives

WS,j
�k+1� = WS,j

�k� +
�WS,j,rad

�k� + �WS,j,cond
�k�

�WSCWS
�� �14�

The application of Eqs. �13� and �14� provides the tempera-
tures in the design surface and the wall elements in the new
time step �k+1�, and the process is repeated.

Heater Elements. Up to this point, no global energy balance
was applied to the heating elements. However, based on the in-
verse solution, it is possible to find HS,j

4 , the radiative power
�HS,j,rad, and the conductive heat transfer �HS,j,cond at every time
step k. The power input in the heater can then be found from

CHS
dHS,i

d�
=

1

�HS
�PHS,i + �HS,i,rad + �HS,i,cond� �15�

where PHS,i=pHS,i� /�DS�Tref
4 , and pHS,i� is the power input in the

heating element i, in watts per square meters. Applying a finite-
difference approximation for the transient derivative term of Eq.
�14� leads to

PHS,i
�k� = −

�HS,i,rad
�k� + �HS,i,cond

�k�

�HS
+

CHS

��
�HS,i

�k+1� − HS,i
�k� � �16�

which gives the power input in the heating element i in time step
k. Note that, to find PHS,i

�k� , it is necessary to know HS,i
�k+1�, the

temperature of the heating element in time step �k+1�. This does
not impose a major difficulty since this term is found from the
procedure outlined above, which is independent of the power in-
put PHS,i in the heater.

Tikhonov Method. The Tikhonov method followed the proce-
dure of the TSVD method in deriving the ill-posed equations for
elements on the design surface �Eq. �10�� and found the unknown
temperatures of the heaters through Eq. �3�. These were then used
to find the energy input to the heaters. Both solutions �TSVD and
Tikhonov� found the identical set of singular values. For the case
of H /W=0.25, the singular values were large enough and the
condition number of the coefficient matrix was small enough that
direct inversion was possible without truncation in TSVD and
without use of a smoothing function �i.e., �0=0� in the Tikhonov
solution.

For the case of H /W=0.5, truncation was necessary in TSVD,
and only 3 of 21 singular values were retained to obtain a solution
with all positive energy inputs to the heaters. For the Tikhonov
solution, a first-order smoothing function with various values of
�0 were computed. The appropriate regularization parameter �0
needs to be chosen with a view to controlling the influence of the
regularization term relative to the residual term in Eq. �2�. In the
present problem, for �0�0.004 the solutions predicted negative
heater inputs, and for �0�1, the solutions for heater input were

oversmoothed and errors on the design surface temperatures be-
came large. After some experimentation, setting �0=0.2 provided
the best results.

CGR. The CG method followed the procedure used by the
TSVD and Tikhonov methods in deriving the equations for ele-
ments on the design surface. The system of equations was then
solved by the CG algorithm. For the case where H /W=0.25, for
which a solution can be found without regularization, the CGR
solution converged to the same solution obtained using TSVD and
Tikhonov regularization. For the case H /W=0.50, the best solu-
tion provided by the CGR method was found in two iterative
steps. It was possible to obtain solutions that were physically ac-
ceptable �that is, positive emissive powers and net powers in all
heating elements� for as many as ten CGR steps, leading to solu-
tions that were much more accurate. However, for such cases, it
was found that in some heaters the net radiative heat flux was
negative. This is because the net power is being computed from
the sum of the net radiative heat flux and the increase in the
temperature of the adjacent wall, so the power can be positive
even if the net radiative heat flux is negative.

Optimization Techniques
As discussed above, all optimization techniques work by first

casting the design problem as a constrained multivariate minimi-
zation problem, which is then solved iteratively. There are many
different ways to define the objective function and design param-
eters; however, and many different mathematical tools can be ap-
plied to solve the resulting problem.

Quasi-Newton Method. In this implementation, the objective
function is set equal to the variance of the design surface tempera-
ture from the desired temperature at a given process time, inte-
grated throughout the entire process. If the process time is dis-
cretized into Nt discrete time steps, this is equivalent to

F��� =
1

NtNDS
�
k=1

Nt

�
i=1

NDS

�i��,�k� − target��k��2. �17�

The design surface temperature is dependent on the transient
heater inputs on the heater surface, which, in turn, are controlled
by � using cubic splines having the form

�h��� = C��4h�3 + �4h+13�2�1 − �� + �4h+23��1 − ��2

+ �4h+1�1 − ��3� �18�

where C is a scaling factor and �h= ��4h ,�4h+1 ,�4h+2 ,�4h+3�T

is the subset of � corresponding to the hth heater, assuming that
the heaters are numbered starting from h=0. This approach re-
duces the dimensionality of the problem �compared to controlling
each heater setting with a corresponding design parameter at ev-
ery time step� and also regularizes the transient heater inputs with
respect to time, which helps ensure that the optimized transient
heater settings can be implemented in a practical industrial setting.

Introducing constraints considerably complicates gradient-
based minimization. In this problem, the optimized heater settings
must remain strictly nonnegative for the solution to be practical. A
previous work �19� satisfied this requirement by constraining �i
�0, i=1,2 , . . . ,n, which, in turn, ensures non-negative heater set-
tings by virtue of the B-spline convex hull property. This is a
sufficient but not necessary condition to guarantee non-negative
heater settings, and indeed, it was found in this problem that this
constraint was overly harsh, impairing the quality of the optimized
solution.

Instead, the best results were found by simply setting the heater
outputs equal to zero if Eq. �18� predicted a negative value. The
drawback to this approach is that the objective function is usually
only C0 continuous when �h���=0. To account for this, minimi-
zation was carried out using an unconstrained quasi-Newton algo-
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rithm modified so that pk was set equal to the steepest descent
direction if the quasi-Newton search direction failed and �k was
found using an exact line search at each step.

Optimization was started from �h
0= �1,2 /3 ,1 /3 ,0�T. The

quasi-Newton search direction failed after only a few iterations,
after which convergence became sublinear. Because of this, the
algorithm did not converge to a local minimum and was instead
terminated after 1000 iterations. As previously mentioned, the dif-
ficulties associated with minimizing this objective function are
primarily due to the fact that F��� is not C2 continuous over the
domain of �. Also, heater settings at time steps near the end of
the process �and their corresponding design parameters� have very
little effect on the design surface temperature and the objective
function due to the thermal inertia of the heater surface, and sev-
eral heaters likely affect the design surface temperature in a simi-
lar way; both of these factors make the objective function
semidefinite in the vicinity of �*. These difficulties may be over-
come either by using a different functional representation for
�h��� or by employing a more sophisticated minimization tech-
nique.

Simulated Annealing. In contrast to the quasi-Newton imple-
mentation, the optimal heater settings using the simulated anneal-
ing approach were found at each time step by minimizing

F��,�� =
1

NDS
�
j=1

NDS

�� j��,�� − � j
target����2 �19�

where � j
target��� is the net radiant heat flux needed by each element

on the design surface to satisfy the increase in sensible energy

during that timestep, as defined in Eq. �9�. As previously noted, if
each heater element were controlled by a single design parameter,
the resulting optimization problem �or sequence of optimization
problems in this case� would be too large to be computationally
tractible. Instead, the heater surface is divided into six regions, as
shown in Fig. 5, and a uniform heat flux over each region �at each
timestep� is specified by a corresponding �i; thus, � has a dimen-
sion of 6 instead of 32.

The simulated annealing algorithm used here was a modifica-
tion of the one presented in �20,21�. Unlike gradient-based meth-
ods, it is comparatively easy to impose bounds on the heater set-
tings in simulated annealing by restricting the domain of possible
values that �i can assume; in this problem, �i was constrained to
be non-negative. At each time step, optimization was started from
the optimal heater settings of the previous time step, with the
exception of the second time step. This is because a large amount
of energy must be applied by the heaters during the first time step
relative to the second time step to overcome the thermal inertia of
the enclosure surfaces, since the heating process starts from ther-
mal equilibrium; thus, the optimized heater settings from the first
time step would not provide a good starting point for optimizing
the heater settings in the second time step. Simulated annealing
was then applied at each successive time step, using the state of
the heaters from the previous step as a good approximation for the
current step.

The parameters of the search method are the heat fluxes of six
regions of the heater surface �See Appendix�. Figure 5 shows the
six regions chosen. The zones are numbered as zone 1�49,57,65�;
zone 2 �73�; zone 3 �50–52,58–60,66–68�; zone 4 �74–76�; zone 5
�53–56,61–64,69–72�; and zone 6 �77–80�.

Figures 6 and 7 show the dimensionless heater fluxes for the six
regions for H /W=0.5 and 0.25 cases after the initial time incre-
ment. Although the method appears to have delivered uniform
design surface conditions, the lack of smoothness of heater opera-
tion for the H /W=0.5 case �Fig. 6� would be problematic if the
solution were to be implemented in an actual furnace. In particu-
lar, note that the heaters experience a sudden power input at about
15 min, as the third bank of heaters takes a precipitous drop and
the first bank picks up the slack; a similar event occurs just after
2.5 hr.

In contrast, the system behaves well throughout the transient for
H /W=0.25 �Fig. 7� and all of the heater zones exhibit smooth,
monotonically increasing power fluxes. The maximum differences
between predicted and desired dimensionless temperatures were

Fig. 5 Partitioning of the heater surface into six regions for
simulated annealing

Fig. 6 Predicted power to heater zones using simulated annealing: H /W=0.5; Tref
=1000 K
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�0.0005 throughout the transient for both values of H /W.
Combining the stated objective function, finite difference

scheme, and neglecting temperature gradients through the heater
surface thickness results in a large power specification for the first
time step. A constraint on maximum power could be imposed, but
would result in early deviation from the target path.

Furthermore, although the desired temperature distribution over
the design surface was satisfied, the “fluttering” heater settings are
an undesirable feature of this solution. The solution to the H /W
=0.25 problem is less prone to this phenomenon.

Comparison of Selected Computed Results
For comparison of the predictions of the various methods for

the transient case, results for the design surface at hourly intervals
are presented in Tables 3 and 4. The mean value and standard
deviation of the dimensionless temperatures on the design surface
elements DS�t� are given for the two chosen values of H /W.

Each of the methods gives quite good agreement with the target
uniform design surface temperatures of Fig. 3. For the case of
H /W=0.25, the TSVD, Tikhonov, and CGR methods give identi-

cal results and are in exact agreement with the target temperatures.
The methods based on optimization �quasi-Newton minimization
and simulated annealing� have minor differences from the target
temperatures for this case, but are certainly within any reasonable
design standard.

For H /W=0.5 �Table 4�, the results of all of the methods are
still within excellent agreement with the target values at all times;
unlike the previous case, however, the three direct inversion meth-
ods �TSVD, Tikhonov, and CGR� now show some variation in the
surface temperatures around the target value.

Although each of the methods finds solutions that closely sat-
isfy the desired conditions over the design surface throughout the
process, there are significant differences in the predicted heater
energy distributions. To illustrate this, the dimensionless heater
power distributions at t=4 hr are shown in Figs. 8–12.

In Figs. 8–12 the predicted power distributions of the heated
surface are displayed at 4 hr into the process. Figures 8–10 show
the heater power distributions for the three methods based on
direct inversion �TSVD, TR, and CGR�. Each of these methods
invokes smoothing on the solutions, as reflected by the heater

Fig. 7 Predicted power to heater zones using simulated annealing: H /W=0.25; Tref
=1000 K

Table 3 Mean temperature �DS„t…=T„t… /Tref and standard deviation on design surface at various times for H /W=0.25, Tref
=1000 K

t=1 h t=2 h t=3 h t=4 h t=5 h

Target 0.340 0.380 0.420 0.460 0.500
TSVD 0.340±0 0.380±0 0.420±0 0.460±0 0.500±0
Tikhonov 0.340±0 0.380±0 0.420±0 0.460±0 0.500±0
CGR 0.340±0 0.380±0 0.420±0 0.460±0 0.500±0
Quasi-Newton 0.3397±0.0028 0.3806±0.0012 0.4194±0.0010 0.4603±0.0022 0.4994±0.0028
Simulated annealing 0.3400±0.0000 0.3800±0.0000 0.4201±0.0000 0.4601±0.0001 0.5001±0.0001

Table 4 Mean temperature �DS„t…=T„t… /Tref and standard deviation on design surface at various times for H /W=0.50, Tref
=1000 K

t=1 h t=2 h t=3 h t=4 h t=5 h

Target 0.340 0.380 0.420 0.460 0.500
TSVD p=3 0.3400±0.0003 0.3799±0.0004 0.4199±0.0004 0.4598±0.0005 0.4998±0.0006
Tikhonov L=L1 ,�=0.2 0.3400±0.0002 0.3800±0.0004 0.4199±0.0005 0.4599±0.0006 0.4999±0.0007
CGR �I=2� 0.3399±0.0004 0.3797±0.0005 0.4199±0.0004 0.4599±0.0007 0.4999±0.0008
Quasi-Newton 0.3408±0.0033 0.3799±0.0052 0.4199±0.0008 0.4600±0.0018 0.5003±0.0019
Simulated annealing 0.3400±0.0000 0.3801±0.0000 0.4201±0.0001 0.4602±0.0001 0.5003±0.0001
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power distributions. For the H /W=0.25 case, the three solutions
are identical, since the equations describing the heater power are
not ill-conditioned for this particular case and accordingly all
three methods provide exact solutions. For H /W=0.5, however,
the three methods provide smooth but different distributions. The
Tikhonov method, in particular, predicts a less uniform heater
power distribution, which results in a more accurate temperature
on the design surface �Table 4�.

The optimization methods do not encourage spatially smooth
solutions, but do guarantee non-negative heater settings through-
out the process. Thus, the solutions for heater power are much less
uniform, but allow elimination of heaters that require no power
input throughout the process. Note the scale change for power on

the quasi-Newton results of Fig. 11; fewer heaters with greater
power input are needed to provide the design surface energy input
and temperature.

The simulated annealing results of Fig. 12 show another ap-
proach to regularization, in that the heat flux distribution is
smoothed a priori by aggregating the heaters into six regions as
shown in Fig. 5. This provides a simpler heater array for control,
and the method gives excellent agreement with the target design
temperature profile. The solution for H /W=0.5 has discontinuities
with time in the power input to the heaters as shown in Fig. 6, and
it is not clear how this solution could be implemented in practice.
Similar discontinuities have been observed in using the CGR
method �22� when the most accurate solution at a given time step

Fig. 8 Heater power distribution at t=4 hr, TSVD method: truncation parameter p=3; Tref=1000 K; average design surface dimen-
sionless temperature: „a… �̄=0.460 and „b… �̄=0.4598±0.0005

Fig. 9 Heater power distribution at t=4 hr, Tikhonov order 1: regularization parameters �=0.2; L=L1; Tref=1000 K; average design
surface dimensionless temperature: „a… �̄=0.460 and „b… �̄=0.4599±0.0006
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requires a different number of CGR steps from the previous time
step, causing a major change in the heater power input distribu-
tion.

Concluding Remarks
This paper presented five techniques for solving the ill-posed

problems that arises from the inverse design of radiant enclosures.
Three of these techniques are based on regularization methods,
which solve the ill-posed problem explicitly, whereas the remain-
ing two are optimization-based methods, which solve the ill-posed
problem in its implicit form. All of these techniques predicted
solutions that are within acceptable accuracy. Each solution was
verified by taking the predicted heater inputs from the inverse
solution, using this distribution as a boundary condition in the
forward solution and verifying that the predicted temperatures on
the uniform-flux design surface matched the required temperature.

The average temperature values on the design surface were within
an average of �6 K from the target temperatures at all times
throughout the process, and the standard deviation of the tempera-
tures on the design surface around the average were within 8 K,
which is an acceptable tolerance for most applications. However,
the characteristics of the methods used for predicting the required
heater power inputs in some cases provide widely different distri-
butions that achieve the same final result, which is characteristic
of solutions to inverse problems.

It was found that the regularization methods provided smooth
distributions of heater inputs across the heater surface, whereas
the optimization techniques gave uneven distributions. The opti-
mization methods lend themselves to predictions that allow a re-
duction in the number of required heaters, however, in that some
heaters were not active at any time throughout the process; on the
other hand, the solutions obtained using the regularization meth-

Fig. 10 Heater power distribution at t=4 hr, CG Method: iterative step: I=2; Tref=1000 K; average design surface dimensionless
temperature: „a… �̄=0.460 and „b… �̄=0.4599±0.0007

Fig. 11 Heater power distribution at t=4 hr, quasi-Newton minimization: Tref=1000 K; average design surface dimensionless
temperature: „a… �̄=0.4603±0.0022 and „b… �̄=0.4600±0.0018
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ods generally had all heaters active at lower power levels. Control
of the heaters with time during the transient could be quite chal-
lenging, in that each heater requires different continually varying
energy inputs.

The regularization methods gave very similar results. The con-
jugate gradient regularization method usually gives good results in
less computer time and with less storage requirements than TSVD
or the Tikhonov method, whereas the TSVD approach can be time
consuming when large arrays �many heaters� are treated. How-
ever, the singular values obtained by the TSVD approach provide
good insight into whether a particular design will be easy to attain
or potentially will have large errors or erratic solutions. The de-
signer has more control over the degree of regularization in the
Tikhonov approach compared to TSVD and conjugate gradient
since the regularization parameter in the former can be varied
continuously, whereas those of the other two methods can only
assume integer values. The drawback, unfortunately, is that some
experience is required on the part of the designer to choose the
correct Tikhonov smoothing function and regularization parameter
to attain an acceptable solution.

The optimization methods also gave good results and have the
advantage that constraints such as limiting heater inputs to non-
negative values can be imposed a priori. However, the resulting
solutions can be quite irregular in the predicted heater inputs.
Although these solutions are physically correct in that they pro-
vide accurate design surface conditions, the heater inputs may be
difficult to implement in a practical system.

Although the obvious application of these methods is to size
heaters when designing a furnace for a particular application, they
can also be incorporated into feedback algorithms, which control
the heaters during furnace operation. Active control of the heaters
is usually necessary because some assumptions used in the radia-
tive transfer model deviate from physical reality, and accordingly
the actual conditions achieved over the design surface will differ
from those predicted by the model. For example, although some
directional characteristics of the surface reflectivities are included
in the model, real surfaces will have more complex directional
characteristics that will usually be unavailable to the designer. In
Ref. �23�, an artificial neural network was used with the conjugate
gradient regularization to demonstrate applications to feedback
control, and this approach could be used with any of the predictive

techniques. Furthermore, an initial inverse design using the meth-
ods described here can greatly reduce the complexity and increase
the reliability of the necessary control system, as the design
should produce characteristics close to those for the final system.

Nomenclature
A � matrix of coefficients
A � area, m2

b � vector of known coefficients
B � approximate Hessian matrix
c � specific heat, J/kg K

cj�� , t� � design constraints
CS � ��DS/�S��
c	�S / �
c	�DS
E � emissive power, ��T4, W/m2

F��� � objective function to be minimized

F̃ � exchange factor, fraction of emitted energy
from a surface that is absorbed by another sur-
face considering all possible intermediate re-
flection paths

H � height of enclosure, m
k � thermal conductivity, W/m K
L � derivative operator, Eq. �3�
N � number of points or increments
p � search direction
p � number of retained singular values

p� � heater input power per unit surface area,
W/m2

P � heater power, p� /�Tref
4

q � energy flux normal to surface element, W/m2

r � residual vector
S � matrix of singular values
T � absolute temperature, K
t � time, s
u � location along enclosure boundary, m

U ,V � orthogonal matrices
W � width of enclosure, m
x � solution vector
x � location along design surface, m

Fig. 12 Heater power distribution at t=4 hr, simulated annealing method: Tref=1000 K; average design surface dimensionless
temperature: „a… �̄=0.4601±0.0001 and „b… �̄=0.4602±0.0001
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Greek Symbols
� � optimization step size, Eq. �3�
	 � thickness of surface element, m
� � surface emissivity
 � T /Tref

� � set of design parameters
� � Tikhonov regularization parameter

 � density, kg/m3


d � diffuse component of reflectivity

s � specular component of reflectivity
� � Stefan-Boltzmann constant;

5.67�10−8 W/m2 K
� � dimensionless time, �DS�Tref

3 / �
c	�DSt
� � q /�Tref

4

Superscripts and Subscripts
b � blackbody

cond � conduction
DS � design surface
HS � heater surface
WS � adiabatic wall surface
i , j � surface element index

k � iteration number, time increment index
rad � radiation
ref � reference value

Appendix
The element numbering system is given in Fig. 13. The ex-

change factors were computed using 107 Monte Carlo bundles per
emitting surface and are accurate to within 0.00005, which is a
conservative error estimate based on the difference between the
smoothed and unsmoothed set.

The complete file can be downloaded from http://
www.me.utexas.edu/�me339/Exchangefactors.xls. Exchange fac-
tors are provided for both the 1�0.5�2 and 1�0.25�2 enclo-
sures. Both the raw factors and factors smoothed using the
smoothing algorithm of �18� are provided.
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Heat Transfer Augmentation by
Ion Injection in an Annular Duct
The thermofluid-dynamic effects of ion injection from sharp metallic points added per-
pendicularly to the inner wire of a short horizontal annulus were experimentally inves-
tigated. A dielectric liquid (FC-72 by 3M) was weakly forced to flow in the duct, which
was uniformly heated on the outer wall. A dc voltage as high as 22 kV was applied to the
inner electrode, while the heated wall was grounded. Both the laminar and the turbulent
mixed-convection regimes were obtained, varying the imposed flow rate. Once an electric
field is applied, the flow is dramatically modified by the jets of charged particles, which
transfer their momentum to the neutral adjacent ones. Different injection strengths were
obtained on the emitters, because the shape of the point tips was not controlled at the
microscale. Nusselt number distributions were obtained azimuthally and longitudinally,
monitoring the wall temperatures. In all cases, heat transfer turned out greatly enhanced
in the proximity of the emitters, without a significant increase in pressure drop through
the test section and with a negligible Joule heating, making this technique very attractive
for application in compact heat exchangers. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2150838�

Keywords: EHD, heat transfer enhancement, ion injection, mixed convection

Background
The work presented herein is part of a broader research aimed

at the design of an electrohydrodynamic �EHD� high efficiency
cold plate for space applications. Cold plates are contact-type
compact heat exchangers, developed for electronic equipment and
payload thermal control, which remove the generated heat by a
fluid cooling loop. Typically, a weakly forced flow �Re�103� is
needed to provide the necessary heat sink performance �1�. EHD
enhanced heat transfer rates would result in a diminished pumping
power or in a more compact structure for the cold plate.

Theoretical Aspects. For the sake of clarity, we briefly sum-
marize the main theoretical aspects related to the matter dealt with
in the following. In the presence of an electric field, a body force
arises in a dielectric medium, given by:

fE = �EE −
1

2
E2 � � +

1

2
� ��E2� ��

��
�

T
	 �1�

We generally refer to the first RHS term as the electrophoretic
component, which is the Coulomb force exerted by an electric
field upon the free charge present in the medium, with density �E.
The second term represents the dielectrophoretic body force,
which is related to a local change of fluid permittivity in an elec-
tric field. The third term, called electrostriction, acts on the dielec-
tric in a nonuniform electric field. The last two forces act on
polarization charges. In order to solve an EHD problem, one
needs to insert fE in the momentum equation among the external
forces. Besides, the complete set of Maxwell equations, together
with free charge continuity, is required in addition to the mass,
momentum, and energy balances.

Taking the curl of the momentum equation, one obtains the
vorticity ��=�Ùu� balance. This relation is particularly useful,
since it clearly shows which conditions lead to a rotational, con-
vective motion. In the Boussinesq approximation �2�, we have
calculated �3�:

d�

dt
= � · �u + ��2� + ��g +
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�

�t
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is the Lagrange derivative, calculated on the path of the fluid
particle, and

�� = −
1

�
� ��

�T
�

p

is the temperature coefficient of electrical permittivity.
The electrostrictive component in Eq. �1� cannot produce a vor-

tical flow, while dielectrophoresis needs both a temperature gra-
dient and a non-uniform electric field. A free charge gradient in-
stead is necessary for the Coulomb force to generate vorticity.
Although free charge can be created in the fluid by temperature
gradients, which induce electrical conductivity gradients, in the
presence of a sharp electrode and at dc electric fields as high as
107 V/m, the main mechanism responsible for free charge build-
ing up in a liquid is ion injection at the electrode/liquid interface
via electrochemical reactions �4,5�.

The injected charges are homocharges �6�, i.e., of the same
polarity as the injecting electrode, to which we generally refer as
the emitter. This phenomenon most often occurs at the sharper
electrode and is mainly controlled by the high field electrochem-
istry of the interface, which critically depends on the chemical
nature of the dielectric fluid and on the shape �radius of curva-
ture�, composition, and polarity of the electrode.

The injected space charge is driven by the Coulomb force to-
wards the facing electrode, while dragging the fluid neutral mol-
ecules and giving rise to a jetlike motion �7�. When this jet im-
pinges on a heat transfer surface, heat transfer coefficients are
hugely enhanced �8�. It has been shown that the thermofluid-
dynamic characteristics of the EHD-induced liquid flow are analo-
gous to those of submerged impinging jets, with the injecting
electrode considered as the nozzle �9�.

An order of magnitude of the velocities induced in the bulk of
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the fluid can be obtained assuming that the electrostatic energy
present in the proximity of the sharp electrode is converted into
kinetic energy of the accelerated particles:

1

2
�u2 �

1

2
�E2 Þ

u

E
�
�

�
�3�

Higher heat transfer enhancements by ion injection can be ob-
tained with fluids of low viscosity and low electrical conductivity
�10�. In fact, an increased viscosity of the fluid delays the onset of
the electrohydrodynamic motion and the concurrent strong charge
injection. Besides, with a high electrical conductivity, the charges
in the liquid cross the space between the electrodes before thor-
oughly transferring their momentum to the fluid. This lack of mo-
mentum transfer decreases the induced velocity and thus the heat
transfer augmentation.

Brief Review of Past Results. Notable results from past studies
on single-phase forced convection heat transfer enhancement by
the ion-drag mechanism will be shortly listed hereafter, in chro-
nological order. Most of them are more deeply reviewed in �11�.

In 1970, Porter and Poulter �12� studied EHD laminar convec-
tion of transformer oil in an annulus, enhancing heat transfer of
1.9 times by the ion-injection process. A corresponding pressure
drop increase was also reported.

In 1976, Mizushina et al. �13� obtained an increase of both heat
transfer coefficients �up to 2.5 times� and friction factors, with air
flowing in an annulus in the laminar regime.

In 1979, Velkoff and Godfrey �14� analyzed a low-velocity air-
flow along a heated flat plate, obtaining a heat transfer enhance-
ment of 3.5 times, together with a friction factor augmentation.
The injecting electrodes were an array of fine wires, positioned in
parallel with the main flow.

In 1987, Fernández and Poulter �15� tested a high-Prandtl num-
ber dielectric oil �Shell Diala “B”� flowing in an annular duct in
the laminar regime. The result was a heat transfer enhancement up
to 2000%, with a threefold pressure-drop augmentation and a
Joule dissipation lower than 1 W.

In 1989, Fujino et al. �16� studied the effect of the electric field
in a laminar flow of R113 within two parallel plates, reporting a
sevenfold heat transfer enhancement as the maximum value
achieved, when a trace amount of an electrolyte solution was
added to the working fluid. The sum of pumping power and elec-
trical power consumed in the test section was less than 1% of the
imposed heat flow.

In 1991, Ohadi et al. �17� examined the turbulent flow of air in
a circular duct, with two high-voltage thin wire electrodes placed
longitudinally in the proximity of the pipe axis, obtaining a heat
transfer augmentation of 2.6.

In 1997, Hasegawa et al. �18� performed a numerical analysis
of EHD-enhanced forced convection in a rectangular tube with a
large aspect ratio, at Re=1470 and with “Freonsolve” �in weight,
96% of R113 and 4% of ethyl alcohol� as the test fluid. The
numerical results showed that the heat transfer enhancement, pro-
duced by four longitudinal high-voltage wire electrodes placed
within the channel, was four times larger than the pressure drop
increase.

In 2000, Molki et al. �19� documented a numerical and experi-
mental investigation of airflow in a square duct, with the high-
voltage electrode situated at the centerline along the channel axis.
The heat transfer rate at most increased by a factor 2 in the entry-
region and by a factor 3.4 for the fully-developed flow. Owing to
the EHD-induced motion, turbulence was taken into account even
at Re=500.

In 2005, Grassi et al. �20� examined the flow of a fluorocarbon
�FC-72� in a vertical annulus, under the regime of turbulent aided
mixed convection. Heat transfer was augmented up to five times,
with a negligible power input. Ions were injected by point elec-
trodes fixed perpendicularly to the inner wire, along its length.

Experimental Apparatus
In this work we examine the effect of a dc electric field on

developing mixed convection in a heated horizontal annulus with
sharp points added to the inner electrode. In the absence of the
electric field, according to the map proposed by Metais and Eckert
�21�, the transition from the laminar to the turbulent regime occurs
in the Reynolds number range 700–1000. It is reasonable to ex-
pect the transition to be anticipated even more in the EHD case,
having added a cause of instability �22�.

The Working Fluid. The dielectric fluid chosen for the experi-
mental campaign is the Fluorinert™ Electronic Liquid FC-72
�manufactured by 3 M, St. Paul, MN�. FC-72 is thermally and
chemically stable, compatible with sensitive materials, nonflam-
mable, nontoxic, colorless, and has no ozone depletion potential.
This valuable combination of properties makes FC-72 suitable
even for the strict safety specifications needed in space applica-
tions. The physical properties of the fluid at 25°C are reported in
Table 1.

Polar molecules either have a high intrinsic conductivity due to
self-dissociation or are very sensitive to impurities, being good
solvents. In fact, for a small increase of relative electrical permit-
tivity around the value of 2, the resistivity can drop of many
orders of magnitude �23� and Joule heating losses in the dielectric
could become relevant at high applied voltages. For this reason
we chose a nonpolar fluid as FC-72, with extremely low electrical
conductivity.

Furthermore, the low viscosity of FC-72 is very attractive for
an EHD heat exchanger, not only because of the already men-
tioned high efficiency of the ion-injection process, but also from a
purely hydraulic point of view. In fact, in a pipe of length L and
cross section area A, the pumping power needed to compensate
for pressure drop can be expressed as:

�P = V̇�p =
1

2
�Au3f

L

Dh
�4�

At a given Reynolds number, Eq. �4� can be replaced by:

�P =
1

2
�A

Re3 �3

Dh
3 f

L

Dh
= ���3 �5�

being � dependent only on geometrical parameters and on the
Reynolds number. Thus, it must be taken into account that a re-
duction in viscosity can greatly diminish the pumping power
needed for the fluid loop of the heat exchanger.

Description of the Apparatus. A test loop was built as shown
in the schematic of Fig. 1. The fluid, moved by a gear pump,
circulated through the test specimen at volumetric flow rates in the
range 0.10–2.25 l /min. A flowmeter measured the flow rate with
an accuracy of ±0.0086 l /min. The fluid, uniformly heated in its
flow along the test section, was cooled to the desired inlet tem-
perature by means of a shell-tube heat exchanger, with counter-
current chilled water flowing in the shell. The annular test speci-
men was connected with a 0–30 kV dc reversible polarity high

Table 1 FC-72 physical properties at 25°C „by courtesy of
3 M…

chemical formula C6F14
electrical resistivity 1013 � m
dielectric strength 1.5	107 V m−1

relative permittivity 1.75
boiling point �at 1 bar� 56°C

density 1.68	103 kg m−3

kinematic viscosity 3.8	10−7 m2 s−1

specific heat 1.1	103 J kg−1 K−1

thermal conductivity 5.7	10−2 W m−1 K−1

coefficient of expansion 1.56	10−3 K−1
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voltage power supply. An expansion vessel was used to compen-
sate the volume increase in the loop due to temperature variations
and to set the pressure of the position it was mounted on. An
absolute pressure transducer was placed right upstream of the gear
pump, in order to check that the lowest pressure of the loop was
above the room pressure, thus avoiding air from being sucked in
by the pump. All the tests were performed at an absolute pressure
of about 2 bars.

A detailed schematic of the test section is shown in Fig. 2. The
inner wire, of diameter d=1.6 mm, was made of stainless steel.
The outer electrode, also made of stainless steel, had an inner
diameter D=17 mm and a wall thickness s=2 mm. The fluid was
warmed up by an electrical resistance heater applied to the outer
wall for a length Lh=50 cm. 20 thermocouples were placed on the
outer wall, under the heater, at five cross sections, 12.5 cm apart
along the heated length. Each section had four thermocouples, one
every 90 deg. To minimize heat losses, the entire specimen was
covered with a 34 mm thick thermal insulator �

=0.038 W m−1 K−1�. Two more thermocouples were placed at the
fluid inlet and outlet, to evaluate the heat flow supplied to the test
section in steady state through the energy balance:

�h = ṁcp�Tout − Tin� �6�

having assumed that the electrically generated heat within the
fluid is negligible, since the currents measured in the experimental
campaign were in the order of 10−7 A.

All the thermocouples were type-T and used a zero-point refer-
ence cell, whose temperature was controlled by a reference resis-
tance thermometer. The overall accuracy of each thermocouple
after calibration in the 15–60°C range was ±0.2 K.

A differential pressure transducer measured the pressure drop
through the test section. At the application of the electric field, we
could not appreciate order of magnitude variations in the pressure
drop, with measured values below 10 Pa.

Metallic points were welded perpendicularly to the inner elec-
trode by means of a silver alloy. The points were simply tin-
coated copper wires, of diameter 0.6 mm and length 4 mm, cut at
the tip. The shapes and the radii of curvature of the point tips were
not controlled at the microscale and may have differed from each
other significantly.

In a first series of tests, to which we shall refer as configuration
1, two opposite points were fixed in the horizontal direction and
moved from 11 cm upstream to 6 cm downstream of the midway
section, which we will call Sec. C. Further tests �configuration 2�
were conducted with two opposite points positioned in the vertical

direction at one quarter of the heated length �Sec. B� and four
points, one every 90 deg, at three quarters of Lh �Sec. D�, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Test Procedure and Data Analysis. In a preliminary operation,
we tested the dielectric strength of the medium. Slowly increasing
the applied voltage, we observed that electrical breakdown oc-
curred at 24 kV. Therefore, we decided to safely operate at HV
=22 kV and chose to use the positive polarity, which gave stable
ionic currents.

Every test was run under constant volumetric flow rate and heat
flow and a steady state condition in the presence of the electric
field was awaited. The thermocouples’ signals were acquired ev-
ery 6 s by a scanner mounted on a digital multimeter �Model
2000, manufactured by Keithley, Cleveland, OH�; then the data
were sent to a PC in order to be recorded and processed by the
software Labview™ �a trademark of National Instruments, Austin,
TX�, using Matlab® �a registered product of The MathWorks,

Fig. 1 Schematic of the test loop

Fig. 2 Detail of the EHD test section

Fig. 3 Position of the points in configuration 2
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Natick, MA� as the interface for mathematical calculations.
The bulk temperature of the fluid at a given axial position was

calculated considering a temperature of adiabatic mixing for the
examined cross section, assuming a linear trend, from the inlet to
the outlet temperature, on the heated length. The temperatures of
the inner side of the wall were obtained from the ones measured
on the outer side, properly accounting for one-dimensional heat
conduction within the wall thickness:

Tw�in = Tw�out −
�h

2��Lh
ln�D + 2s

D
� �7�

The dimensionless numbers describing mixed convection in
uniform heat flux conditions �i.e., Nu, Re, and Grh� were calcu-
lated as:

�
Nu =

Dh


 f
=

qDh


 f�Tw�in − Tb�
=

�h


 f�Tw�in − Tb��Lh

Re =
u�inDh

�in
=

4V̇

��D + d��in

Grh = Gr Nu =
� fgqDh
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 f� f
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� fg�hDh
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 f� f
2�Lh
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The relative errors on the derived parameters, erF, were evalu-
ated by the propagation law:

erF =

i
� xi

F�xi�
·
�F�xi�

�xi
· erxi

	2

�9�

where F is the parameter depending on the variables xi, which are
measured with a known relative error, erxi

, calculated by means of
the above-mentioned accuracies.

The maximum relative error on the Nusselt number, corre-
sponding to the highest heat transfer rate and the lowest heat flow,
was 10.5%, while the maximum error on the Reynolds number,
obtained at the lowest flow rate, was 8.6%. As for Grh, the highest
error was 16.8%, obtained at the lowest temperature increase
through the test specimen, which means at the highest flow rate
and the lowest heat flow.

In any case, the fluid temperatures in correspondence of the
inner side of the heated wall were fairly below the boiling point,
never exceeding 50°C.

Discussion of Heat Transfer Results
The Nusselt number values reported hereafter represent the av-

erage of 20 measurements, recorded consecutively once a steady
state condition at HV=22 kV was reached.

In configuration 1, the Nusselt number was monitored by the
thermocouples positioned in Sec. C and the two opposite, horizon-
tal points were moved from 11 cm upstream to 6 cm downstream.
The same results could reasonably be obtained by keeping the
points fixed in Sec. C and moving the thermocouples along the
wall in the axial direction. Thus, a surface distribution of the
Nusselt number was obtained, interpreting the coordinate � as the
thermocouple’s position on the heated wall with respect to the
point, made dimensionless by means of the hydraulic diameter.

From the distribution of Fig. 4, obtained at Re=2220 and Grh
=1.40	108, we deduce that the point directed towards the left
side of the pipe works much better than the one on the right-hand
side. This is not surprising, because the strength of the ion injec-
tion depends critically on the curvature of the point tip, which was
not controlled at the microscale. A schematic drawing of the as-
perities generated by the cut at the point tip, as observed under the
microscope, is shown in Fig. 5.

As a confirmation that the higher Nusselt numbers on the left
side are due to a sharper point, we rotated the inner electrode of
180 deg and we observed symmetrically high Nu on the opposite
side.

Figure 4 also shows that heat transfer on the bottom of the
heated surface is higher than on the top, which is coherent with
the fact that the bottom is helped by buoyancy forces in removing
hot fluid from its surface. The heat transfer enhancement effect
fades while going away from Sec. C and almost vanishes at about
5 hydraulic diameters downstream and 2 Dh upstream of the
emitters.

In Fig. 4, as well as in the following figures reporting the ex-
perimental results as a function of the longitudinal coordinate, the
values obtained in the absence of the electric field can be read at
�=7. In fact, at this downstream dimensionless distance from the
point, ion injection is no more effective in the examined Reynolds
number range.

The maximum values of the Nusselt number move downstream,
from �=0 on the left-hand side to ��2 on the right-hand side. A
possible fluid-dynamical explanation could be the following �see
Fig. 6�: the strong jet directed on the left side turns around the
circular wall while being moved downstream by the main forced
flow, reaching the farther sides with weakened intensity �the dy-
namics of a jet under the effect of a cross-flow is analyzed, for
instance, in �24��.

Coherently with the above interpretation, as Fig. 7 shows, at a
lower Reynolds number �Re=740�, the maxima lie closer to Sec.
C, from �=0 on the left-hand side to less than �=1 on the opposite
one.

Fig. 4 Nu distribution at Re=2220 and Grh=1.40Ã108

Fig. 5 Drawing of the microasperities at the point tip
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Again, heat transfer is higher on the bottom than on the top.
The enhancement effect, with a weaker main flow, almost van-
ishes more upstream ���−3� and less downstream ���4� than
before.

The Nusselt number distribution appears slightly influenced by
a change in the wall heat flux. Figure 8 shows negligible Nu
variations passing from Grh=1.40	108 to Grh=2.47	108.

The Nusselt number was azimuthally averaged and its distribu-
tion was plotted in Fig. 9 at three different Re. In this range,
higher Reynolds numbers entail higher heat transfer rates.

This trend seems in contradiction with the Nusselt number dis-
tribution illustrated in Fig. 10, obtained in a previous experimental
campaign with a heated vertical annulus �3�. In fact, Fig. 10 shows
that the area under the Nusselt curve has almost the same value
independently of Re. In other words, the longitudinal average of
the Nusselt number does not vary much with the main flow ve-
locity. This latter parameter only affects the wall uniformity of
�Nu�, which is larger at the highest flow rates.

However, the results obtained at a certain Reynolds number in a
vertical configuration with aiding flow are not comparable with
the horizontal ones at the same Re, as buoyancy forces play dif-
ferent roles. Even the transition from laminar to turbulent flow is
anticipated in the vertical case: in the absence of the electric field,
the flow is already turbulent at Re=400 �21�.

Besides, in aiding flow, gravity helps taking hot fluid away
from the heated surface. Instead, in a horizontal arrangement, a
minimum main flow velocity is needed to move downstream the
hot fluid, especially on the top, and reach high Nusselt numbers.

The large �Nu� increase in Fig. 9 from Re=295 to Re=740
could also be due to the transition from laminar to turbulent EHD
flow.

Over a certain Re, the �Nu� in correspondence of the cross
section of the emitters is supposed to decrease, as observed in the

Fig. 9 ŠNu‹ vs � at Grh=1.40Ã108

Fig. 6 Presumed dynamics of the jets from the points in con-
figuration 1

Fig. 7 Nu distribution at Re=740 and Grh=1.40Ã108

Fig. 8 Nu vs � at Re=2220 and Grh=1.40Ã108 and Grh=2.47
Ã108

„dotted curves…

Fig. 10 ŠNu‹ vs � in vertical aiding flow at Grh=3.89Ã108
†3‡
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vertical upward flow. In fact, the effect of the induced jets should
spread longitudinally, being carried downstream by the main
forced flow.

Figure 11 actually shows this trend in configuration 2 at Secs. B
and D �the points are mounted as in Fig. 3�, in the Reynolds
number range 295–5170. The points of configuration 2 were more
accurately cut at their tips, at a repeatable angle of 45 deg. In this
way, the Nusselt numbers turned out more uniformly distributed
along the azimuthal coordinate.

In the absence of the electric field, �Nu� increases with Re. As
for the dependence on the longitudinal coordinate, two opposing
effects have to be taken into account: the steeper wall temperature
gradient in the entry-zone, typical of pure forced convection, and
the development of the buoyancy-driven secondary flow. The
overall result is higher heat transfer coefficients in Sec. D for the
lower Reynolds numbers and, inversely, higher �Nu� in Sec. B for
the higher Re, owing to the diminished weight of the buoyant
forces with respect to the inertial ones. Similar trends for mixed
convection in a horizontal duct are documented in �25�.

At the application of the electric field, the higher Nusselt num-
bers were obtained in Sec. D, due to the presence of four injecting
points. In particular, heat transfer was enhanced by three times,
with �Nu�=59 at Re=295. In order to obtain this value in pure
forced convection, without EHD effects, one needs a turbulent
flow at Reynolds numbers around 5000, according to the Dittus-
Bölter correlation �26�.

Conclusions
Electrohydrodynamic heat transfer augmentation by ion injec-

tion may yield large reductions in pumping power of compact heat
exchangers, showing remarkable heat transfer rates even at very
low Reynolds numbers, without significant penalties associated
with the pressure drop �in any case, less than 10 Pa� and with a
negligible Joule heating. Then, the additional power input intro-
duced by the technique can be disregarded, being in the order of
10−3 W. The phenomenon is localized in the proximity of the
emitters, decaying more rapidly upstream than downstream of the
points. Different injection strengths were observed from points
apparently of the same dimensions. A more accurate control of the
shape of the point tip is therefore required, in order to guarantee
strong injection from each emitter.

As buoyancy forces play a significant role in differentiating the
results of the horizontal configuration from the ones obtained in
upward aided flow �3�, experimentation in microgravity condi-

tions will be helpful to assess the heat transfer behavior in the
space environment. This is needed for designing a compact cold
plate for space applications with the optimum longitudinal and
azimuthal position of the emitters. As far as the presented results
are concerned, to place the points at intervals of about one half of
the hydraulic diameter in the axial direction, with four points per
cross section, seems a good compromise �see Figs. 9 and 11�.
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Nomenclature
A � pipe cross-section area �m2�
cp � specific heat �J kg−1 K−1�
D � inner diameter of the heated wall �m�

Dh � =D−d, hydraulic diameter �m�
d � diameter of the inner wire �m�
E � electric field �V m−1�

erF � relative error on the derived parameter
erx � relative error on the measured parameter

f � Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
fE � electric body force �N m−3�
Gr � =� fg�Tw�in−Tb�Dh

3 /� f
2, Grashof number

Grh � Grashof number based on the wall heat flux
HV � applied high voltage �V�

L � pipe length �m�
Lh � heated length �m�
ṁ � =�V̇, mass flow rate �kg s−1�

Nu � local Nusselt number
�Nu� � azimuthal average of the Nusselt number

p � pressure �Pa�
q � heat flux �W m−2�

Re � Reynolds number
s � heated wall thickness �m�
T � temperature �K�
t � time �s�
u � fluid velocity �m s−1�
V̇ � volumetric flow rate �m3 s−1�

Greek
 � convective heat transfer coefficient �W m−2 K−1�
� � coefficient of cubic expansion �K−1�

�� � temperature coefficient of permittivity �K−1�
� � =A Re3 Lf /2Dh

4, parameter defined in Eq. �11� �m−1�
� � electrical permittivity �F m−1�
� � dynamic viscosity �Pa s�
� � heated wall thermal conductivity �W m−1 K−1�

 � fluid thermal conductivity �W m−1 K−1�
� � =� /�, kinematic viscosity �m2 s−1�

�h � heat flow �W�
�P � pumping power �W�

� � mass density �kg m−3�
�E � free charge density �C m−3�
� � vorticity �s−1�
� � dimensionless longitudinal coordinate

Subscripts
b � bulk
f � calculated at film temperature

in � inlet

Fig. 11 ŠNu‹ vs Re „Secs. B and D… at Grh=1.40Ã108
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out � outlet
w � in � inner side of the heated wall
w �out� outer side of the heated wall
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Modeling of a multicomponent droplet evaporation is investigated
based on the film theory in both low- and high-pressure environ-
ments. Unlike the classical film theory, effects of blowing due to
evaporation on gas-side heat and mass transfer are included
through the film thicknesses. The corresponding gas-side heat and
mass transfer equations are derived in terms of film thicknesses.
In a high-pressure situation, the real gas behavior is considered.
Based on the derived equations, a new model for multicomponent
droplet evaporation is formulated and validated against the pub-
lished data. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2151197�

Introduction
Liquid spray has various applications. To make a simulation of

spray processes using computational fluid dynamics �CFD� codes,
simple evaporation models are needed. A comprehensive review
of these models can be found in �1�. In these models, the gas-side
heat and mass transfer are usually simulated based on the simple
correlations �2,3� and important physical processes, such as blow-
ing due to evaporation and droplet heating, are not included. As an
improvement to these models, Abramzon and Sirignano �4� devel-
oped a model based on the film theory introduced in �5�. They
derived some new relationships for Nusselt and Sherwood num-
bers �called “modified” Nusselt and Sherwood numbers�. Using
them as well as a correction factor to film thicknesses, the effects
of blowing �Stefan flow� and droplet heating are accounted for.

With a similar motivation behind the Abramzon and Sirignano’s
film model, Yao et al. �6� presented a film model for a single-
component droplet evaporation based on the film theory intro-
duced in �7�. They presented a unified derivation of simple evapo-
ration models and also showed that Abramzon and Sirignano’s
model can be alternatively derived. In the model of Yao et al. �6�,
the effects of Stefan flow on heat and mass transfer are accounted
for through the calculation of film thicknesses that are determined

from advanced and accurate correlations �8�. In these correlations,
the Nusselt number correlation includes heat transfer number
�BT�, which depends on the mass flux �ṁ�� and droplet heating
rate �q̇��. Both of them are variables that need to be solved for in
the models. Therefore, in these correlations, the Nusselt number is
implicitly represented and cannot be directly used. To this end, the
model of Yao et al. �6� presented a methodology to take advantage
of these correlations.

The film theory itself is not new and has been documented in
textbooks, such as in �5,7�. Even though the film theory intro-
duced in �7� was attempted to account for the high mass flux
effect, the theory assumes that the film thicknesses are the same as
those when low or no interfacial mass flux is considered. What are
new in both the Abramzon and Sirignano’s model �4� and the
model of Yao et al. �6� are approaches developed to account for
effect of high mass flux on heat and mass transfer film thicknesses
�thereby, on heat and mass transfer�. Both the film-theory-based
models of Abramzon and Sirignano �4� and Yao et al. �6� were
derived for a single-component droplet evaporation. The present
work focuses on a multicomponent droplet evaporation with high-
pressure effect.

Model Derivations
For the convenience of presentation, a multicomponent fuel

droplet containing n components and evaporating into hot air or
nitrogen gas is considered in the following derivations.

Referring to �7�, the evaporation mass flux of fuel species i can
be expressed by

�i = − �Dim
dYi

dr
+ Yi�

j=1

n+1

� j �1�

with the assumptions of neglecting Soret effect. Furthermore, with
the mass transfer process assumed to be steady, the rate of mass
transfer of species i through any spherical surface around a droplet
will be constant, leading to �i= �rd

2 /r2�ṁi� for the mass flux of
species i at an arbitrary radial location, where ṁi� stands for the
mass flux of species i at the droplet surface. With this mass flux
and Eq. �1�, one gets

ṁi� − Yi�
j=1

n+1

ṁj� = −
�Dim

rd
2 r2dYi

dr
�2�

Solving Eq. �2� for mass fraction of species i with the boundary
condition of Yi=Yi,� at r=rd+�M,i

· , an equation for mass fraction
distribution of species i throughout a film thickness is derived
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Yi,s −
ṁi�

ṁ�

Yi,� −
ṁi�

ṁ�

= exp��ird� 1

rd + � M,i
· −

1

r
�	 �3�

where �i= ṁ�rd /�Dim. Noting the condition of Yi=Yi,s at the
droplet surface, an equation for mass flux of species i at the drop-
let surface can be written as

ṁ� =
�Dim

rd
� rd + � M,i

·

� M,i
· �ln�1 + BM� �4�

according to Eq. �3�, where BM = �Yi,�−Yi,s� / �Yi,s− ṁi� / ṁ��. Cal-
culating the Sherwood number using Eq. �3� and eliminating ṁi�
with the help of Eq. �4� in the resulting equation, the equation for
Sherwood number of species i is given by

Shi =
2�i

exp� �i� M,i
·

rd + � M,i
· � − 1

�5�

To find an equation for calculating total mass flux at the droplet
surface from a given Sherwood number, from Eq. �1� and the
definition of Sherwood number, the following equation for mass
flux of species i is obtained:

ṁi� =
�Dim

2rd
BMShi,f �6�

Casting this equation to get an expression for ṁi� and furthermore
summing the resulting equation over i, the following equation for
total mass flux yields:

ṁ� = �
i=1

n
Shi,f��Dim��Yi,s − Yi,��

2rd�1 − � j=1

n
Y j,s�

�7�

where the insolubility of ambient gas on the droplet surface was
adopted. This equation will be used to calculate a total mass flux
in the new evaporation model.

Again, referring to �7�, the total energy flux at an arbitrary
radial location is expressed as

� = − Kg
dT

dr
+ �

i=1

n+1

ṁi�hi �8�

with assumptions of neglecting Dufour effect. Similar to mass
transfer, the total energy flux at an arbitrary radial location ��� is
represented in terms of total energy flux at the droplet surface �E�,
leading to �= �rd

2 /r2�E. With this expression for � and Eq. �8�, and
representing enthalpy in terms of temperature, the following equa-
tion is obtained:

E − �
i=1

n

ṁi�CPF,iT = − Kg
r2

rd
2

dT

dr
�9�

Integrating Eq. �9� with the boundary condition of T=T� at r
=rd+� T

· , the following equation for temperature distribution
through a film thickness is derived:

T − Ts

T� − Ts
=

1 − exp���1 −
rd

r
�	

1 − exp� �� T
·

rd + � T
· � �10�

where �= �rd�i=1
n ṁi�CPF,i� /Kg. Noting T=Ts at r=rd and from Eq.

�10�, an equation for Nusselt number is obtained. It is

Nu =
2�

exp� �� T
·

� T
· + rd

� − 1

�11�

From an energy balance at the droplet surface, one gets

ṁ� =
Kg

rd�i=1

n � ṁi�

ṁ�
CPF,i�

� T
· + rd

� T
· ln�1 + BT� �12�

where BT is defined by

BT =

�T� − Ts��i=1

n � ṁi�

ṁ�
CPF,i�

ql�

ṁ�
+ �i=1

n � ṁi�

ṁ�
Li� �13�

With the definition of � above, Eq. �12� is cast into

BT = exp� �� T
·

� T
· + rd

� − 1 �14�

From this equation and Eq. �11�, one ends up

Nu =
2�

BT
�15�

This equation will be used to calculate the heat transfer number,
BT. Equations �4�, �5�, �7�, and �15� provide the gas-side transport
equations of the new evaporation model to be presented later.

Comparison of Present Derivation With the Classical Film
Model. To make a comparison with the classical film model used
in single-droplet evaporation models, let us consider Eq. �11� in
its single component form. That is,

Nu =
2rdṁ�CPF/Kg

exp� rdṁ�CPF

Kg

� T
·

rd + � T
· � − 1

�16�

When ṁ�→0, Nu and � T
· converge to Nu0 and �T respectively.

Thus, Eq. �16� becomes

�T =
2rd

Nu0 − 2
or rf ,T0

= rd

Nu0

Nu0 − 2
�17�

where rf ,T0
=rd+�T. Similarly, from the single-component form of

Eq. �5�, one gets

�M =
2rd

Sh0 − 2
or rf ,M = rd

Sh0

Sh0 − 2
�18�

when ṁ�→0. Here rf ,M =rd+�M. Equations �17� and �18� are film
thicknesses and equivalent radii used in simple evaporation mod-
els �3�. Derivation of simple evaporation models based on the
classic film theory starts from these fixed film thicknesses or
equivalent radii. In these models, Stefan flow effect is neglected.

Comparison With the Abramon and Sirignano’s Model [4].
As we saw above, in the simple evaporation models based on the
classic film theory, the film thicknesses do not include effect of
Stefan flow, which has been found to be important. To improve
this, Abramzon and Sirignano �4� developed a new film model.
They started from the following assumptions:

rf ,T = rd

Nu*

Nu* − 2
or rf ,M = rd

Sh*

Sh* − 2
�19�

by mimicking Eqs. �17� and �18�, where Nu* and Sh* are called
“modified” Nusselt and Sherwood numbers, respectively. The film
thicknesses are determined by
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� T
·

�T
= F�BT� and

� M
·

�M
= F�BM� �20�

based on boundary layer theory and with function F defined by
F�x�= �1+x�0.7 ln�1+x� /x. Thus, leading to

Nu* = 2 +
Nu0 − 2

F�BT�
; Sh* = 2 +

Sh0 − 2

F�BM�
�21�

Their model consists of the following equations derived based on
the film theory introduced in �5�:

Nu = Nu*ln�1 + BT�
BT

; Sh = Sh*ln�1 + BM�
BM

�22�

ṁ� =
Kg

2CPFrd
Nu* ln�1 + BT�; ṁ� =

�D
2rd

Sh* ln�1 + BM� �23�

Recently, we developed a film-theory-based model for a single-
component droplet evaporation �6�, started from the film theory
introduced in �7�. The major equations in our model are

ṁ� =
Kg

CPFrd
�1 +

rd

� T
· �ln�1 + BT� �24�

ṁ� =
�D
rd
�1 +

rd

� m
· �ln�1 + BM� �25�

Nu = 2�1 +
rd

� T
· � ln�1 + BT�

BT
�26�

Sh = 2�1 +
rd

� M
· � ln�1 + BM�

BM
�27�

Equations �24�–�27� can be directly derived from the correspond-
ing equations for a multicomponent droplet evaporation described
above �Eqs. �4�–�6�, �12�, and �15��. We have shown that most
equations for simple droplet evaporation models can be directly
derived from Eqs. �24�–�27� �6�. In this sense, a unified model
derivation was presented. By plugging Eq. �20� into Eqs.
�24�–�27�, Eqs. �21�–�23� are alternatively derived.

Formulation of Evaporation Model
Using the equations derived above for the gas-side heat and

mass transfer processes, an evaporation model is formulated be-
low. The model formulation is presented through its solution pro-
cedure.

1. From a given droplet surface temperature Ts and liquid mass
fraction of species at droplet surface Yi,l,s, the mole fraction
of specie i at droplet surface is obtained by using the
Raoult’s law; that is, Xi,s=Xi,l,s�Pi�Ts� /P� with the corre-
sponding mass fraction calculated by Yi,s

=Xi,sMi /� j=1
n+1Xj,sMj.

2. From Eq. �7�, the total mass flux is calculated where the
Sherwood number of species i is calculated based on the
advanced and accurate correlations, for example, these de-
rived from the detailed numerical simulation �9�. Then using
Eq. �5�, film thicknesses � M,i

· are solved for. Furthermore,
from Eq. �4�, the mass flux for species i is obtained.

3. The left side of Eq. �15� is now replaced by a heat transfer
correlation derived from the fully numerical solution �9�,
and BT is solved for, followed by the calculation of ql� using
Eq. �13�.

4. Solve the one-dimensional energy and species conservation
equations for a multicomponent droplet with variable prop-
erty effects to get a new droplet surface temperature, species
mass/mole fractions, and a new droplet radius. Equations
and the corresponding solution procedures are the same as
described in �10�.

For a high-pressure situation, a simplified high-pressure model
presented in �11� was adopted here for phase equilibrium at the
droplet surface based on the Clausius-Clapeyron relation for each
fuel component. Therefore, for a high-pressure environment, the
above-mentioned Raoult’s law is replaced by

Xi,s = Xi,l,s
LiMi

R
� 1

Tbi
−

1

Ts
�� �28�

The calculation of boiling temperature Tbi and heat of vaporiza-
tion of species i, Li, can be found in the related reference. The real
gas behavior is represented by using the Peng-Robinson equation
of state �12� in the calculation of thermophysical properties.
Needed thermal properties at high-pressure mixture are calculated
using the models or correlations in �12� except for viscosity,
which was found by the one-parameter friction theory �f-theory�
�13�.

Model Validation
To validate present model, the model predictions are compared

to the fully numerical solution and experimental measurements in
both low- and high-pressure environments. For a moving droplet,
the droplet movement is tracked by solving the following equa-
tion:

dud

dt
= −

3

8
��g,�

�d
�ud

2

rd
CD + �1 −

�g,�

�d
�g �29�

The drag coefficient �CD� as well as Nusselt and Sherwood num-
bers needed in the model are calculated using the correlations in
�9� with blowing effect due to evaporation accounted for.

The model predictions are compared with the fully numerical
solution for evaporation of a binary hydrocarbon droplet �decane-
hexadecane� moving in still air at 1000 K and at a pressure of
10 atm �9�. The droplet initial temperature, velocity, and diameter
are 300 K, 10 m/s, and 100 �m, respectively while initial com-
position is 50% decane–50% hexadecane by mass. Figure 1 shows
the history of droplet radius, mass, velocity, and rate of liquid
heating to gas-side heat transfer rate. The average deviation com-
pared to the data is within 5%. Thermophysical properties used in
the present simulation are the same as these used in the fully
numerical solutions and were given in �8�.

To validate present model against experiments, we first com-
pare to the experimental results of Daif et al. �14,15�. In their
experiments, a binary droplet �heptane-decane� is suspended by a
0.2–0.3 mm dia glass capillaries, subjected to an external airflow.
The model predictions along with corresponding experimental

Fig. 1 The history of droplet radius, mass, velocity, and ratio
of liquid heating to gas side heat transfer rate. Symbols: fully
numerical date; Lines: model predictions.
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data for squared droplet radius and surface temperature are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The initial mass fractions of heptane and decane,
droplet radius, temperature, ambient air temperature, and ambient
air velocity are 0.74, 0.26, 0.671 mm, 348 K, 294 K, and 3.1 m/s
for data1 and 0.635, 0.365, 0.521 mm, 341 K, 292 K, and
3.36 m/s for data2, respectively. Average deviations of droplet
radius are within 11%, while deviations for temperature are within
3% for all data sets. Because of space limitation, only two data
sets are presented here. The performance of the present model in a
high-pressure environment was investigated by comparing to the
experiments of Stengle et al. �16�. In their experimental study,
freely falling binary hydrocarbon droplets �pentane-nonane� re-
leased with an initial velocity and in a stagnant high-pressure and
high-temperature nitrogen gas environment were considered. Fig-
ure 3 presents the comparison of the predicted and measured drop-
let velocity and diameter data. The low-left part shows droplet
diameter change versus distance, while droplet velocity versus
distance is given in the top-right part of the same figure. The
average deviations of droplet diameters for all data sets are within
12%. Again, only two data sets were presented here due to space
limitations. The initial droplet velocity, temperature, diameter,
mass fractions of pentane and nonane, ambient air temperature,

and ambient pressure are 0.49 m/s; 370 K; 0.8 mm; 0.7, 0.3,
550 K; and 30 bar for data1 and 0.6 m/s; 380 K; 0.82 mm; 0.7,
0.3, 650 K; and 30 bar for data2, respectively.

Conclusions
A simple model for a multicomponent droplet evaporation is

developed based on the film theory. The gas-side heat and mass
transfer are expressed in terms of heat and mass transfer film
thicknesses. The effects of blowing due to evaporation are in-
cluded. Derived equations are compared to these from the classi-
cal film model where effects of blowing on film thicknesses are
ignored. For evaporation into a high-pressure gas, a simplified
relation for gas-liquid equilibrium on a droplet surface was
adopted. Effects of high pressure on liquid- and gas-phase ther-
mophysical properties were also considered. Model performance
was validated against the published data in both low- and high-
pressure environments. Overall, a good match between model pre-
dictions and benchmark data was achieved.

Nomenclature
CP 	 specific heat, �J kg−1 K−1�
D 	 species mass diffusion coefficient, �m2 s−1�
h 	 heat transfer coefficient, �J m−2 s−1 K−1�; enthalpy,

�J kg−1�
K 	 thermal conductivity, �W m−1 K−1�
L 	 latent heat of vaporization, �J kg−1�

ṁ� 	 mass flux at droplet surface, �kg m−2 s−1�
Nu 	 Nusselt number, �2rdh /Kg�

P 	 ambient gas pressure, �Pa�
Pr 	 Prandtl number, ��gCpg /Kg�
q� 	 heat flux, �J m−2 s−1�
r 	 droplet radius, �m�

Sc 	 Schmidt number, ��g / ��gD��
Sh 	 Sherwood number, �2rdKg / ��gD��
T 	 temperature, �K�

ud 	 relative velocity between a droplet and its ambient
gas, �m s−1�

Greek Symbols
� 	 film thickness, �m�

�i 	 variable in Eqs. �3� and �5�, �ṁ�rd / ��Dim��
� 	 molecular viscosity, �kg m−1 s−1�
� 	 density, �kg m−3�

Subscripts
d 	 droplet
f 	 film condition
F 	 fuel
g 	 gas

M 	 mass transfer
m 	 mixture
s 	 saturated; droplet surface
T 	 heat transfer
0 	 initial condition; with low mass transfer rate
� 	 free stream condition

Superscripts
· 	 with high mass transfer rate
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A formula is derived for the dependence of heat exchanger effec-
tiveness on the number of transfer units for a spiral-plate heat
exchanger with equal capacitance rates. The difference-
differential equations that describe the temperature distributions
of the two counter-flowing fluids, neglecting the effects of thermal
radiation, are solved symbolically to close approximation. Provi-
sion is made for the offset inlet and exit of the hot and cold fluids
at the outer periphery and for large heat transfer coefficients in
the entrance regions. The peak effectiveness and the number of
transfer units at which it occurs are linear functions of the maxi-
mum angle of the Archimedean spiral that describes the ducts;
entrance region effects reduce both. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2150839�

Keywords: spiral-plate, heat exchanger, optimal, number of
transfer units

Introduction
The spiral-plate heat exchanger proposed late in the 19th cen-

tury �Boothroyd �1�� was reinvented in Sweden in the 1930s.
Fraas �2� gives cost correlations, Alfa Laval �3� gives geometries,
overall heat transfer coefficients, and pressure drops while Molloy
�4�, Taborek et al. �5�, and Gupta �6� cite ease of maintenance,
compactness, resistance to fouling, and high heat transfer coeffi-
cients due to swirling flow.

Egner and Burmeister �7� showed that the laminar, fully-
developed local heat transfer coefficient for a spiral duct of rect-
angular cross section is close to that for a constant-radius-of-
curvature rectangular duct, either in a plane or in a helical spiral.
Except for the two entrance regions, the combination of inward-
and outward-spiraling fluids results in the overall heat transfer
coefficient being nearly constant.

The analysis of the spiral-plate heat exchanger by Baird et al.
�8� sparked interest in others �9–22� �see Zaleski and Krajewski
�9� for German, Polish and Russian literature; Zhang et al. �14� for
Chinese literature�. Buonapane and Troupe �22� solved the de-
scribing equations with a finite-difference method to obtain curves
of effectiveness � versus number of transfer units NTU for several
capacitance ratios C=Cmin/Cmax. Although not remarked upon, a
maximum � is shown at NTU�30 for C=1. Jones et al. �23�
considered a spiral-plate heat exchanger for regeneration to enable
combustion with very lean mixtures but did not remark upon a
maximum �. Later, Bes �16� reported a maximum � at a large
NTU value.

Cieslinski and Bes �10� constructed a symbolic solution to the
describing equations as a series of Hermite polynomials for outer
entrance and exit of the two fluids on opposite sides. Their solu-
tion is too complex to give much more guidance than a purely

numerical solution regarding functional forms and correlation of
solutions. Bes and Roetzel �16� ingeniously found an approximate
symbolic solution that provides simple relationships between the
maximum �, the NTU at which it occurs, and the number of turns.
These two solutions account for neither various offsets of the
inlets and outlets of the two fluids nor entrance-region effects.
Strenger et al. �24� applied a finite-difference method to obtain a
curve of the maximum � and the NTU at which it occurs versus
the number of turns with C=1 for up to 18 turns.

In the following, a more general approximate symbolic solution
is obtained for � versus NTU of a spiral-plate heat exchanger with
equal capacitance rates. Various offsets between the outer entrance
and exit of the two fluids and entrance-region effects are taken
into account.

Geometry
The geometry of a spiral-plate heat exchanger is illustrated in

Fig. 1 with the inner inlet offset by 180 deg from the inner outlet.
Spiral channel 1 has a center line whose radius r from the origin
varies with angle �, a is a constant, and �i is the angle at which
the minimum radius rmin is achieved, as

r = a�� − �i� + rmin �1�

The width W of each channel is related to a as

2W = r�� + 2�� − r��� = 2�a �2�

Heat Exchange Area. The length L1 along the spiral center line
is closely approximated by

L1��1 → �2� =�
�1

�2

rd� = a���2 − �i + rmin/a�2 − ��1 − �i

+ rmin/a�2�/2 �3�

The area A1 available for heat transfer from channel 1 is given by
the length of the channel multiplied by the number of sides of the
channel across which heat flows to the other fluid. Thus,

A1 = L1��i → �i + �� + 2L1��i + � → �m − �� + L1��m − � → �m�

Equation �3� used in this formulation gives, z=r /2�a= ��−�i

+rmin/a� /2� and z�=� /2�,

A1

4�2a
= �zm −

z�

2
�2

− �zi +
1

4
�2

−
1 − 4z�

2

16
�4�

It is common to display � versus NTU=	UjAj /Cmin, Uj being the
overall heat transfer coefficient for surface area Aj. For channel 1,
heat is transferred on only the outer side in the innermost half turn
��i����i+��, an entrance region, and on only the inner side in
the last partial turn ��m−�����m�; for the penultimate region
��m−2�����m−�� the outer side abuts the entrance region of
channel 2. In the midregion, heat is transferred from both sides
and U is nearly constant. Thus,

Cmin = �UiAi + 2UAmid + �Uo + U�Apen�/NTU

Generally, Ui�U and Uo�U. In terms of the center-line length L,

CminNTU/U = RiL1��i → �i + �� + 2L1��i + � → �m − 2�� + �Ro

+ 1�L1��m − 2� → �m − �� + L1��m − � → �m�

in which Ri=Ui /U and Ro=Uo /U. Use of Eq. �3� in this formu-
lation results in

b =
Cmin

4�2aU
= 
�zm −

z�

2
�2

− �zi +
1

4
�2

−
1 − 4z�

2

16
− �1 − Ro���1

− z��zm +
z�

2

2
� −

�1 − Ri�
2

zi +
3 + Ri − 4Ro

8
�NTU �5�
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Describing Equations. The describing equations �derivations
are given by Burmeister �25�� are, for the fluid in channel 1,

−
bC1

RiCmin

dT1�z�
dz

+ �z +
1

4
��T2�z� − T1�z�� = 0, zi � z � zi +

1

2

�6a�

−
bC1

Cmin

dT1�z�
dz

+ �z +
1

4
��T2�z� − T1�z�� + �z −

1

4
��T2�z − 1�

− T1�z�� = 0, zi +
1

2
� z � zm − 1 �6b�

−
bC1

Cmin

dT1�z�
dz

+ Ro�z +
1

4
��T2�z� − T1�z�� + �z −

1

4
��T2�z − 1�

− T1�z�� = 0, zm − 1 � z � zm −
�

2�
�6c�

−
bC1

Cmin

dT1�z�
dz

+ �z −
1

4
��T2�z − 1� − T1�z��

= 0, zm −
�

2�
� z � zm �6d�

with z=r /2�a= ��−�i+rmin/a� /2�. For the fluid in channel 2 the
equations are

bC2

RiCmin

dT2�z�
dz

+ �z +
3

4
��T1�z + 1� − T2�z�� = 0, zi −

1

2
� z � zi

�7a�

bC2

Cmin

dT2�z�
dz

+ �z +
1

4
��T1�z� − T2�z�� + �z +

3

4
��T1�z + 1� − T2�z��

= 0, zi � z � zm − 1 �7b�

bC2

RoCmin

dT2�z�
dz

+ �z +
1

4
��T1�z� − T2�z��

= 0, zm − 1 � z � zm −
�

2�
�7c�

The equations for inner and outer regions are similar to those for
middle turns with zero overall heat transfer coefficient at either
the inner or outer wall.

Solution. Coupling between adjacent channels complicates
Eqs. �6� and �7�, differing from those considered by others only in
that radial distance is measured to a channel center line instead of
to a wall, by involving T�z±1�. Two measures provide simplifica-
tion. First, in view of the typical range 2�z�40, fractional in-
crements of z are neglected so that z+1/4 is replaced by z and so

forth, taking advantage of writing the equations in terms of the
distance to a channel center line. Second, Taylor series are used to
represent T�z±1� in terms of T�z� as done by others. Also, C1
=C2 is stipulated.

Middle Turns. With the simplifications stated above, Eq. �6b�
for the middle turns becomes

b
dT1�z�

dz
+ 2zT1�z� = z�T2�z� + T2�z − 1�� �8�

The first term of the Taylor series expansion T2�z�+T2�z−1�
=2T2�z−1/2�+d2T2�z−1/2� /dz2 /4+¯ for the right-hand side of
this differential equation results in

dT1�z�
dz

+
2z

b
T1�z� =

2z

b
T2�z −

1

2
� �9�

An integrating factor for Eq. �9� is exp�z2 /b�, enabling it to be
recast as

d�T1�z�exp� z2

b
��

dz
=

2z

b
exp� z2

b
�T2�z −

1

2
�

Proceeding similarly for Eq. �7b� gives

dT2�z�
dz

−

2�z +
1

2
�

b
T2�z� = −

z

b
�T1�z + 1�

+ T1�z��, zi +
1

2
� zm − 1

An integrating factor for this equation is exp�−�z+1/2�2 /b�, en-
abling it to be recast as

d�exp�−
z2

b
�T2�z −

1

2
��

dz

= −
z

b
exp�−

z2

b
��T1�z +

1

2
� + T1�z −

1

2
�� �10�

Differentiation of Eq. �9� with respect to z results in

d
� b

2z

dT1�z�
dz

+ T1�z��exp�−
z2

b
�

dz
=

d�T2�z −
1

2
�exp�−

z2

2b
��

dz

�11�

Drawing on Eq. �9� for the right-hand side of Eq. �11� puts it into
the form

d
� b

2z

dT1�z�
dz

+ T1�z��exp�−
z2

b
�

dz

= −
z

b
exp�−

z2

b
��T1�z +

1

2
� + T1�z −

1

2
��

Two terms of the Taylor series expansion T1�z+1/2�+T1�z
−1/2��2T1�z�+d2T1�z� /dz2 /4+¯ then give

z�z2 + 2b2�
d2T1�z�

dz2 = 2b2dT1�z�
dz

whose solution is found, aided by Maple �26� described by Heck
�27�, to be

Fig. 1 Geometry of the spiral-plate heat exchanger in overview
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T2�z� = K2 + K1�z2 + 2b2�1/2, zi +
1

2
� z � zm −

�

2�
�12a�

Equations �12a� and �12b� predict the linear temperature variation
in the middle turns found by Strenger et al. �24� with finite dif-
ference solutions for large NTU. With T1�z� in hand, T2�z� is
available from Eq. �8� as

T2�z� = K2 + K1���z +
1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2

+
b

2��z +
1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2�
�12b�

Innermost Segment. The temperature variation in the innermost
segment of channel 1 is described by Eq. �6a� as

dT1�z�
dz

+ Ri

z +
1

2

b
T1�z� = Ri

z +
1

2

b
T2�z�, zi � z � zi +

1

2

Here, �z+1/4� has been replaced with �z+1/2� for convenience in
accounting, imprecisely, for the effect of Ri�1 because T2�z� is
expressed in terms of the latter in Eq. �12b�. With the aid of an
integrating factor and Eq. �12b�, this equation is rewritten as

d�exp�Ri

�z +
1

2
�2

2b
�T1�z��

dz

= Ri

z +
1

2

b
exp�Ri

�z +
1

2
�2

2b
��K2 + K1���z +

1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2

+
b

2��z +
1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2��
After integration by parts and the transformation x2=Ri��z
+1/2�2+2b2� /2b, the solution is found to be

T1�z� = K3 exp�− Ri

�z +
1

2
�2

2b
� + K2 + K1���z +

1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2�

− � b

2Ri
�1/2

�2 − Ri�D��Ri

��z +
1

2
�2

+ 2b2�
2b

�
1/2

� �13a�

Penultimate Segment. The temperature of the fluid in channel 2
in the penultimate section is described by Eq. �7c� as

dT2�z�
dz

− Ro
z

b
T2�z� = − Ro

z

b
T1�z�, zm − 1 � z � zm −

�

2�

Use of an integrating factor and the solution for T1�z� given by
Eq. �12a� enables recasting as

d�exp�Ro
z2

2b
�T2�z��

dz
= − Ro

z

b
exp�− Ro

z2

2b
��K2 + K1�z2 + 2b2�1/2�

Here, fractional increments of z have been neglected and the ef-
fect of Ro�1 is approximated. Integration by parts after use of the
transformation X2=Ro�z2+2b2� /2b leads to the solution

T2�z� = K4 exp�Ro
z2

2b
� + K2 + K1
�z +

1

2
�1/2

− � �b

2Ro
�1/2

exp�Ro
z2 + 2b2

2b
�erf��Ro

z2 + 2b2

2b
�1/2�

�13b�

Outermost Segment. The temperature of the fluid in channel 1in
the outermost segment is described by Eq. �6d� as

dT1�z�
dz

+

z −
1

2

b
T1�z� =

z −
1

2

b
T2�z − 1�, zm −

�

2�
� z � zm

Here, �z+1/4� has been replaced with �z+1/2� for convenience.
With the aid of an integrating factor and Eq. �12b�, this equation is
rewritten as

d�exp��z −
1

2
�2

2b
�T1�z��

dz

=

z −
1

2

b
exp��z −

1

2
�2

2b
��K2 + K1
��z −

1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2�
+

b

2��z −
1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2�
After integration by parts and the transformation y2= ��z−1/2�2

+2b2� /2b the solution is obtained as

T1�z� = K5 exp�−
�z −

1

2
�2

2b
� + K2 + K1���z −

1

2
�2

+ 2b2�1/2

− �b

2
�1/2

D���z +
1

2
�2

+ 2b2

2b
�

1/2

�� �14�

Boundary Condition Application. The five constants are evalu-
ated by applying the conditions of two known inlet temperatures

T1�zi� = T1i, T2�zm − z�� = T2i

and three matching temperatures at the common boundaries of
adjacent regions

T1�zi +
1−

2
� + T1�zi +

1+

2
�, T2�zm − 1−� = T2�zm − 1+� ,

T1�zm − z�
−� = T1�zm − z�

+�

Discussion. The effectiveness � of the spiral-plate heat
exchanger can be expressed in terms of these solutions. By
definition

� =
qactual

qm
=

C1�T1o − T1i�
Cmin�T1i − T2i�

=
Num

Den
�15�

Incorporation of the stipulation of equal capacitance rates and Eq.
�13a� for T1�zm�=T1o gives, the length mainly due to the descrip-
tion of events in the innermost and outmost turns,
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Num = ��zm −
1
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1

4
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4
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1

2
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exp�Ri�zi +

3

4
�

2b
�

+
b

2� exp�− z��2zm − 1 − z��/2b�

��zm −
1

2
− z��2
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1

��zm −
1

2
�2
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+
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3
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Numerical evaluations have been eased by use of asymptotic
forms �27� D����1/2� for the Dawson function and erf����1
−exp�−�2� /��� for the error function into Eq. �16�. Since the
minimum argument of Eq. �16� is z�2 and zi�2 gives a least
numerical value exceeding 3, the asymptotic forms are accurate.

Effectiveness versus NTU without entrance-region effects �Ri

=1=Ro� is shown in Fig. 2 for zi=2 and �=�. For zm�zc, the
critical value zc is discussed later, there is a globally maximum �,

�m, and a decrease to zero as NTU becomes large. For zm=zc,
there is a globally maximum � and a decrease to a nonzero value
as NTU becomes large. For zm�zc, � approaches unity as NTU
becomes large.

The present predictions are compared in Fig. 3 with the finite-
difference solution for �=� of Strenger et al. �24� and the sym-
bolic solution for �=0 of Bes and Roetzel �16�. Agreement is
good for all NTU below and in the vicinity of �m, the most im-
portant range. For NTU substantially above the value, NTUm, at
which �m occurs, the results of the other two investigations are
higher. Bes and Roetzel �16� give �m, n is the number of double
turns, and ri is the innermost radius, as

1/�m − 1 =
2.485

��n − 1��n + 2ri��1/2 =
1.243

��zm −
1

2
− zi��zm + zi��1/2

�17�
and

NTU = 0.99013��n − 1�n + 2ri�1/2

= 1.98026��zm − 1
2 − zi��zm + zi��1/2, n 	 6 �18�

Their prediction for � in terms of variables of the present study is

Fig. 3 Comparison of predicted effectiveness versus number
of transfer units for zi=2.5, �=�, Ro=1=Ri, and zm=11.25

Fig. 2 Effectiveness � versus number of transfer units NTU
From Eq. „16… for zi=2, �=� /2, Ro=1=Ri and several values of
zm
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1

�
− 1 =

NTU/��zm − 1/2�2 − zi
2�

ln�1 + ��zm − 1/4�NTU/��zm − 1/2�2 − zi
2��2

1 + ��zi − 1/4�NTU/��zm − 1/2�2 − zi
2��2 �

Although the special conditions at the inlet and outlet are not
taken into account, there is agreement with the present prediction
that �→0 as NTU→
, although more slowly.

The finite-difference results of Strenger et al. �24� were ob-
tained with five nodes for each half turn, each of constant �not
spiral� radius as also for the numerical study of Bes and Roetzel
�17�, too few nodes to capture the rapid temperature variation near
inlets and outlets, given by Eqs. �13a� and �14� as
exp�−�z±1/2�2 /2b�, when NTU becomes large. Since the results
of Bes and Roetzel �16� and Strenger et al. �24� are close to each
other and the former do not accurately account for the entrance
and exit conditions that are the major cause of the peak in �, it is

believed that their agreement signifies mutual inability to repre-
sent the effects of the innermost and outermost segments for large
NTU values. The discrepancy becomes significant at increasingly
large NTU values as zm increases. For zm in excess of about 20,
the discrepancy is not significant until NTU attains values far
above that of maximum effectiveness.

In agreement for small NTU, Strenger et al. �24� have
� /NTU=1, Bes and Roetzel �16� have

�

NTU
= 1 +

2zm +
1

8

zm
2 − 3

zm

2
− zi

2 −
1

2
�zi +

1

4
�

which gives � /NTU=1.222 for the conditions of Strenger et al.
�24�, and the present prediction is

�

NTU
= 1 +

6�1 −
�

2�
�zm −

�

�
+ � �

2�
�2

�3 − Ro� + Ri + Ro − 1

4
zm
2 − �3 −

�

2�
� zm

2
− zi

2 − �1 −
Ri

2
��zi +

1

4
� +

1 − Ro

4
�1 − � �

2�
�2�

which gives � /NTU=1.082 for the conditions of Strenger et al.
�24�.

The prediction for �m of Eq. �17� can be rearranged into the
form

1

1 − �m
= 1 + 0.8048��zm − zi − 1/2��zm + zi��1/2 �19�

This suggests a linear relationship between 1/ �1−�m� and zm that
is seen in Fig. 4. The prediction of Bes and Roetzel �16� for �
=0 has a smaller slope than the numerical predictions of Strenger
et al. �24� for �=�. The present predictions are intermediate with

the slope for �=� exceeding that for �=0.
As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the prediction of Eq. �16�

agrees well with the NTUm obtained by Strenger et al. �24� and
with the prediction of Eq. �18� by Bes and Roetzel �16�.

Bes and Roetzel �16� predict that there is no maximum in � for
n�4. Strenger et al. �24� remark that they could not establish
��NTU→
� by their finite-difference solutions, although stating
that �
=0 for entrances at the core and the outside on the same
side and �
�0 when those entrances are on opposite sides. Infor-
mation on this is available from the present results. In the limit as
b→0, b�1/NTU according to Eq. �5� and then the solution for �
in Eq. �16� has the form

��b → 0� = 1��1 +
�zm −

3

4
��zi +

1

2
�

�zm −
1

2
��zi +

3

4
� exp�Ro�1 − z���2zm − 1 − z��

2b
−

Ri�zi +
3

4
�

2b
��

whose behavior is controlled by the exponential term. Thus, there is a critical zm, zc, given by

zc =

1 − z�
2 + �zi +

3

4
� Ri

Ro

2�1 − z��
�20�

Since the critical number of turns Nc=zm−zi, zc�zi. The accompanying limiting effectiveness is

��NTU → 
� =�
�0,zm�zc

1�
1 + �zm −
3

4
��zi +

1

2
����zm −

1

2
��zi +

3

4
��, zm = zc

1,zm�zc�
�

For zi=2, z�=1/2, and Ri=2Ro, Eq. �20� gives the critical number of turns as Nc=6.25. Although the parameter values used by Bes
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and Roetzel �16� are unknown, this is in fair agreement with their
prediction that no maximum in � occurs for n, the number of
double turns, less than 4. Strenger et al. �24� have z�=1/2,zi
=2.5, and Ro=1=Ri for which Eq. �20� gives Nc=4. This is of the
same size as their 8�N�18, partly explaining why they were
unable to resolve the limiting value of � at large NTU, a difficulty
also remarked upon by Bes and Roetzel �16�.

The effects of parameters on � are shown in Fig. 6 for zm=10.
Case �b� differs from case �a� for which zi=2,�=�, Ro=1=Ri
only in that the inner dimensionless angle zi is increased to 4−� is
reduced only in the high NTU region with a slight reduction in �m
and NTUm. The reduced � is due to a reduction in the heat transfer
area which is roughly proportional to zm

2 −zi
2 �see Eq. �4�� and the

slightness is due to the fact that most of the heat transfer area is
near the outer periphery. Case �c� differs from case �a� only in that
the offset angle � is decreased to 0. There is considerable reduc-
tion of � in the high-NTU region, but �m is barely reduced while
NTUm is noticeably reduced. The entrance region effects are
shown in cases �d� and �e� in which the limiting value of 2 is used
for the ratio R to be reduction in both �m and NTUm and, gener-
ally, in � for all NTU in the near- and above-optimal regions.

Nomenclature
a � constant for the Archimedean spiral, see Eq.

�1� �m�
A � area �m�2

b � parameter, =Cmin/4�2aU
C � ratio of capacitance rates, =Cmin/Cmax

Cp � specific heat �kJ/kg K�
C1 � capacitance rate in channel 1, =ṁCp�kJ/sK�

D�z� � Dawson’s integral, =exp�−z2��o
z exp�t2�dt

e � natural number, =2.71828. . .
erf�x� � error function, =2/���0

x exp�−t2�dt
exp�x� � exponential function, =ex

L � length along channel center line �m�
n � number of double turns, =2N
N � number of turns of a single channel, =zm−zi
q � heat flow rate
r � radial distance to channel 1 center line �m�
ri � innermost radius of Ref. �16� �m�
R � ratio of local to average overall heat transfer

coefficient

T � temperature �K�
U � overall heat transfer coefficient �W/m2 K�
W � channel width, m=�a
x � transformed coordinate,

=�Ri��z+1/2�2+2b2� /2b�1/2

X � transformed coordinate, =�Ro�z2+2b2� /2b�1/2

y � transformed coordinate,
=���z−1/2�2+2b2� /2b�1/2

z � dimensionless coordinate,
=r /2�a= ��−�i+rmin/a� /2�

zi � rmin/2�a
z� � � /2�

Greek Symbols
� � effectiveness, =qactual /qm
� � angular coordinate
� � natural number, �=3.1415¯
� � offset angle for channel 2 inlet from channel 1

outlet

Fig. 4 Inverse maximum effectiveness deficit versus maxi-
mum dimensionless angle: „a… †24‡ for zi=2.5, �=�, Ro=1=Ri;
„b… †16‡ for zi=2, �=�, Ro=1=Ri; „c… Eq. „16… for zi=2, �=�,
Ro=1=Ri; „d… Eq. „16… for zi=3, �=�, Ro=1=Ri; „e… Eq. „16… for
zi=2, �=0, Ro=1=Ri; „f… Eq. „16… for zi=2, �=0, Ro=2=Ri; „g…
Eq. „16… for zi=2, �=�, Ro=2=Ri

Fig. 5 Maximal number of transfer units NTUm at which the
maximum effectiveness �m occurs versus maximum dimen-
sionless angle zm: „a… Strenger et al. †24‡ for zi=2.5, �=�, Ro
=1=Ri; „b… Bes and Roetzel †16‡ for zi=2, �=0, Ro=1=Ri; „c… Eq.
„16… for zi=2, �=�, Ro=1=Ri; „d… Eq. „16… for zi=3, �=�, Ro
=1=Ri; „e… Eq. „16… for zi=2, �=0, Ro=1=Ri; „f… Eq. „16… for zi
=2, �=�, Ro=2=Ri; „g… Eq. „16… for zi=2, �=0, Ro=2=Ri

Fig. 6 The effect of parameters on effectiveness � versus
number of transfer units NTU from Eq. „16… for zm=10: „a… zi
=2, �=�, Ro=1=Ri; „b… zi=4, �=�, Ro=1=Ri; „c… zi=2, �=0,
Ro=1=Ri; „d… zi=2, �=�, Ro=2=Ri; „e… zi=2, �=0, Ro=2=Ri
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Subscripts
c � critical
i � inner, inlet
j � index

m � maximum
mid � middle
min � minimum

o � outer
pen � penultimate

1 � channel 1
2 � channel 2

 � value at large argument
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An apparatus for the measurement of the total hemispherical emit-
tance and specific heat of metals has been developed. The mea-
surement principle is based on the calorimetric technique: the
sample, heated by Joule effect and placed in a vacuum chamber,
exchanges radiative heat transfer with the walls of the container,
kept at a relatively low temperature. Emittance is deduced from
the radiative heat transfer laws at the steady state. When the
heating power is switched off, the specific heat of the sample can
be recovered from the time history of the sample temperature dur-
ing the cooling transient. Measurements have been performed on
samples of aluminum Anticorodal alloy and Inconel 718 alloy
under different surface conditions in the 350–635 K range.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2150840�

Keywords: emittance, specific heat, aluminum, Inconel 718, ther-
mophysical properties

1 Introduction
Data on the thermophysical properties of metallic substances

are very important in numerous engineering devices. Among these
properties, emittance and specific heat play a crucial role in high-
vacuum and/or high temperature conditions, which has encour-
aged the development of techniques for their precise and, when
possible, simultaneous measurements.

Sasaki et al. �1� proposed a new principle for the simultaneous
measurement of the total hemispherical emittance and specific
heat of metals. The technique is based on the transient calorimet-
ric method, usually employed only for measuring radiative prop-
erties �see, for instance �2–4��. Two types of samples were re-
quired: one type is made only of the test material and the other is
a compound type made of the test material and of a standard
material �of known emittance and specific heat�. The processing
of data recorded during a thermal transient of the samples inside a
vacuum chamber allowed the simultaneous reconstruction of
emittance and specific heat of the test material.

In this paper, a device for the measurements of the total hemi-
spherical emittance and specific heat of metals is presented. The
measurement principle is the steady-state calorimetric technique

for the evaluation of total hemispherical emittance, while the spe-
cific heat is determined in transient conditions. The device has
been applied to the measurement of thermal properties of com-
mercial aluminum �Anticorodal 6063� and Inconel 718. These two
materials are very popular in most heavy industries. Aluminum
alloys found intense applications in transportation �aircraft and
automotive structural parts�, packaging �foils and cans�, and con-
struction �domes, bridges, sidings� owing to their favorable
strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion resistance and full recyclabil-
ity. Inconel 718 is a high-strength, high-temperature resistant and
corrosion resistant nickel-chromium alloy. It is suitable for use at
cryogenic temperatures and also for use in air up to 1000 K, and
applications include gas turbine hot section components and cryo-
genic storage tanks.

Despite the widespread use of these two materials, there is still
a lack of thermal properties in the technical literature, with special
reference to radiative properties, markedly affected by surface
conditions �microgeometry induced by a particular surface treat-
ment, presence of oxide layers, etc.�. In the present paper, total
hemispherical emittance of aluminum and Inconel 718, measured
under different surface conditions for both materials �including
the presence of oxide layers� is reported, together with the specific
heat versus temperature of both materials.

2 Theory
Consider a body �the sample�, with isothermal, plane surfaces,

suspended inside an isothermal cavity. The thermal radiation emit-
ted, absorbed and reflected in the system is diffuse; sample and
cavity surfaces are gray.

Under these assumptions, the net radiative heat transfer rate q
between the body and the cavity surfaces is:

q = ��Ts
4 − T�

4 �/��1 − �s�/�sAs + 1/AsFs,� + �1 − ���/��A�� �1�

where the subscripts s and � denote sample and cavity properties,
respectively, T is the surface temperature, A the surface area, � the
total hemispherical emittance, � the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
and Fs,� the sample-to-cavity view factor, equal to 1. The emit-
tance �s of the sample surface can be easily obtained from Eq. �1�:

�s = ��As�Ts
4 − T�

4 �/q − C��−1 �2�

where C�= �1−���As / ���A�� is a constant that can be neglected
since As is typically much smaller than A�.

In the presence of high vacuum in the cavity, the heat dissipated
by the sample �for instance by Joule effect, through a heater fitted
inside� is almost totally transferred to the cavity by thermal radia-
tion, provided that the cavity surfaces are maintained at a tem-
perature lower than that of the internal body. Therefore, the heat
transfer rate q can be evaluated as follows:

q = qel − qgas − qk �3�

where qel is the heat transfer rate dissipated into the sample by
Joule effect, qgas is the conductive heat transfer rate through the
residual gas in the evacuated cavity, and qk is the conduction/
radiation heat transfer rate through the wires suspending the
sample. The measurements of q, properly corrected to take into
account heat losses through the wires, as well as the sample and
cavity surface temperatures �on several spots, to assess the re-
quired surface temperature uniformity� allow the evaluation of the
emittance �s of the sample to be performed through Eq. �2�.

As the heating power is turned off, the temperature Ts of the
sample begins to decay, owing to the heat exchange with the cav-
ity wall, taken at a lower temperature �T��. According to the
lumped capacitance model, the cooling rate of the sample can be
written as:
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dTs/d� = − ��As�Ts
4 − T�

4 �/�1/�s + C�� + qk + qgas�/�mscp,s + mhcp,h�
�4�

where ms and mh denote the masses of the sample and heater,
respectively, while cp,s and cp,h are the relevant specific heats and
�s is the total hemispherical emittance at the actual temperature
Ts. The values of mh, ms, and cp,h are typically known parameters;
therefore the following expression for cp,s can be deduced,

cp,s = − ��As�Ts
4 − T�

4 �/�1/�s + C�� + qk + qgas�/�msdTs/d��

− mhcp,h/ms �5�

with mh�ms in order to minimize the value of the term
mhcp,h /ms.

Equation �5� enables the specific heat of the sample �and its
variation with temperature� to be determined from the measure-
ments of the instantaneous values of Ts and its time history and
from the previously calculated �by Eq. �2�� total hemispherical
emittance.

3 Experiment
Figure 1 depicts the schematic layout of the experimental ap-

paratus. A large stainless-steel chamber, cylindrical in shape �inner
diameter=0.15 m, inner height=0.34 m� is connected to a high
vacuum pump �able to attain air pressures as low as 10−4 Pa� and
equipped with a cold cathode-pirani low pressure transducer. The
inner surface of the chamber is black painted in order to minimize
the value of constant C� in Eq. �2�, equal to 0.0143 in the present
experiment. A copper coil, for the circulation of a fluid �water�
coming from a thermostatic bath �typically programmed to main-
tain a container temperature of about 285 K�, is wrapped around
the outer surface of the chamber.

The sample consisted of two rectangular plates �50�90
�7 mm� arranged as a sandwich structure, i.e., two identical thin
plates with a plane electrical resistance �heater� sandwiched in
between, as shown in Fig. 1 �right-hand side�. Extra care was
taken to mill the plates on the inner sides to accommodate the
heater inside the material. The heater, made of mica in order to
achieve temperatures up to 870 K, had the following dimensions:
length 78 mm, width 40 mm, thickness 1 mm. The facing plates
were blocked by four screws, whose area exposed to the chamber
wall was less than 1% of the total sample area. The plate/heater
assembly was suspended in the chamber by the electric wire of the
heater, connected to a dc power supply. The electric wires were
made of 0.5 mm diam copper, mechanically polished �expected
emittance lower than 0.1�.

According to Eq. �2�, the total hemispherical emittance �s of the
sample can be deduced by performing the temperature and heat
transfer rate measurements at the steady state �typically after sev-
eral hours from the beginning of each test�. The thermal power
dissipated into the resistance was measured by a voltmeter and an
amperometer. Owing to the low Biot number of the plate, the
temperature Ts of the sample, measured by means of a thin
�0.5 mm diam�, metal-sheathed, type K thermocouple, was ex-
pected to be fairly uniform over the sample surface. Preliminary
tests, conducted placing two 0.5 mm diam thermocouples into
small holes drilled into the material at different positions, con-
firmed this assumption. Five type K thermocouples were em-
ployed to measure the temperature T� of the container in different
spots at the inner wall, in order to check the degree of temperature
uniformity. A digital data logger was employed to record all tem-
perature data and to control the achievement of the steady state
condition.

In order to evaluate �s with the desired accuracy, a reliable
estimation of terms qgas and qk has to be performed. If the pres-
sure of the container is in the low 10−4 Pa range, the term qgas can
be neglected as stated in previous papers �2,5�. The term qk is
associated with the thermal conduction along the sample thermo-
couple wire and the leads of the resistance and with radiation from
the outside surface of the thermocouple and resistance leads to the
container; it has been calculated by numerically solving the
steady-state conduction equation for each wire

d2T/dx2 = c0�T4 − T�
4 � �6�

where x is the spatial coordinate along the wire of length L, T is
the wire temperature �equal to Ts and T� at the two extremities
x=0 and x=L, respectively� and c0 is a constant depending on
known parameters �diameter, thermal conductivity, and emittance
of wire�. The calculated heat loss from the wires has been taken
into account in Eqs. �2� and �3�; the role played by qk for expected
emittance of 0.3 and Ts equal to 400 K �T� fixed at 300 K� is
about 2.7% of qel and about 1.9% of qel when Ts is raised to
700 K. For emittances higher than 0.5, qk /qel is in the 0.7–1.8%
range when Ts is between 300 and 700 K �and T�=300 K�.

After the total hemispherical emittance has been determined,
the specific heat of the sample material can be deduced from the
cooling curve through Eq. �5�. The cooling transient that follows
the interruption of power supply is recorded by the data logger at
intervals of 15–60 s. To obtain the value of the derivative dTs /d�
at a specific instant value, the recorded time history of tempera-
ture Ts��� is expressed by an exponential function

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the apparatus and sketch of the sample/heater assembly „H
=0.09 m, W=0.05 m, t=0.007 m…
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Ts��� = ai exp�− bi�� − �0�� �7�

where �0 is an arbitrarily fixed time and the constants ai and bi are
locally determined by using a least-squares method with a set of
five adjacent experimental data, as done by Masuda and Higano
�3�. After fitting the measured response with Eq. �7�, the residuals
of the fit were of the order of 0.05–0.15 K. After the constants ai
and bi have been determined, the local time-derivative of sample
temperature is easily calculated.

The uncertainty analysis at the 95% confidence level has been
performed according to the procedure described by Moffat �6�. It
takes into account the errors associated with voltage, current, and
temperature measurements and with the calculation of heat losses
from electric and thermocouple wires. The uncertainty �in terms
of percent� in �s turned out to be in the 8–12% range for �s of
about 0.05, in the 4–6% range for �s of about 0.1, and in the
2–3% range for for �s higher than 0.3, while the uncertainty �in
percentage� in cp,s, for the employed samples, was found to be in
the 4.1–4.9% range.

4 Experimental Results
A commercial aluminum alloy and Inconel 718 alloy were cho-

sen as the sample materials.
The aluminum alloy, namely Anticorodal 6063, is 98–99% pure

aluminum. The other constituents �% of weight� are the following:
Si 0.3–0.6%, Fe 0.1–0.3%, Cu 0.1%, Mn 0.1%, Mg 0.35–0.6%,
Cr 0.05%, Zn 0.15%, and Ti 0.1%. The samples were prepared by
successively rolling bar stocks to the desired shape and thickness.
Experiments were conducted using the following samples: �1� as-
rolled and -received conditions; �2� rolled and sandblasted; �3�
rolled and black anodized.

Sample �1�, tested as received, presented ordinarily polished
surfaces. Sample �2�, previously rolled like sample �1�, was sand-
blasted. The surface mechanical average roughness Ra, measured
by means of a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf 10 instrument, turned out
to be 1.14 �m �average value among 5 individual measurements
performed varying both the direction and the length of the tracer
point�. Sample �3�, previously rolled like sample �1�, was anod-
ized using an electrolyte solution of sulfuric acid �190 g per l�.
The current density was approximately 0.5 amp per dm2, the
sample remained in the solution for 40–45 min and the oxide
thickness was about 11–15 �m.

Inconel 718 alloy has the following constituents �% of weight�:
Ni 52.5%, Cr 19%, Fe 18.5%, Nb 5.2%, Mo 3%, Ti 0.8%, Al
0.6%, Si 0.2%, and Mn 0.2%. The samples were prepared by
electrodischarge machining �EDM� from a bar stock to the desire
shape and thickness. The EDM is a metal removal process using a
series of electric sparks to erode material from a workpiece. Ex-
periments were conducted using the following samples: �4� as
EDM machined conditions; �5� EDM machined and polished; �6�
EDM machined, polished and thermally oxidized.

Sample �4� was tested directly after the EDM without any fur-
ther surface finishing treatment. Sample �5� was mechanically pol-
ished by means of successive grinding stages with abrasive papers
of finer and finer grain �from No. 80 to No. 1500 grit silicon
carbide paper� and finally mirror-polished by cloth polishing with
diamond paste, 6 �m and alumina powder, 1 �m. Sample �6�,
previously EDM prepared and polished like sample �5�, was ther-
mally oxidized in air at 1000°C and atmospheric pressure for
30 min.

All the samples were cleaned �after the surface treatment� with
acetone, and then washed thoroughly with ultrasonic waves �for
five minutes� in distilled water.

Figures 2 and 3 show the total hemispherical emittance results
for aluminum �in the 350–635 K temperature range� and Inconel
718 �between 350–580 K�, respectively.

The emittance of aluminum �Fig. 2� in as-received conditions
�sample �1�� increases almost linearly with temperature; the same
trend has been reported by other authors �3,7� using a transient

calorimetric technique. The large differences in the emittance val-
ues appear to be mainly due to the different surface-finishing con-
ditions of the samples: the sample employed in the present experi-
ment probably has a different magnitude of surface damage �due
to the surface treatment� and a significant alteration in surface
geometry as compared with the mechanically polished �3� and the
electropolished �7� samples. The sandblasted aluminum sample
�2� shows emittance values 4–5 times higher than those of the
ordinarily polished sample. The high emittances after sandblasting
are related to surface irregularities induced by the surface treat-

Fig. 2 Total hemispherical emittance of aluminium Anticorodal
6063 alloy, as received „1…, sandblasted „2…, and anodized „3…

Fig. 3 Total hemispherical emittance of Inconel 718 alloy, as
electrodischarge machined „4…, polished „5…, and thermally oxi-
dized „6…
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ment, as found by Misale et al. in previous papers �8,9�. Emittance
of the anodized aluminum sample �3� decreases with increasing
sample temperature; this behavior is typical of oxides, whose ab-
sorption coefficient tends to decrease with decreasing wavelength,
thereby making the oxide more transparent to radiation when the
temperature increases. The same trend was found by Weaver �10�
and Brannon Jr. and Goldstein �11� by means of radiometric mea-
surements performed on anodized aluminum samples with ap-
proximately the same oxide thickness as the present experiment.
Differences in emittance values may be ascribed to the nongray
nature of surfaces or to the different anodizing process used.

Figure 3 shows the emittance versus temperature for Inconel
718. Samples having surfaces in as-machined �EDM� conditions
�4� and after the mechanical polishing �5� are characterized by
moderate increases of emittance with temperature; results indicate
that the polishing treatment reduces by over 50% the emittance of
the electrodischarge machined sample. Recorded data for the pol-
ished sample are in good agreement with measurements per-
formed by Greene et al. �5� using a steady-state calorimetric tech-
nique. As expected, the thermal oxidation �at 1000°C for 30 min�
of the polished sample �6� leads to a significant increase �by 300–
350%� in emittance. Again, emittance was found to increase with
surface temperature; the same trend was observed by Greene et al.
�5� that found the same emittance levels �0.65 at 600 K� for
samples with the same oxidation history but values up to 0.9
�practically unchanged with temperature� for higher time and tem-
perature of oxidation. These considerations, together with visual
observation of the sample after the oxidation, suggest that the
oxide layer was not so thick to completely inhibit the role played
by the substrate in the radiant exchange with the surroundings.

The specific heat of samples is recovered from the analysis of
cooling curves without supply of external energy. Typical cooling
curves are plotted in Fig. 4, for the three aluminum samples �from
550 K�. Inspection of the figure shows faster temperature reduc-
tions for samples having higher emittance; it is worth noting that
the lumped capacitance model requires that thermal gradients in-
side the material to be negligible. According to Cheng �2�, the rate
of cooling of the sample must be lower than a limiting value given
by

�dTs/d��lim = 0.01�sAs
2�Ts − T��/Vs

2 �8�

where �s and Vs are the thermal diffusivity and the volume of the
sample, respectively. In the present experiment, �dTs /d��lim for
aluminum samples is about 3.5 K/s, at Ts−T�=50 K and 21 K/s
at Ts−T�=300 K, while for Inconel 718 is about 0.25 K/s at Ts
−T�=50 K and 1.5 K/s at Ts−T�=300 K. Maximum measured
values of the derivative �dTs /d�� for aluminum samples were

0.45 K/s at the highest Ts and 0.06 K/s at the lowest Ts �sample
�3��, while for Inconel 718 samples �dTs /d�� was, at the most,
0.22 K/s at the highest Ts and 0.05 K/s at the lowest Ts �sample
�6��; for both materials the limiting rate of cooling is never ex-
ceeded and then temperature gradients within the sample can be
neglected.

Specific heat values of aluminum �between 350 and 550 K� and
Inconel 718 �between 350 and 520 K� are reported in Fig. 5; the
plotted results include temperature transient analysis of all
samples for aluminum and Inconel 718. The scatter of data around
the best fit �solid line� is mainly ascribed to the uncertainty in-
duced by the different levels of cooling rates of individual
samples. For instance, samples at high emittance are characterized
by rapid cooling, with possible small errors due to residual ther-
mal gradients in the material but, at the same time, the role played
by heat losses qk �and relative errors associated with their evalu-
ations� is minimal; conversely, low emittance samples have a slow
temperature decay with time, with no errors related to the lumped
capacitance model but with a larger uncertainty due to errors in
temperature measurements and in heat losses estimation. It is con-
cluded that the lowest deviation from the best fit of data is ob-
tained for samples with intermediate values of emittance and rate
of cooling �sample �2� for aluminum and �4� for Inconel 718�;
these operating conditions are the most suitable for very accurate
measurements of specific heat by the present calorimetric
technique.

5 Conclusions
An experimental apparatus for the measurement of the total

hemispherical emittance and specific heat of metals has been de-
scribed. The apparatus, based on the calorimetric technique, en-
ables measurements of emittance during a steady-state experi-
ment, followed by a cooling transient from which the specific heat
of sample is recovered. The total hemispherical emittances have
been measured for ordinarily polished, sandblasted and black ano-
dised aluminum �Anticorodal 6063� samples and for electrodis-
charge machined, mechanically polished and thermally oxidized
Inconel 718 samples. Besides, for both materials the specific heats
have been measured. Experiments proved the suitability of the
method to measure emittance and specific heat of metals using the
same apparatus.
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Fig. 4 Cooling curves of temperature vs time for the aluminum
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Fig. 5 Specific heat of aluminum Anticorodal 6063 and Inconel
718 alloy
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Nomenclature
A 	 heat transfer surface area �m2�

ai ,bi 	 constants in Eq. �7�
C� 	 constant in Eq. �2�
c0 	 constant in Eq. �6�
cp 	 specific heat �J/kg K�

Fs,� 	 sample-to-cavity view factor
H ,W , t 	 sample length, width and thickness �m�

m 	 mass �kg�
q 	 radiative heat transfer rate �W�

qel 	 thermal power dissipated by Joule effect �W�
qgas 	 conductive heat transfer rate through the re-

sidual gas �W�
qk 	 heat transfer rate through the wires �W�
T 	 temperature �K�
V 	 volume �m3�
x 	 longitudinal coordinate �m�

Greek Symbols
� 	 thermal diffusivity �m2/s�
� 	 total hemispherical emittance
� 	 Stefan-Boltzmann constant

�=5.67�10−8 W/m2 K4�
� 	 time �s�

�0 	 reference time in Eq. �7� �s�

Subscripts
h 	 heater

lim 	 limiting value
s 	 sample

� 	 cavity
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Heat transfer in jet impingement is a complicated phenomenon
and a general analytical solution is not available. Typical jet im-
pingement studies are conducted experimentally and best-fit cor-
relations are proposed (Beitelmal, Saad, and Patel [2]; Beitelmal
[3]; Beitelmal, Saad, and Patel [4]; Schauer and Eustis [7]; Mc-
Murray, Myers, and Uyehara [8], Gardon and Akfirat [9]). Sepa-
rate solutions for the stagnation region and the wall jet region are
then combined to determine the overall heat transfer solution for
the impinging jet. In this paper, stagnation and wall jet region
solutions for a two-dimensional jet normally impinging on a flat
surface are developed using heat transfer relations available in
the literature. These solutions are analyzed and compared to pre-
vious experimental results (Beitelmal, Saad, and Patel [2]; Beitel-
mal [3]). The potential flow assumption is used for the fluid dy-
namics analysis at the stagnation region. For the wall jet region,
a comparison was achieved through consideration of the classical
analytical solution for parallel flow over a flat plate. Analytical
solutions as well as semiempirical solutions for the stagnation
region and the wall jet reported by previous investigators were
also considered. Predictions for heat transfer in the stagnation
region using potential flow assumptions were found to be accurate
to within 20%. For the wall jet region, previous correlations pre-
dicted by McMurray, Myers, and Uyehara [8] and Nizou [10]
were found to be the most accurate. At large values of x /D, the
heat transfer properties in the wall jet are shown to be very simi-
lar to those of a turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate. Such a
simplified analysis in different regions of an impinging jet using
some basic fluid dynamics assumptions can greatly facilitate a
prediction of the local Nusselt number. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2150841�

Introduction
A free submerged jet issuing from a nozzle becomes turbulent

at a short distance from the point of discharge for exit Reynolds
number greater than 700. Turbulence occurs when the fluid jet
moves past a stagnant layer of fluid where a slipline is formed.
This slipline becomes unstable and the flow changes into a turbu-
lent mixing zone due to entrainment of the surrounding fluid.
Entrainment induces more fluid from the surroundings into the jet

causing the flow rate to increase as the distance from the nozzle
exit increases. Upon impingement over a flat surface, the flow can
be divided into four main regions: an initial mixing zone, a jet
core �potential core�, an impinging zone and a wall jet. The center
velocity within the jet core is highest; it decreases beyond the tip
of the jet core and eventually is reduced to zero at the point of
impact with the target surface �the stagnation point�. At this point
the static pressure is higher than the ambient pressure, resulting in
a favorable pressure gradient that turns the flow to a direction
parallel to the target surface, forming the wall jet region. The jet
adheres to the surface as it flows over the plate. The heat transfer
from the surface is a maximum at the stagnation point and tapers
off as the parallel flow picks up heat from the surface and its
velocity is reduced away from the stagnation region.

At the impingement surface, the flow is divided into two dis-
tinct regions: a stagnation region and a wall jet region. These
regions are illustrated in Fig. 1. The factors affecting these two
regions are very different. The stagnation region is affected by the
external flow just outside the boundary layer and the maximum
free jet velocity arriving at the stagnation region �arrival velocity�.
The maximum pressure is at the stagnation point, and decreases to
the ambient pressure at a distance y0 from the stagnation point in
the direction of impingement. Along the wall, the pressure also
decreases until it recovers to the ambient pressure at a distance x0
from the stagnation point. The boundary layer flow in the imme-
diate vicinity of the stagnation point will almost certainly be lami-
nar in view of the low local Reynolds number and it is safe to
assume that the flow remains laminar for the entire stagnation
region �1�. The positive pressure gradient in the region accelerates
the flow, stabilizes the boundary layer and helps laminarize the
flow. The maximum velocity just outside the stagnation region
recovers to the maximum approach velocity as the stagnation flow
develops into a wall jet.

The resulting wall jet is a turbulent boundary layer with zero
pressure-gradient in the flow direction. It is divided into two lay-
ers: an inner layer and an outer layer. For a long enough wall, the
maximum wall jet velocity decreases with x due to entrainment
and viscous effects. The maximum velocity just outside the inner
layer affects the heat transfer from the wall. The overall heat
transfer from the wall is also affected by the turbulent intensity in
the outer layer that might propagate into the inner layer.

Stagnation and wall jet region solutions for a two-dimensional
jet impinging normally on a flat surface are developed using heat
transfer relations available in the literature. These solutions are
analyzed and compared to experimental results �2,3� using a slot
nozzle, 70 mm long and 5.5�50 mm2 exit area. The nozzle is
attached to a plenum chamber with inner dimensions of 55�50
�25 mm3. The experiments were conducted for a practical Rey-
nolds number range of interest to the electronic industry between
4000 and 12 000, vertical nozzle-exit to target surface distance
between 4D and 12D, and horizontal distance from the stagnation
point between 0 and 8D, where D is the hydraulic diameter and is
approximated as ��2w�. This approximation is valid for the
nozzle aspect ratio used in the experiments. The reader is referred
to �2� or �3� for more details on the experimental apparatus.

Beitelmal et al. �4� investigated the effect of surface roughness
of a uniformly heated plate on the average heat transfer charac-
teristics of an impinging air jet. Miyazaki and Silberman �5� ap-
proximated the stagnation region to extend up to half the width of
the slot nozzle �w� and found this region to be independent of the
vertical distance between the nozzle exit and the target surface, z.
Beltaos and Rajaratnam �6� concluded that it is safe to apply the
potential flow solution within the vicinity of the stagnation point.
In this analysis, the potential flow assumption is used for the
entire stagnation region flow. For the wall jet region, a comparison
was achieved through consideration of the classical analytical so-
lution for the stagnation point and for parallel flow over a flat
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plate. Analytical solutions as well as semiempirical solutions for
the stagnation region and the wall jet reported by previous inves-
tigators �7–10� were also considered.

Many attempts have been published in the literature, highlight-
ing numerical recipes for solving jet impingement heat transfer
�11–14�. However the interaction between the jet impingement
regions is complicated and there is no general CFD code that can
be applied for all different types of jet impingement. For example,
a recent publication �11� used Large-Eddy Simulation �LES� tech-
niques for jet Reynolds number between 500 and 3000. The LES
method is a compromise between Direct Numerical Simulation
�DNS� and Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS�, where
DNS is the most accurate method of predicting turbulent flow
while RANS only solves for the average flow properties. With
sufficient grids, LES behaves similarly to DNS; however, LES can
be worse than RANS if the grid resolution is not high enough. The
dynamic model employed in this case would require a very fine
meshing near the wall, which would result in a high computa-
tional cost. The authors �11� used 21 cells along the impinging
direction and less along the other two directions. However, for
higher Reynolds number flow, it is questionable whether the ef-
fects of turbulence generation due to free shear and entrainment in
the free jet can be captured by this grid resolution. At higher
Reynolds number, as energy begins to populate the cells at a
smaller scale, the accuracy of the LES method would diminish
significantly.

Stagnation Region Analysis
The stagnation flow model chosen here is based on the follow-

ing assumptions: the fluid is incompressible and has no viscous
effects, and fluid properties are constant. For the normally imping-
ing two-dimensional jet, the stagnation region is assumed to ex-
tend a distance Sstag from the stagnation point. It is further as-
sumed that the velocity arriving at this region is equal to the
velocity leaving the region, and the maximum static pressure is at
the stagnation point. The entrainment is neglected.

Based on the previous assumptions, the velocity parallel to the
wall can be assumed to vary linearly with the horizontal distance
x starting at the stagnation point and up to a distance Sstag.

Using approximations from the literature �1,5–7,15�, the Nus-
selt number in the stagnation region for air �Pr=0.7� can be given
as:

Nustag = 0.824�ReD�0.5� z − �

D
�−0.25

�1�

In this study, the size of the stagnation region is assumed to be
independent of z and to be only a function of the slot width. The
best fit to the experimental data �2,3� is assumed to apply up to 1.2
of the slot nozzle width from the impingement point. The axial
velocity then reaches the maximum arrival velocity value at 1.2w
distance from the stagnation point, so that:

x0 = 1.2w �2�
Note that the equation reveals that the heat transfer Nusselt num-
ber is independent of x within the stagnation region. Since the
thermal boundary layer thickness is also constant, potential flow
theory suggests that the amount of heat transfer should not change
in the stagnation region.

The approach velocity and the turbulence level of the free jet
are thus the important factors in determining the extent of the
stagnation region and the location of the transition region. How-
ever, as discussed by Martin �16�, it would not be practical to
include the turbulence level as a variable into an engineering cor-
relation for heat and mass transfer as it cannot be a design vari-
able.

Wall Jet Analysis
The velocity decreases to zero at the stagnation point and the

flow proceeds parallel to the wall where the pressure gradient
causes the axial velocity to accelerate to umax at the edge of the
stagnation region. The flow from the stagnation region to the wall
jet takes place via a discontinuity in a transition layer. The flow
becomes unstable at the edge of the stagnation region due to the
presence of random turbulent fluctuations and the inertial forces
becomes important �17–19�. Boundary conditions are particularly
important in jet impingement heat transfer since factors affecting
this region include the turbulence level at the free jet, nozzle size,
exit conditions, and the free jet Reynolds number. This causes
difficulty in determining the transition region location and charac-
teristics experimentally but numerical techniques can shed light
on this layer. From the point of view of heat transfer, this layer is
not critical and it is not covered in this study.

As previously stated, two layers define the wall jet. The inner
layer is the most important to the heat transfer from the wall
surface. The outer layer is similar in properties to a free jet and
will not be considered here. The inner layer exhibits similarities in
structure with that of a boundary layer over a flat plate, but differs
in that it is developed under the influence of an external turbulent
flow. As a result of neglecting the viscous effects in the stagnation
region, the maximum velocity at the start of the wall jet will be
equal to the maximum free jet velocity arriving at the stagnation
region. It is also assumed that the virtual origin of the wall jet �the
point where the turbulent boundary layer would originate if it
were not preceded by the stagnation region� coincides with the
stagnation point. It is further assumed that the flow is incompress-
ible with constant properties, entrainment is negligible and the
surface heat flux is constant.

The maximum wall jet velocity depends on several factors in-
cluding the arrival velocity at the stagnation region, the turbulent
level from the outer layer, and the viscous effects at the wall that
cause the wall jet to decelerate. In the present analysis, it is as-
sumed that the maximum free jet velocity arriving to the stagna-
tion region is decaying based on the approximation by Schauer
and Eustis �7�:

Umax

U0
=

2.35
��z − ��/�D/2�

�3�

The maximum wall jet velocity �just outside the boundary layer�
is equal to the velocity arriving at the stagnation region and is
used to calculate the wall heat transfer coefficient.

Fig. 1 Impinging jet nomenclature
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umax = Umax �4�
The classical analytical approximation for the effect of a constant
wall heat flux on turbulent boundary layers over a flat surface �20�
can be rewritten as follows:

NuD =
0.0308�Pr�0.333�umaxx/��0.8

x/D
�5�

Substituting Eq. �3� and Eq. �4� into Eq. �5� with Pr=0.7 for air,
we obtain:

NuD = 0.0410�ReD�0.8� z − �

D
�−0.4� x

D
�−0.2

�6�

The above equation is used to calculate the Nusselt number for the
wall jet region.

Results and Discussion

Stagnation Region. For the case of two-dimensional flow im-
pinging normally on a flat plate, the stagnation region can be
assumed to extend Sstag from the stagnation point. At the point of
the jet impacting the target surface, the velocity and friction factor
are assumed to be zero and the Nusselt number is maximum.

Figure 2 shows a sample comparison between predicted values
for Nusselt Number in the stagnation region and the experimental
results of Beitelmal et al. �2,3�. Equation �1�, derived from the
classical stagnation flow solution, matches the experimental val-
ues at ReD=4000 and ReD=7900 with a maximum deviation of
15%. The agreement weakens at ReD=12 000 and the deviation
increases to 20%. The reason may be due to the increase in tur-
bulence intensity in the experiments. The deviations between the
Nusselt number correlations from the literature �7–9� and the ex-
perimental values �2,3� ranged between 28%–50%.

In the neighborhood of the stagnation point �within the stagna-
tion region�, the heat transfer is independent of x, and since the
thermal boundary layer thickness is also constant, potential flow
theory suggests that the amount of heat transfer should not change
in the stagnation region and is only a function of the temperature
difference between the jet and the wall at that point. The Nusselt
number remains nearly constant, even though the velocity along
the wall increases with x. This means that a single measurement is
sufficient to evaluate the stagnation region heat transfer.

The length of the stagnation region in the above analysis is
based only on the size of the slot nozzle. This works for the
practical z /D range in electronic industries �4�z /D�12�, as seen
in Fig. 2, where the stagnation point values maintain the same
trend as the experimental values �2,3� as z /D increases. The tem-
peratures measured in the experiments �2,3�, taken up to x /D
=1.5, are average temperatures over this range. The temperature
difference between the jet and the plate over this region is con-

stant and the heat flux is also constant. Therefore, the heat transfer
coefficient and the Nusselt number are also constant. From Fig. 2,
it appears that Eq. �1� derived from the classical stagnation solu-
tion gives the best fit to the experimental results. This relation can
be used to estimate the stagnation Nusselt number for the range of
Re and z /D values used in the experiments �2,3�.

Wall Jet Region. Wall jet Nusselt number comparisons are
shown in Fig. 3 for ReD=12 000, z /D=10, and in Fig. 4 for the
ReD range from 4000 to 12 000, the z /D range from 4 to 12, and
x /D from 0 to 8. The plots show that the classical boundary layer
solution for flow over a flat plate underestimates the heat transfer
coefficient for the wall jet over the range of this study. This is due
to the increase in turbulence intensity that propagate downward
from the outer layer. Furthermore, the solution neglects the turbu-
lence intensity that gets amplified from the free jet down to the
wall jet. However, the wall jet behaves very similar to a turbulent
boundary layer over a flat surface for large x /D. Although
Schauer and Eustis �7� predicted the heat transfer based on experi-
mental results obtained over the range of Re�16 000, their pre-
dictions match the experimental results �2,3� to within 10%–20%.
The maximum deviation, however, is as much as 40% and takes
place at small x /D, which might indicate that the wall jet has not
begun yet at these values. The prediction by McMurray et al. �8�
for the turbulent wall jet compares well with the experimental
results �2,3�, except for z /D=12. This correlation matched better
for higher Reynolds number. The Nusselt number expression from
Nizou’s relation �10� qualitatively follows the trend of the experi-
mental results �2,3� rather closely, except for z /D=4. This could
be because the Nizou relation does not include the z /D factor.
Quantitatively, the plots show that his equation deviates from the
experimental results �2,3� by as much as 30%, but this deviation

Fig. 2 A comparison between the present results and previ-
ous investigations for the stagnation point „Re=7900…

Fig. 3 A comparison between the present results and previ-
ous investigations for the wall jet „z /D=10, Re=12 000…

Fig. 4 Experimental trends in the Nusselt number as a func-
tion of „x /D , z /D , Re…
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decreases significantly as x /D increases. This might indicate that
the wall jet is affected by the stagnation region, causing the Nus-
selt number to be higher than the one predicted by the analysis.

In summary, the theoretical values of the Nusselt number in the
wall jet are generally lower than the experimental values. This
may be attributed to turbulent intensity in the free jet, which could
be much higher than that expressed by the Reynolds analogy ap-
proach used in this study. The theory solves only the equations for
the wall jet while the experimental heat transfer data include the
effects of turbulence pregenerated in the initial free jet. The tem-
perature profile measured experimentally depends on the condi-
tions at the nozzle exit and the turbulent intensity of the jet and is
not just a function of the mean velocity profile. The turbulence
intensity appears to be uniquely determined by the jet design vari-
ables �Reynolds number and dimensionless jet length� and there-
fore heat transfer rates can be correlated very effectively without
including turbulence characterization �9�. Predictions by McMur-
ray et al. �8� and Nizou �10� represent the best fit to the experi-
mental results �2,3� in the wall jet immediately downstream of the
stagnation region. The classical solution for turbulent boundary
layer flow over a flat plate can be used to predict the heat transfer
at large x /D values.

Conclusions

�1� Approximate solutions are developed using simplified
flow assumptions for both the stagnation and wall jet
regions.

�2� The potential flow assumption is used for the stagnation
region, while the wall jet is approximated as a turbulent
boundary layer over a flat plate.

�3� Different correlations available from the literature are
included in the analysis and compared to experimental
results �2,3�.

�4� In the stagnation region, the classical stagnation solution
is found to give the best fit to the experimental results.

�5� In the wall jet regions, the correlations published by
McMurray et al. �8� and Nizou �10� represented the best
fit. The classical solution for turbulent boundary layer
flow over a flat plate can be used to predict the heat
transfer at large x /D values for the wall jet region.

Nomenclature
D � hydraulic diameter, m

NuD � Nusselt number �=hD /k�
Nustag � Nusselt number at stagnation point

Pr � Prandtl number
Pstag � stagnation pressure, Pa
Sstag � stagnation region radius, m
ReD � Reynolds number �=UD /�air�
umax � maximum wall jet velocity, m/s
Umax � maximum free jet velocity, m/s

U0 � mean velocity of the air jet at nozzle exit, m/s
w � width of slot nozzle, m
x � distance along the plate measured from the

geometrical center, m

x0 � axial distance between stagnation point and
edge of stagnation region, m

y0 � vertical distance between stagnation point and
edge of stagnation region, m

z � vertical distance between the nozzle exit and
the center of the plate, m

� � distance between the stagnation point and the
edge of the stagnation region, m

� � kinematic viscosity, m2/s
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The critical heat fluxes (CHFs) and the heat transfer coefficients
(HTCs) in subcooled flow boiling were applied to a thermal
analysis of the flat-plate-type divertor of a helical-type fusion ex-
perimental device, which is a Large Helical Device (LHD) located
in the National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS), Japan. The
incident CHF, qcr,inc, for the divertor plate with the cooling tube
diameter, d, of 10 mm and the plate width, w, ranging from 16 to
30 mm were numerically analyzed based on the measured CHFs,
qcr,sub, and HTCs for the test tube inner diameter, d, of 9 mm and
the heated length, L, of 48 to 149 mm. The peripheral distribu-
tions of the surface heat flux and the surface temperature in the
cooling tube were obtained. Numerical solutions of qcr,inc become
larger with a decrease in w /d at a fixed L. It is confirmed that the
ratio of the one-side heat loading data, qcr,inc, to the uniform heat
loading data, qcr,sub, can be represented as the simple equation
based on the numerical solutions. The values of the qcr,inc for the
tube length of 50, 100, and 150 mm were estimated with various
w /d at a higher pressure. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2150842�

1 Introduction
The knowledge of the critical heat fluxes �CHFs� and the heat

transfer coefficients �HTCs� in subcooled flow boiling is impor-
tant for the design of a divertor plate in a nuclear fusion facility.
Recently, the CHFs and HTCs for subcooled flow boiling of water
in short vertical tubes of 22 to 150 mm in length with 2, 3, 6, 9,
and 12 mm inner diameters �ID� cooled with an upward flow of
subcooled water were measured for wide ranges of flow velocities
�u�, outlet and inlet subcoolings ��Tsub,out and �Tsub,in� and pres-
sures by Hata et al. �1,2,4–9� and Sato et al. �3�. It has been
clarified that the qcr,sub against �Tsub,out for �Tsub,out�30 K are
almost proportional to d−0.4 and u0.4 for fixed �Tsub,out and L /d, to
��Tsub,out�0.7for a fixed L /d, and to �L /d�−0.1 for a fixed �Tsub,out
based on the experimental data �4–9�. And, the following CHF
correlations related to outlet and inlet subcoolings �5–9� have
been given based on the effects of test tube inner diameter �d�,

flow velocity �u�, outlet and inlet subcoolings ��Tsub,out and
�Tsub,in� and the ratio of heated length to inner diameter �L /d� on
CHF.

Bo = 0.082� d
��/g��l − �g��−0.1

We−0.3�L

d
	−0.1

Sc0.7

for outlet subcooling ��Tsub,out � 30 K� �1�

Bo = C1� d
��/g��l − �g��−0.1

We−0.3�L

d
	−0.1

e−�L/d�/C2Re0.4
Sc*C3

for inlet subcooling ��Tsub,in � 40 K �2�

where, C1=0.082, C2=0.53, and C3=0.7 for L /d� around 40
and C1=0.092, C2=0.85, and C3=0.9 for L /d� around 40. Bo,
We, Sc, and Sc* are boiling number �=qcr /Ghfg�, Weber number
�=G2d /�l��, nondimensional outlet subcooling �=cpl �Tsub,out /
hfg�, and nondimensional inlet subcooling �=cpl �Tsub,in /hfg�, re-
spectively. The thermophysical properties for the saturated condi-
tion were evaluated at a saturated temperature corresponding with
the outlet pressure. It has been confirmed that almost all the CHF
data �1805 points� �5–9� measured by the authors for wide ranges
of test tube inner diameters �d=2 to 12 mm�, heated lengths �L
=21.5 to 149.7 mm�, L /d=4.08 to 74.85, outlet pressures �Pout
=159 kPa to 1 MPa�, and flow velocities �u=4.0 to 13.3 m/s� are
within 15% differences of the values given by Eqs. �1� and �2� for
30 K��Tsub,out�140 K and 40 K��Tsub,in�151 K. No data
were discarded for this comparison.

On the other hand, the divertors are not heated uniformly but
heated from one side. How the database of CHFs for uniformly
heated pipes can be used to evaluate the maximum heat load for a
divertor is a problem. At a Large Helical Device �LHD�, which is
a helical heliotron-type fusion experimental device located in the
National Institute for Fusion Science �NIFS�, the short pulse mode
experiments will be performed with a maximum of 30 MW of
heating. The heat load will be estimated to exceed 15 MW/m2 on
the divertor element where most of heating energy is concen-
trated. Figure 1 shows a typical photograph of the LHD divertor.
LHD has two types of the divertor element. One is a flat-plate-
type �rectangular one�; the other is a mono-block type �cylindrical
one�. And, the heat load tests have been under way by the electron
beam heating on a mock up of a certain divertor element, which is
consisting of the carbon armors joined to the copper heatsink with
a cooling tube. However, the data of CHFs for such tests are
significantly dependent on the shapes of divertors and do not be-
come general ones. If the maximum heat load for a certain di-
vertor can be evaluated by numerical calculation based on the
database of CHFs and HTCs for uniformly heated pipes, the da-
tabase would become the general one for the design of divertors.
For such a purpose, not only the CHFs but also the HTCs prior to
and after CHFs are necessary. However, there have been few data
of CHFs with HTCs for wide ranges of independent variables
such as test tube inner diameter, heated length, inlet and outlet
pressures, and flow velocity in highly subcooled and pressurized
water.

Our purpose in this study is first is to make the thermal analysis
of the flat-plate-type divertor based on the CHFs and the HTCs
data for the 9 mm inner diameter with the tube length, L, of 48 to
149 mm, second, to clarify the peripheral distribution of the sur-
face heat flux and the surface temperature in the cooling tube of
the divertor by the analysis and thirdly to give the ratio of the
one-side heat loading CHF, qcr,inc, to the uniform heat loading
CHF, qcr,sub, as the simple equation based on the numerical solu-
tions and establish the database for the high heat flux thermal
management at the divertor.
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2 Divertor Types
The cross-sectional views of flat-plate-type and mono-block-

type divertors are shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. The flat-plate-type
divertor is made of the oxygen-free copper block of 30 mm wide
by 25 mm high and the carbon tile �CX2002U� of 30 mm wide by
10 mm high. The carbon tile is brazed to the copper block. The
cooling tube with an inner diameter of 10 mm is horizontally
located at a height of 17 mm from the lower surface on the central
line of the copper block. On the other hand, the mono-block type
one is made of the oxygen-free copper cooling tube with a 10 mm
inner diameter and a 1.5 mm thickness, and the carbon armor
�CX2002U� with a 33 mm outer diameter and a 10 mm thickness.
The cooling tube is located in the center of the carbon armor. The
carbon armor is brazed to the cooling tube. The heated lengths of
the divertors are given as 48–149 mm in this work, which are
equal to the heated lengths of the test tubes in the former CHF
experiments �1–9�. The high heat flux heat removal is achieved in
the following way; the heat induced by collecting the high heat
flux flow and the high-energy particles on the carbon armor upper
surface is transferred to the highly subcooled and pressurized wa-
ter due to the forced convection and nucleate boiling heat transfer

on the inner surface of the cooling tube. It was supposed that the
right, left, and lower surfaces for the flat-plate-type diverter and
the lower surface for the mono-block-type one are under the adia-
batic conditions because the divertor is equipped in the plasma
vessel, which will be normally operated under ultrahigh vacuum
�10−10 atmospheres for hydrogen�.

3 Numerical Analysis of the Flat-Plate-Type Divertor

3.1 Fundamental Equations. The unsteady two-dimensional
heat conduction equation in a boundary fitted coordinate for the
flat-plate-type divertor as shown in Fig. 3 is described as follows:

Fig. 1 Typical photograph of the LHD divertor

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional views of LHD divertors; „a… flat-plate type and „b… mono-block type

Fig. 3 Boundary fitted coordinates of the flat-plate-type
divertor
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�0 � x � w/2, 0 � y � 0.035� , �3�
The boundary conditions are expressed in the following forms:

x = 0:
�T

�x
= 0 �4�

x = w/2:
�T

�x
= 0 �5�

y = 0:
�T

�y
= 0 �6�

y = 0.025: TCu = Tcx2002u �7�

y = 0.035: q = qinc �8�

x =�d2

4
− �y − 0.017�2: q = − q� �9�

where the divertor plate width, w, and the cooling tube diameter,
d, are in �m� and the incident heat flux, qinc, and the surface heat
flux, q�, of the cooling tube are in �W/m2�. The q� are given with
the aid of the relation between the heat flux, q, and the surface
temperature, Ts, previously measured based on the surface tem-
perature of the cooling tube numerically analyzed at every 	 /18
for � ranging from 0 to 	. The effect of heated length, L, on CHF
appeared in the relation between q and Ts measured.

3.2 Calculation Method. Boiling curves measured for the
test tube with an inner diameter of 9 mm and with three heated
lengths of 48, 99, and 149 mm at inlet pressures, Pin, ranged from
594 kPa to 1 MPa are used for the numerical analysis. Figure 4
shows the typical example of the heat transfer characteristics for
d=9 mm with Pin=594 kPa, u=6.93 m/s, and Tin=306.6 K. The
heat flux gradually becomes higher with an increase in �Ts−Tin�
on the forced convection curve derived from Nusselt correlation
�10� up to the point where the slope begins to increase with heat
flux following the onset of nucleate boiling, and increases up to a
value called CHF, where the heater surface temperature rapidly

jumps from the nucleate boiling heat transfer regime to the film
boiling one. The film boiling curve in the figure is given by the
values derived from the Shiotsu and Hama’s correlation �11�. It is
assumed that the film boiling exists for the heater surface tempera-
ture, Ts, higher than the homogeneous spontaneous nucleation
temperature, TH. The transition boiling curve is given as the
straight line drawn between the point for �Ts−Tin� 20 K higher
than that at CHF and that at the minimum heat flux based on the
experimental study on transient boiling heat transfer including the
transition to film boiling on a 1.2 mm diameter horizontal cylinder
in a pool of water caused by a rapid pressure reduction from an
initial pressure under an initial heat input �12�. Minimum film
boiling temperature or heat flux on the inner surface of a vertical
tube with water flowing upward is not clearly understood, at
present, experimentally or theoretically. On the other hand, Saku-
rai et al. �13� performed systematic experiments of minimum film
boiling states on horizontal cylinders in a pool of liquids at pres-
sures. They observed that the minimum film boiling temperature,
Tmin, in each liquid was lower than the homogeneous spontaneous
nucleation temperature, TH, at atmospheric pressure, and it in-
creased and approached TH with an increase in pressure. In the
case of water, Tmin almost agreed with TH for the pressures higher
than around 1 MPa. They also reported that the minimum film
boiling state seemed to be characterized by the surface tempera-
ture rather than the heat flux. It was because Tmin on different
diameter cylinders under the same condition agreed with each
other, although the heat flux at the point was lower for a larger
diameter cylinder due to the dependence of film boiling heat trans-
fer coefficients on the cylinder diameter. It is assumed based on
these facts that Tmin for the forced convection film boiling of
water at high pressures would be around TH.

The q� value for each control volume is given from the boiling
curve shown in Fig. 4 as the heat flux at the surface temperature
numerically obtained for each control volume. The boiling curve
shown in Fig. 4 was formulated to give the surface heat flux on
the cooling tube in the CFD �computational fluid dynamics� code
as follows.

q = C �T n, �10�

�T = Ts − Tin �11�

where all constants, C, and exponents, n, are given in Table 1. The
surface heat flux, q�, and the surface temperature, Ts, on the cool-
ing tube were calculated from the analyzed temperature, T1, at the
center of the first control volume on the cooling tube, by the
iteration on the thermal conduction in the control volume as fol-
lows:

�Cu�T1� = f�T1� �12�

qs1 = C�T1 − Tin�n �13�

Fig. 4 Relationship between q and „Ts−Tin… for d=9 mm with
L=48 mm at an inlet pressure of 594 kPa

Table 1 Constants of Eq. „10…

P �kPa�
Boiling

condition C n
�T range

�K�

594 Forced
convection

1.4583
104 1.2136 0 to 117.552

84.7218 2.2936 117.552 to 133.631
Nucleate
boiling

7.440 06
10−2 3.7313 133.631 to 153.11

4.800 59
10−30 16.633 153.11 to 158.546
18.901
106 0 158.546 to 178.281

Transition
boiling

6.131 06
1029 −10 178.281 to 270.818

Film boiling 441.748 1.1574 Higher than 270.818
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Ts = T1 − qs1
z

2�Cu
�T1� �14�

qs = C�Ts − Tin�n �15�

Ts = T1 − qs
z

2�Cu�T1�
�16�

Equations �15� and �16� were iterated 50 times in the code.

q� = qs �17�

where the thermal conductivity of the oxygen-free copper, �Cu, is
in �W/mK� and the depth of the first control volume on the cool-
ing tube, z, is in �m�. All the calculations were made by using the
PHOENICS code �14�.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Conditions for Calculation. Flat-plate-type divertors are
numerically analyzed as follows:

• Flat-plate type divertors
Material: Oxygen-free copper and CX2002U
Width �w�: 16 to 30 mm
Height �h�: 35 mm
Heated length �L�: 48 to 149 mm
Incident heat flux �qinc�: 9 to 19 MW/m2

Cooling tube diameter �d�: 10 mm
• Cooling water
Inlet pressure �Pin�: 594 kPa to 1 MPa
Flow velocity �u�: 6.9 to 13.3 m/s
Inlet liquid temperature �Tin�: 304.6 to 315.3 K
�31.4 °C to 41.2 °C�

4.2 Incident Critical Heat Flux. Figure 5 shows the numeri-
cally obtained time variations in the surface temperature, Twall, the
inner temperature of the carbon tile, Tcx, and the inner temperature
of the copper block, TCu, for qinc=10.8 MW/m2 for the divertor
of 30 mm wide with the cooling tube diameter, d, of 10 mm,
which is cooled with highly subcooled and pressurized water for
the inlet liquid temperature, Tin, of 306.6 K at the inlet pressure,
Pin, of 594 kPa with the flow velocity, u, of 6.93 m/s. In this
calculation the boiling curve for the test tube inner diameter �d
=9 mm� and the heated length �L=48 mm� was used. The surface
temperature of the carbon tile �CX2002U� rapidly increases up to

1248.2 K after 10 s of the heating and gradually approaches the
constant value of about 1273.2 K with the elapse of time. The heat
transfer on the inner surface of the cooling tube stays in the nucle-
ate boiling regime �N-B�.

The peripheral distributions of the surface heat flux, q�, and the
inner surface temperature, Ts, on the cooling tube and the inter-
sectional one of Twall on the carbon surface after 20 s of heating
are shown in Fig. 6 with the experimental data point of CHF,
qcr,sub. The line, x=0, is the central axis of the carbon tile. The q�
values on the cooling tube are widely distributed, ranging from
4.37 MW/m2 at �=0° �the bottom of the cooling tube� to
18.9 MW/m2 at �=180� �the top of the one�, which is almost the
CHF value. It is assumed from this figure that the boiling phe-
nomena on the whole surface of the cooling tube will be the
nucleate boiling regime for qinc=10.8 MW/m2.

The numerical solutions of the time variations in Twall, Tcx, and
TCu for qinc=11.6 MW/m2 are shown in Fig. 7. After 6.3 s of the
heating, the Twall value steeply increases again because the top
inner surface of the cooling tube begins to be covered with vapor,
the vapor spreads downward the cooling tube surface and the
surface temperature of the cooling tube jumps to that of the film
boiling regime. The heat transfer on the inner surface of the cool-
ing tube turns to film boiling regime �F-B�. The incident critical
heat flux, qcr,inc, is defined as the maximum value of qinc without

Fig. 5 Time variations in Twall, TCX, and TCu for qinc
=10.8 MW/m2 with d=10 mm and L=48 mm

Fig. 6 Peripheral distribution of q�, Ts−Tin, and Twall for qinc
=10.8 MW/m2

Fig. 7 Time variations in Twall, TCX, and TCu for qinc
=11.6 MW/m2 with d=10 mm and L=48 mm
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the steep increase of Twall due to the surface temperature on the
cooling tube increasing to that of the film boiling regime.

4.3 Influence of Width. The numerical solutions of qinc for
the divertor width, w, ranging from 16 to 30 mm, are shown in
Fig. 8 with the triangle symbols. The qinc values with and without
the transition to film boiling are shown as the solid and open
symbols, respectively. The qcr,inc value for Pin=594 kPa is around
11 MW/m2 at a w /d of 3. They become higher with a decrease in
w /d and finally reach a value of about 14 MW/m2 at a w /d of
1.6. The qcr,inc value becomes 27% higher with a decrease in w /d
from 3 to 1.6. The numerical solutions of qinc for the inlet pres-
sure, the flow velocity, and the inlet temperature of 1 MPa,
9.89 m/s, and 311.4 K were also shown in this figure for com-
parison. The values of qcr,inc for Pin=1 MPa show nearly the same
trends of dependence on w /d, although they are 25% higher than
the corresponding values for Pin=594 kPa.

4.4 Comparison With Uniform Heating Data. The ratios of
the calculated qinc for the flat-plate-type divertor and with the
cooling tube diameter of 10 mm at the inlet pressures of 594 kPa
to 1 MPa to the experimental data of qcr,sub with the SUS304 tube
of 9 mm inner diameter at the same inlet pressure condition,
qinc /qcr,sub, are shown versus w /d in Fig. 9. The numerical solu-
tions of the qcr,inc for the heated length of 48 to 149 mm with the
flow velocity of 6.9 to 13.3 m/s at the inlet pressure of 594 kPa to
1 MPa are approximately expressed by the following correlation.

qcr,inc

qcr,sub
= 0.97e−w/6.4d �18�

The curve derived from this correlation is independent of the flow
velocity and the inlet pressure for the entire numerically solved
range. On the other hand, the qcr,sub value in Eq. �18� for �Tsub,in
higher than around 40 K is given by Eq. �2�. The qcr,inc value for
higher pressures can be predicted by using Eqs. �2� and �18�. The
qcr,inc value thus derived for the inlet pressures of 0.5, 1, and
2 MPa at the flow velocity of 10 m/s with the inlet liquid tem-
perature of 308.2 K are shown in Fig. 10 as a curve for each value
of the inlet pressure. The qcr,inc value for L=50 mm becomes

higher than 20 MW/m2 with the decrease in the w /d smaller than
2 for the inlet pressure of 2 MPa. Those for L=100 and 150 mm
become higher than 15 MW/m2 with a decrease in w /d smaller
than 3.3 and 2.6 for the inlet pressure of 2 MPa, respectively.

It is considered that the incident critical heat flux, qcr,inc, for the
divertor will be larger than the value derived from Eqs. �2� and
�18�. Because the divertor is made of a copper tube or copper
block whose thermal conductivity is very high, and so the differ-
ence between the inlet and outlet temperatures of the divertor will
become smaller than that of the experimental data by using the
thin SUS304 tube. It is assumed based on this fact that Eq. �18�
will give the lower limit for the ratio of the one side heat loading
data to the uniform heat loading data.

5 Comparison of Our Numerical Solution With Other
Worker’s Experimental Data

The mock-up experiment has been performed by Kubota et al.
�15,16� at the National Institute for Fusion Science �NIFS�. This is
the high heat flux heat removal experiment on the mock-up di-
vertor plate heated by the electron beam facility. The cross-
sectional view of this divertor plate is almost the same as shown

Fig. 8 Relationship between qinc and w /d at a cooling tube
inner diameter of 10 mm

Fig. 9 Relationship between qinc/qcr,sub and w /d for a flat-
plate-type divertor

Fig. 10 Relationship between qcr,inc and w /d at Pin
=0.5–2 MPa
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in Fig. 1�a�. The hatching area on the upper surface of the divertor
shown in the figure is heated with the heat flux of 11.6 MW/m2.
The incident heat flux, qinc, within the heated length �L
=30 mm� is equivalent to 10.826 MW/m2. The cooling water for
Pin=500 kPa, u=7 m/s, and Tin=303.2 K is circulated through
the divertor. The mock-up experimental results of time variations
are shown in Fig. 11. The Twall is measured by a pyrometer, and
TCX and TCu by thermocouples. Figure 12 shows the numerically
obtained time variations in the surface temperature, Twall, the inner
temperature of the carbon tile, Tcx, and the inner temperature of
the copper block, TCu, for qinc=10.8 MW/m2 with the divertor of
30 mm wide and the cooling tube diameter, d, of 10 mm, which is
cooled with highly subcooled and pressurized water for the inlet
liquid temperature, Tin, of 306.6 K at the inlet pressure, Pin, of
594 kPa with the flow velocity, u, of 6.93 m/s, which is the same
with Fig. 5. The experimental data in Fig. 11 are also shown in the
figure for comparison. From the comparison of the numerical so-
lutions with the mock-up results in Fig. 12, the Twall, TCX, and TCu
in the numerical results and those in the mock-up results are ap-
proximately the same, respectively, although their increasing rates
for the experiment are a little smaller than those for the numerical
solution. This fact verified that numerical analyses are reliable. It
is assumed that the incident heat flux of the mock-up experiment

might be just below the incident critical heat flux. The effect of
difference between tube inner diameter and heated length on heat
transfer and CHF are estimated as follows. In the fully developed
boiling region, the tube inner diameter and the heated length, both
of which have a little influence on the single-phase heat transfer
�10,17,18�, have little or no effect on the surface temperature
�19–22�. And the qcr,sub are almost proportional to d−0.4 and
�L /d�−0.1, as mentioned above, so the CHFs for the numerical
solution would become 4.1% higher for the tube inner diameter
and 4.6% lower for the heated length than those for the mock-up
experiment, because in this calculation the boiling curve for the
test tube inner diameter �d=9 mm� and the heated length �L
=48 mm� was used.

6 Conclusions
The subcooled flow boiling critical heat fluxes �CHFs� and the

heat transfer coefficients �HTCs� for the test tube inner diameters
�d=9 mm� and the heated lengths �L=48 to 149 mm� were ap-
plied to thermal analysis of the flat-plate-type divertor of LHD.
The incident CHFs, qcr,inc, for the divertor with the cooling tube
diameter, d, of 10 mm and the carbon armor plate width, w, rang-
ing from 16 to 30 mm, were numerically analyzed based on the
CHFs and HTCs measured. Experimental results lead to the fol-
lowing conclusions.

The incident critical heat flux, qcr,inc, is defined as the maximum
value of qinc without the steep increase of Twall due to the surface
temperature on the cooling tube increasing to that of the film
boiling regime.

The qcr,inc value becomes 27% higher with a decrease in w /d
from 3 to 1.6.

The ratio of the one-side heat-loading CHF data, qcr,inc, to the
uniform heat loading CHF data, qcr,sub, can be represented as the
simple equation based on the numerical solutions.

The values of the qcr,inc for the tube lengths of 50, 100, and
150 mm were estimated with various w /d at higher inlet pres-
sures.
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Nomenclature
Bo � qcr /Ghfg, boiling number
C � constant used in �Eq. �10��
d � test tube inner diameter, m;

� cooling tube inner diameter, m
h � height, m
L � heated length, m
n � exponent used in �Eq. �10��
P � pressure, kPa
q � heat flux, W/m2

qcr,sub � critical heat flux for subcooled condition,
W/m2

qcr,inc � incident critical heat flux, W/m2

qinc � incident heat flux, W/m2

q� � surface heat flux on the cooling tube, W/m2

Re � Gd /�l, Reynolds number
Sc � cpl��Tsub,out�cal /hfg, cpl �Tsub,out /hfg, nondi-

mensional outlet subcooling
Sc* � cpl �Tsub,in /hfg, nondimensional inlet

subcooling
t � time, s

TCu � outer temperature of the copper cooling tube,
K

Tcx � inner temperature of the carbon armor, K

Fig. 11 Time variations in Twall, TCX, and TCu for qinc
=10.8 MW/m2 in the heat load test „Kubota et al. †15,16‡…

Fig. 12 A comparison of the experimental data with the nu-
merical solution
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TH � homogeneous spontaneous nucleation tempera-
ture, K

Tin � inlet liquid temperature, K
Tmin � minimum film boiling temperature, K

Ts � heater inner surface temperature, K;
� surface temperature of the cooling tube, K

Twall � carbon armor surface temperature, K
u � flow velocity, m/s

We � G2d /�l�, Weber number
w � divertor width, m

x-y � Cartesian coordinates, m-m
z � depth of the first control volume, m

�T � �Ts−Tin�, K
�Tsub,in � �Tsat−Tin�, liquid inlet subcooling, K

�Tsub,out � �Tsat−Tout�, outlet liquid subcooling, K

Subscript
I � control volume number

Cu � copper
in � inlet

out � outlet
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The enhancement in the rate of the heat transfer resulting from
rotating smooth and rough vertical cylinders, of 1.28 and
21.75 �m average roughness, respectively, are experimentally
studied. Experiments were carried out for cooling fluid Reynolds
numbers from 3300 to 7800 with varying the rotational speed up
to 280 rpm. Experimental runs at the stationary case showed an
acceptable agreement with the theoretical values. The experimen-
tal Nusselt number values at various rotational speeds are corre-
lated as functions of Reynolds, Weber, and Prandtl numbers for
smooth and rough surfaces. The correlated equations were com-
pared with the correlation obtained by another author. The results
show that the enhancement of the heat transfer rate becomes more
appreciable for low Reynolds numbers at high rotational speeds
and for high Reynolds numbers at low rotational speeds. The ro-
tation causes an enhancement in the overall heat transfer coeffi-
cient of �89% at Re=7800, We=1084, and Pr=1.48 for smooth
surface and of �13.7% at Re=4700, We=4891, and Pr=1.696
for rough surface. Also, the enhancement in the heat transfer rates
utilizing rotary surface becomes more pronounced for the smooth
surface compared with the rough one, therefore the choice of the
heat transfer surface is very important. The present work shows a
reduction in the heat transfer rate below its peak value depending
on the type of the heat transfer surface. It is shown that the en-
hancement in the heat transfer, i.e., enhancement in the Nusselt
number, depends on the Weber number value and the surface type
while the Nusselt number value mainly depends on the Reynolds
and Prandtl numbers. Correlated equation have been developed
to represent the Nusselt number values as functions of the Weber
and Reynolds numbers within the stated ranges of the
parameters. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2098862�

1 Introduction
Condensation occurs when the temperature of vapor is reduced

below its saturation temperature. In industrial equipment, the pro-
cess commonly results from contact between the vapor and a cold
surface. The dominant form of condensation is a way in which a
liquid film covers the entire cool surface and under the action of
gravity, the film flows continuously upon the surface. In the film
condensation, the condensate provides a resistance to heat transfer
between the vapor and the surface. Because this resistance in-
creases with increasing condensate thickness in the flow direction,
it is desirable to reduce the thickness of condensate film on the
condensing surfaces. The centrifugal force obtained by utilizing
rotational cold surface has been proposed to obtain a thinner con-
densate film for enhancing heat transfer. However, a mechanical

power was consumed for the rotation, thus this enhancement rep-
resents additional running cost compared to conventional station-
ary heat exchanger. In spite of this additional cost, a mechanical
condenser of this type is suitable where compact equipment is a
must, or in outer space where gravitational force is absent.

Heat transfer enhancement resulting from the rotation of the
heat transfer surfaces has received a great deal of attention in the
past decades. Several previous works have been done to enhance
the heat transfer rate by rotating horizontal �1–3� and vertical �4,5�
heat transfer surfaces. Chandran and Watson �1� observed heat
transfer coefficients in films of methanol, isopropanol, ethyl-
acetate, n-butanol, and water condensing on rotating plain and
pinned horizontal tubes. Singer and Preckshot �2� studied the
overall heat transfer coefficient on a horizontally rotating cylinder
cooled on the inside by water and enclosed in a steam chamber.
They concluded that the flow and heat transfer characteristics of
the system went through three regimes as the rotational speed
increased. At low rotational speeds the vertical gravitational drain-
age force was partly opposed by the radial centrifugal force and
the circumferential friction force between the fluid and the rotor,
thus causing an increase in the mean film thickness and a reduc-
tion in heat transfer rate. At moderate speeds the condensate
sprayed from the cylinder making the liquid film thinner and in-
creasing the heat transfer rate. At very high speeds the droplets on
the cylinder elongated into streaks and heat transfer rate fell.
Hoyle and Matthews �3� investigated the effects of diameter and
rotational speed of cylinder carrying cooling water on the heat
transfer from steam. They did not report any decrease in heat
transfer at high rotational speeds. Nicol and Gacesa �4� obtained
high heat transfer coefficients for condensing steam on a vertical
cylinder rotating on its axis. They attributed the increase in heat
transfer to be due to the film being thrown off the wall due to the
centrifugal force. Ball et al. �5� experimentally studied the heat
transfer in a vertical annulus with a rotating inner heated cylinder.
They concluded a qualitative description of the transition of a
buoyancy dominated flow regime to one dominated by rotation.
More studies were done for studying the enhancement in the heat
transfer due to rotation effect �e.g., �6–13��.

All the previous studies have shown that increasing the rota-
tional speed resulted in an enhancement of the heat transfer rate
with different peak values. Some of these works show that a fur-
ther increase in speed resulted in a reduction in the heat transfer
coefficient below its peak value �e.g., �1,2��. Hirai et al. �14� had
shown that increasing the pipe rotational speed had resulted in the
change of the fully developed turbulent profile of the axial veloc-
ity into a laminar-like velocity profile and had decreased the fric-
tion factor causing the reduction in the heat transfer coefficient.
They called this phenomenon “the laminarization phenomena.”
This phenomenon restricts the enhancement in the heat transfer
coefficient and may cause the reduction in the heat transfer rate
below its peak value with the increase in the rotational speed.

The aforementioned works have not studied any way for retard-
ing of the laminarization phenomena or the effect of the cold
surface roughness on the heat transfer. Therefore, an experimental
test rig used in the present work was designed so that cold fluid
flows between two rotating central surfaces as a way to restrict the
cold fluid flow for retarding the laminarization phenomena. Also
the paper investigates the effect of rotational speed and surface
roughness of two heat transfer surfaces on the heat transfer rate.
Experiments were conducted using saturated water vapor at atmo-
spheric pressure as the hot fluid and liquid water as the cold fluid
in counter flow. The cold fluid flows in the annular passage to
obtain larger heat transfer surface compared with the flow inside
the inner cylinder. The results obtained for different Reynolds
numbers are presented in terms of Nusselt and Weber numbers to
characterize the effect of the surface tension and centrifugal force
on the rate of the heat transfer. The values of Nusselt number were
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correlated as functions of Reynolds, Weber, and Prandtl numbers
for the smooth and the rough surfaces and were compared with
the correlation obtained by another author �4�.

2 Experimental Work
A schematic drawing of the flow paths and the experimental

apparatus which was set up in the thermal laboratory of Mechani-
cal Engineering Department at Assiut University is shown in Fig.
1. It is mainly composed of thick brass shell and rotary part. The
thick shell was made from brass cylinder of 250±0.05 mm inner
diameter with 10±0.05 mm wall thickness and 720±0.5 mm
length. The two ends of the shell were bolted to thick brass covers
through which the end shafts were passed. Thrust and ball bear-
ings were installed in each cover. Two holes of 12±0.05 mm di-
ameter are opened on the top and bottom of the cover for flowing
the hot fluid into and out of the shell. Precautions were made for
preventing any leakage from these ends using rubber seals and
glands.

The rotary part is constructed from two steel headers and a
rough galvanized steel pipe of 33.4±0.05 mm outer diameter, lo-
cated in the center of the heat transfer cylinder �rough or smooth
surface�. The rough cylinder is made from brass material of
115.4±0.05 mm inner diameter, 3.0±0.05 mm wall thickness, and
470±0.5 mm length. The smooth cylinder is made from PVC ma-
terial of 112±0.05 mm inner diameter, 4.0±0.05 mm wall thick-
ness, and 470±0.05 mm length. The ends of the rough galvanized
steel pipe and the heat transfer cylinders were fixed on the two
headers by using oxygen-ethylene welding or iron chemical glue.
The rotary part was balanced and tested for alignment with a dial
indicator on a lathe machine for reducing the vibration as much as
possible. Before housing it in the shell, the heat transfer surfaces
had been carefully cleaned from any dirt or grease. The shell and
the connecting pipes were insulated with fiberglass of thickness
50 mm. The apparatus was connected to the static cooling water
inlet and outlet pipes by special sealed joints to prevent leakage of
cooling water. The surface roughnesses were measured by a com-

mercial surface profilometer �Surtronic 3�. The average rough-
nesses for the smooth and rough surface are 1.28 and 21.75 �m,
respectively.

A saturated vapor steam at atmospheric pressure was fed into
shell of the apparatus as the hot fluid. Cooling water was admitted
to the apparatus from the main laboratory network. The water flow
rate was regulated by a network valve and measured by a cali-
brated orifice meter with maximum uncertainty of ±1%. Large-
scale mercury thermometers were used to measure inlet and outlet
temperatures of the saturated steam and the cooling water with an
accuracy of ±0.5°C. The saturated steam exiting from the appa-
ratus was condensed and its mass flow rate was measured by
using a graduated glass tube mounted on a calibrated tank and
stopwatch with maximum uncertainty of ±0.01 kg/s. A 3.7 kW
squirrel cage variable speed electric motor is connected to the
apparatus. The rotational speed was measured by a tachometer
with uncertainties of ±5 rpm for speeds up to 500 rpm.

At the beginning of each experiment, the equipment was oper-
ated under the presumed test conditions for 40 min before read-
ings were recorded to ensure steady state condition. The heat
given up in condensation is compared with the heat gained by the
cooling water. Only when the heat balance was within 5%, the
results were accepted. Experiments were performed over a range
of cooling water Reynolds numbers from 3300 to 7800 and rota-
tional speeds up to 280 rpm. The experimental measurements
were carried out at constant cooling water Reynolds number.

3 Analysis
For each experiment, measurements of all variables were re-

corded after steady state conditions were established. Conduction
heat losses through the ends of the rotating hollow shaft were
neglected due to the small temperature difference between the
cooling water flowing through the shaft and the ambient. The rate
of heat transfer, Q, is determined from:

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the flow paths and the experimental apparatus
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Q = m C �T2 − T1� �1�

where m and C are the mass flow rate and the specific heat of the
cooling water and T1 and T2 are the inlet and outlet cooling water
temperatures, respectively. The overall heat transfer coefficient, U,
based on the outside surface of the cylinder, Ao, is calculated from

U =
Q

�Ao �T�
�2�

where �T is the logarithmic mean temperature difference, given
by

�T =
�T2 − T1�

ln
�Ts − T1�
�Ts − T2�

�3�

where Ts is the steam saturation temperature. The mean heat trans-
fer coefficient of the condensation, hm, is calculated from

hm =
Q

Ao�Tf − Tw�
�4�

where Tf and Tw are the mean temperature of the condensate film
and the outside surface temperature, respectively. Due to the small
difference in temperature between the exit and inlet cooling water
and the slightly subcooled condensate at the delivery as recorded
by experiments, hence, Tw, can be estimated from

Tw = 0.5 �Tf +
T1 + T2

2
� �5�

where the condensate film temperature was calculated from a re-
lation, Tf =Ts−0.75�T2−T1�, as it is mentioned and used by Chan-
dran and Watson �1� for a similar work. The Nusselt number, Nu,
cooling water Reynolds number, Re, and Weber number, We, were
computed from the following

Nu =
hm Do

kf
�6�

Re =
� V Dh

�
�7�

We =
� f�

2Do
3

4� f
�8�

where kf, � f, and � f are the thermal conductivity, the density, and
the surface tension of the condensate film, � and � are the density
and viscosity of the cooling water at mean temperature, �T1
+T2� /2 ,V is the cooling water axial velocity, � is the rotor angu-
lar velocity, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, Dh=Di−d ,d is the outer
diameter of the closed central pipe, and Di and Do are inner and
outer diameter of the tested �rough or smooth� cylinder, respec-
tively. The enhancement in the rate of the heat transfer, �, due to
the use of rotation is calculated from

� =
U − Uo

Uo
�9�

where Uo is the overall heat transfer coefficient obtained with no
rotation �stationary case�.

The theoretical heat transfer coefficient for the film condensa-
tion, ho, was calculated using Nusselt equation on a vertical sta-
tionary surface, which is

ho = 0 . 943� kf
3� f�� f − �v� ghfg

L� f�Ts − Tw� 	0.25

�10�

where �v is the vapor density, g is the gravity acceleration, hfg is
the steam latent heat, L is the length of the test cylinder.

4 Uncertainty Analysis
The uncertainty analysis presented in this section is based upon

the methods discussed by Moffat �15�. Three independent mea-
surements are required for the completion of the experimental
program which are rotational speed, inlet and exit cooling water
temperatures, and orifice head difference required for calculating
cooling water mass flow rate.

Measurements of rotational speed were made with a tachometer
with maximum uncertainty of ±5 rpm that covers full scale of
500 rpm. Individual temperature measurements were made with
mercury thermometers with uncertainty of ±0.5°C. Measurement
of the cooling water flow rate, kg/s, was made using a calibrated
orifice meter of correlated equation m=10.381
��h /3600, where
�h is the orifice head difference in mm Hg with maximum uncer-
tainty of ±1 mm. Fluid properties are assumed with negligible
uncertainty and were taken from tables of thermophysical proper-
ties of �16�.

Following the method presented by Moffat �15�, then the maxi-
mum uncertainty of Q, U, hm, Re, We, and Nu through this study
were calculated as: ±0.628 kW, ±0.049 kW/m2 K,
±0.072 kW/m2 K, ±96, ±102 and ±8.7, respectively, which in
percentage values will be: ±6.4%, ±6.4%, ±4.6%, ±1.2%, ±6.1%,
and ±4.2%, respectively.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion
Comparison between the experimental and theoretical values of

the heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number at the stationary
case �no rotation� for the rough surface are shown in Fig. 2. The
trend of the experimental results is seen to be in agreement with
the theoretical values where the deviations between the experi-
mental and the theoretical values are small. It is observed that the
heat transfer coefficient is increased with the cooling water Rey-
nolds number. This comparison gives confidence in the accuracy
of the experimental results.

Fifty-one experiments were conducted using the smooth surface
at constant cooling water Reynolds numbers of 3300, 4500, 6200,
and 7800 and different Prandtl numbers of the condensate film in
the 1.448–1.52 and at Weber numbers up to 5025. Seventeen ex-
periments were conducted using the rough surface at constant
cooling water Reynolds number of 4700 and varying Prandtl num-
bers of the condensate film in the 1.667–1.696 and at Weber num-
bers up to 4892.

The overall heat transfer coefficients, U, and the Nusselt num-
ber, Nu, against the Weber number, We, for the rough surface at
Re=4700 are presented in Fig. 3. The figure shows that both U
and Nu increase almost linearly with an increase in We. The in-
crease in Nu means an increase in the convection heat transfer
coefficient of the steam side with the rotational speed. The in-

Fig. 2 Comparison between the experimental and theoretical
values of the heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number with
stationary rough surface
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crease in U means an increase in the convection heat transfer
coefficients of either the steam side, the cold water side, or both
sides, with the rotational speed. One can conclude that the rotation
reduces the thickness of the condensate film causing an increase in
the convection heat transfer coefficient of the steam side, as ex-
plained in �3,4�, and an increase in the cold water velocity causing
an increase in the convection heat transfer coefficient of the cold
water side, as discussed in �14�.

Values of U and Nu against We for smooth surface at Re of
3300, 4500, 6200, and 7800 are presented in Fig. 4. It is clearly
shown that almost parabolic curves represent the variation of both
the Nu and U values with We. It is also shown that increasing Re
causes an increase in the values of both Nu and U. At Re of 3300,
the heat transfer rate increases by increasing We. On the other
hand for Re of 4500, 6200, and 7800, the heat transfer rate gradu-
ally increases to its peak value and gradually decreases by increas-
ing We. Normally, the heat transfer rate would increase by in-
creasing Re or We or both. But, the reduction in the heat transfer
rate below its peak value with the increase in We can be expected
as a result of either the elongation of the condensate drops into
streaks form on the outside surface as discussed in �1,2� or the
laminarization of the inner cold flow as concluded by �14�. From
Figs. 3 and 4, it is also observed that the reduction in the heat
transfer below the peak value depends on the surface roughness.

The experimental Nu results obtained for both the rough and
the smooth surfaces at different rotational speeds are correlated,
using the least squares method, as functions of Re, We, and Pr and
are given in Eqs. �11� and �12� for rough and smooth surface,
respectively. However, due to the experimental narrow range of
Pr, so the Pr0.333 term given in Eqs. �11� and �12� can be replaced

with average values of 1.1915 and 1.1406, respectively. Figures
5�a� and 5�b� show both Nu numbers calculated from the corre-
lated equation and the corresponding experimental values for the
rough and the smooth surfaces, respectively. Maximum deviations
of Nu calculated from Eqs. �11� and �12� from the corresponding
experimental values at 1500�We�5000 are 0.72% and 10%,
respectively, except only one worse point obtained from Eq. �12�
has a deviation of 12.5%. The maximum error in the Nusselt
number values calculated from Eqs. �11� and �12� are 4.57% and
11.15%, respectively

Nu = 561.7We0.04Pr0.333

for rough surface �21.75 �m roughness�

at 1500 � We � 5000, 1.687 � Pr � 1.696, and Re = 4700

�11�

Nu = 0.511 Re0.634 We0.075Pr0.333

for smooth surface �1.28 �m roughness�

at 500 � We � 4900, 1.448 � Pr � 1.52, and

3300 � Re � 7800 �12�
Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show that Nu number values obtained using
the rough surface are higher than those values obtained using
smooth surface. This result is expected because a great amount of
steam condensation was completed with the use of the rough sur-
face compared with that quantity completed by the use of the
smooth surface where the rough surface has higher thermal con-

Fig. 3 Experimental results versus Weber numbers for the
rough surface at Re=4700

Fig. 4 Experimental results versus Weber numbers for the
smooth surface at Reynolds numbers of 3300, 4500, 6200, and
7800

Fig. 5 Correlated Nu values and their corresponding experi-
mental results at different Re and We for „a… rough surface, „b…
smooth surface
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ductance and thinner wall thickness compared to the smooth sur-
face. The rate of increase �, represents the enhancement in the
heat transfer rate due to rotational effect. The percentages of en-
hancement in the heat transfer rate against We at different Re
values for both the smooth and the rough surface are presented in
Fig. 6. It is shown that this enhancement becomes more appre-
ciable for low Re at high rotational speeds and for high Re at low
rotational speeds. It is also shown that the maximum enhancement
in the heat transfer rate for smooth surface is about 60.6% at Re
=4500 and about 13.7% for rough surface at Re=4700. This dif-
ference in the enhancement would be due to the effect of the
surface tension of the condensate droplets. Therefore choice of the
type of the heat transfer surface is very important in rotational
cases. The maximum enhancement in heat transfer is about 89% at
Re=7800, We=1084, and Pr=1.48 for the smooth surface and
about 13.7% at Re=4700, We=4891, and Pr=1.696 for rough
surface. This is more clear from the correlated equations, where
the power of We in Eq. �12�, 0.075 �smooth surface correlated
equation�, is almost twice the power of We in Eq. �11�, 0.04
�rough surface correlated equation�. Equation �12� shows that Re
and Pr have the greatest effect on the Nu values compared to the
We where they have the highest exponent in the equation. There-
fore one can conclude that the enhancement in the heat transfer
depends on We and the surface roughness while Nu mainly de-
pends on Re and Pr.

From the available literature, Nicol and Gacesa �4� had done
some experiments on steam condensation on a rotating vertical
aluminum cylinder of 12.7 mm inner diameter with cooling water
flow rate from 3600 to 7200 lb/h, i.e., equivalent to Reynolds
number of about 44,700 to 89,400. They reported that the alumi-
num cylinder used in their work was cleaned using steel wool,
then polished using abrasive powder and finally washed with al-
cohol, giving roughness of their surface almost comparable to that
of the smooth surface in the present work. Therefore, comparing
present correlation for the smooth surface given in Eq. �12� with
that of �4� �i.e., Nu=6.13 We0.496�, as shown in Fig. 7, shows that
their correlation gives lower values of the Nu at low We and then
grows to higher values with increasing We compared with the
present correlation. At low We, Nicol and Gacesa �4� reported that
Nu obtained from their correlation gave lower values compared
with those obtained by other authors for horizontal rotating tube.
Normally, the Nicol and Gacesa correlation gives higher Nu with
increased Re where Re recorded through the Nicol and Gacesa
experiments were much higher than those recorded through the
present work. Generally, it can be stated that Nu-We correlation of
�4� has an agreement with the present correlations from the point
of view that Nu value is increased by increasing We, however, the
present correlations show that the increasing value of Nu depend
on Reynolds numbers, signifying that the present results are rea-

sonably accepted. It should be noted that the low vibrations which
have occurred during experimental test might reduce the film con-
densation causing an increase in the convection heat transfer co-
efficients with the increase of rotational speeds. This effect needs
further study.

The above discussion clearly shows that the present apparatus
has some potential in the enhancement in the heat transfer due to
rotational effect for all cases. However, a mechanical power was
consumed for the rotation, thus this enhancement represents addi-
tional running cost compared to conventional heat exchanger. In
spite of this additional cost, a mechanical condenser of this type is
suitable where compact equipment is a must, or in outer space
where gravitational force is absent.

6 Conclusions
The experimental results for the heat transfer at the stationary

case give an acceptable agreement with the theoretical values
showing a confidence in the accuracy of the experimental results.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:

1. The rotation causes an enhancement in the overall heat
transfer coefficient with percentage values of about 89% at
Re=7800, We=1084, and Pr=1.48 for smooth surface and
about 13.7% at Re=4700, We=4891, and Pr=1.696 for
rough surface.

2. The enhancement in the heat transfer rates utilizing rotary
surface becomes more pronounced for the smooth surface
compared with the rough one, therefore the choice of the
heat transfer surface roughness is very important. The
present work shows that the occurrence of reduction in the
heat transfer rate below its peak value depends on the type
of the heat transfer surface.

3. The enhancement in the heat transfer, i.e., enhancement in
the Nusselt number, depends on the Weber number value
and the surface type while the Nusselt number value mainly
depends on the Reynolds.

4. Present correlated equation could be used to represent the
Nusselt number values as function of the Weber and Rey-
nolds numbers within the stated ranges of the parameters for
similar heat exchanger.

5. Effect of mechanical vibrations on the enhancement of the
heat transfer rates needs further study.

Nomenclature

Alphabetic Symbols
Ao � outer heat surface area, m2

C � specific heat of the cold fluid, kJ/kg K
Cf � specific heat of condensate, kJ/kg K

d � outer diameter of the central pipe, m

Fig. 6 Percentage enhancement in heat transfer rate against
We at different Re values for both the smooth and rough
surfaces

Fig. 7 Comparison of Nu versus We for correlated equation
for the smooth surface at Re of 7800 with that of †4‡
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Dh � hydraulic diameter, m
Di ,Do � inner and outer diameters of the cylindrical

heat surface, m
hfg � latent heat of condensation, kJ/kg
hm � mean heat transfer coefficient, kW/m2 K
ho � theoretical heat transfer coefficient for film

condensation, kW/m2 K
�h � orifice head difference, mm Hg
kf � film thermal conductivity, kW/m K
L � length of test cylinder, m
m � cold water mass flow rate, kg/s

Nu � Nusselt number, hmDo /kf
Pr � Prandtl number of the film condensate, �Cf /kf
Q � heat rate gained by cold fluid, kW

Re � cold fluid Reynolds number, �VDh /�
T1 � inlet cold water temperature, K
T2 � outlet cold water temperature, K
Ts � steam side temperature, K
Tw � steam side heat surface temperature, K
U � overall heat transfer coeff, kW/m2 K

Uo � overall heat transfer coeff. at stationary case,
kW/m2 K

V � velocity of cold water, m/s
We � Weber number, � f	

2Do
3 /4� f

Greek Symbols
� � viscosity of cold water, Pa s

� f � viscosity of the film, Pa s
� � density of cold water, kg/m3

� f � density of film, kg/m3

�v � density of vapor, kg/m3

� f � surface tension of the film, N/m
� � angular velocity, rad/s

�T � logarithmic mean temp. difference, K
� � enhancement in heat transfer rate
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